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Child Theology in Africa 

New paradigms for African seminaries with the child placed by Jesus 

11-15 November 2013, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 

 

Introduction 

Editor Comments 

John Collier 

This meeting, held in Addis Ababa in November 2013, was the third meeting in Africa co-sponsored by the Child 

Theology Movement. It differed from the preceding two meetings in that it was consciously larger though still 

relatively small but, more importantly, its stated purpose was to attend to the teaching of theology to Christian 

leaders, using the vehicle of ‘Child Theology’ to open a potentially radical new way of being church. 

This meeting could not have happened without the generous financial support of Compassion International and the 

Overseas Council International. In addition, the director and staff of the Child Development Training and Research 

Centre in Addis Ababa provided critical practical support which made the meeting possible. Here I want to record 

our grateful thanks on behalf of all the participants. 

Child Theology slipped unannounced into the Christian world at a small meeting in Penang, Malaysia in June 2002 

at which the participants discussed issues concerning children and theology. They arrived somewhat late on the scene 

as, though Christian theology had largely ignored children for 2,000 years, the twentieth century had seen a lot of 

Christian activity with children, much but not all of which was concerned with disadvantaged or oppressed children 

and sometimes was accompanied by serious theological reflection. The theologies that emerged from this activity 

would be called “Theology of Childhood’ or “Theology of Children”, largely focused upon children or childhood, 

seeking to understand them from a Christian point of view and taking into account new insights on children from the 

social sciences. So, why did the Child Theology Movement introduce this new terminology “Child Theology”? In 

other words: “What is different about Child Theology”? 

Child Theology claims to be significantly different from other theological formulations derived from the interface 

between children and theology. It has to be said that the difference is subtle and often not appreciated by those who 

nevertheless use the term ‘Child Theology’ to describe what they promulgate. Participants at this meeting were 

invited to contribute their thoughts exploring Child Theology in Africa, either as presentations to the whole 

conference in plenary sessions or as papers in ‘Workshops’ where two or three papers were presented simultaneously 

and participants chose which one they would attend. Those papers and presentations offered to the meeting are 

included in this report, whether or not, in the opinion of the organizers, they seem to be presenting Child Theology or 

one of the other forms of theology and children. These papers present much excellent work which deserves to be 

disseminated and so they are included here. 

We believe that the distinct emphasis brought by Child Theology is not merely an academic nuance. We talk about 

‘the child in the midst’. Or more accurately, ‘the child placed by Jesus in the midst’. The inspiration for this is the 

event mentioned in Matthew 18 where Jesus places a child in the centre of a theological argument about the 

Kingdom of God. Of course, Jesus intended the disciples to notice the child but one suspects that he hoped the 

disciples would look not just at the child, as a man might look on the glass of a mirror, but to look through the child 

to a new vision of who God is and how his ‘kingdom’ functions. The disciples at the time did not seem to grasp this, 

as indicated by the following event where they tried to prevent mothers bringing their children to Jesus (though, in 

truth, a knowledge of the ‘theology of the child’ would have been enough for them to understand that Jesus would 

want to bless them; they did not need ‘child theology’ for that). So it is entirely understandable if modern day 

disciples take time to ‘get it’. Once the penny drops, the church will have to change. There are implications for 
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church government and control, for allowing children to be more than passive recipients of teaching and care, and 

more. They will still need to be cared for and evangelised, but they also need to be allowed to contribute to worship 

and to share their insights and questions, recognising that God also speaks to children. They may sometimes ‘get it 

wrong’, as adults are known to do, and so will need instruction and training. 

The participants at this meeting were drawn from many expressions of Christianity, as will be seen from the short 

introductions they give to themselves in the section that follows this. They also came from all corners of the 

continent, with the exception of the northern edge. Some were teachers in academic institutions; others were still 

studying and developing their own expertise; many were involved in Christian ministries to children, usually 

alongside academic theological study. 

It was a truly diverse group that assembled and the discussions were characterised by much energy, noise and 

laughter. There were also moments of quiet reflection, worship and prayer. To assist in promoting this focus, Keith 

set up what might perhaps be called a ‘shrine’in the centre of the circle, using some of the conference chairs. He 

encouraged us to use it to focus our thoughts, certainly not as a afocus of worship, perhaps around the event of 

Matthew 18 with Jesus placing the child, and so literally ‘amongst us’ or perhaps of children we know, to bring them 

‘into our midst’. 

We did not expect people to come with well-formed understandings of Child Theology but our hope was that the 

meeting would bring about a change in perception. Did the meeting achieve its objective of developing “New 

paradigms for African seminaries with the child placed by Jesus”? Towards the end of the meeting, we asked the 

participants to write down their definitions of “Child Theology” as they understood it. These definitions are listed 

later in this report. I will comment in that section and give my own impression.  

On a practical point: readers may be concerned to see that the papers included in this report do not flow 

consecutively and some papers seem to be missing. The explanation is that papers were numbered consecutively 

when received and then were assessed by a panel to determine if they were suitable for presentation. Because of time 

restrictions in the meeting several worthy papers had to be excluded. Papers are included here in the sequence that 

they were presented not in the order that they arrived at the office of CTM. In addition, several paapers presented by 

participants from South Africa could not be included as they had already been published elsewhere. Where possible, 

a brief synopsis is given. 

Participants 

I come from Addis Ababa. I served the Lord in the Full Gospel Church as a 

teaching elder and Marriage Counsellor. Then, after I graduated with a BTh, I 

started to teach at the Full Gospel Seminary in Addis Ababa. 

I served as the Head of the Extension Department in the seminary from 2006 to 

2010 and since then have been working as the Academic Dean. I have earned an 

MTh from SATS and an MPhil from NCI University (Florida, USA). At the 

present time, I am pursuing a PhD with SATS in the area of Child Theology. 

Abera Abay 

 

Albert Namihanla 

Yonli 

 

I am from the city of Fada N’Gowima in the east of Burkina Faso. I am in 

l’enseignement’ in the Bible Schools and churches. I am the director of the Centre of 

Biblical Formation and Agropastoral (CFBA) in Fada.  

I am married to Lompo Manou Cathérine and we have 6 children, of whom two are 

already in the presence of the Lord.  
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I served in my local church as the director of Christian Education for about 6 

years.  One of the blessings of my life was seeing those children and youth that I 

worked with grow spiritually.   

I was asked to join the Evangelical Theological College to coordinate and teach in 

the Christian Education department and also involve in the administration of the 

School, Now I train children and youth ministers who are already serving the 

Lord.  The college has now started a Master of Arts program in Holistic Child 

Development which has drawn qualified students and I am privileged to be 

coordinating this program.  I hope to do my PhD in the same area so that I can 

continue to serve in the training of the leaders in this program. 

Alemseged 

 

Alice Mambo  

I teach in Africa International University in Nairobi, Kenya in the Department of 

Education. I specialize in Child Development and Family Studies. I am also an 

ordained minister in the Anglican Church. 

I became a Christian when I was in High School and from my childhood I enjoyed 

attending Sunday School, later becoming a teacher. In the Child Development and 

Family Studies program at AIU we are training men and women with a passion for 

serving children within all the church denominations in Kenya and beyond. We need 

to embrace children as Jesus did. 

Bill Prevette 

 

I and my wife Ky live in Oxford, England. I am a PhD research tutor and child 

development specialist. We have spent the last 30 years working with youth and 

children at risk. We began in the early 1980s with urban youth gangs in Los Angeles. 

In 1988 we moved to Asia to minister to youth in Bangkok and women who had been 

trafficked from the Hill Tribes of Thailand. After 8 years, we relocated to Cambodia 

and developed educational programs and residential care for children who had been 

abandoned by their families in the aftermath of the atrocities of the Khmer Rouge.  

In 2002, we were invited to Romania where I worked with the Bucharest International 

Church and Teen Challenge, while doing doctoral research with street children and 

Roma communities. I completed my PhD at the Oxford Centre of Mission Studies in 

2008. We continue to train leaders who work with youth, children, and women at risk 

in Europe and the developing world.  

I have more than twenty years’ experience in Sunday School teaching and in all 

those years I could not find good contextualized teaching material for children. At 

present I am working at the Child Development and Training and Research Centre 

and hope to produce good teaching material for children. 

Digafe Kunbi 

 

Caroline Muasyia 

 

I was born in Kenya and am a committed Christian practicing parent and an advocate 

of the voiceless (children). I work with Scott Christian University as an academic 

registrar and the external Studies coordinator. I have an MA in Higher Education 

Research and Development from Germany. 

I am married and am the mother of four children (two biological (boy and girl) and 

two adopted girls. 

I have been running a diploma program in Christian Ministries in collaboration World 

Vision  Kenya with special concentration on HCD .The program entails training 

practicing pastors from all parts of Kenya and soon we will stretch to the rest of 

Africa. 

I have also organized the same for all Compassion workers in Kenya. 

The way forward is to include Child Theology as a core course in all the programs 
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offered in Scott Christian University and ensure that all pastors training in Scott take a 

course in Child Theology. 

I am the chairperson of the Department of Religious Studies and Philosophy at 

Zimbabwe Open University. I recently completed my Doctor of Literature and 

Philosophy in Religious studies at the University of South Africa. It is my desire 

to pursue some training in Christian Theology of Ministry related programmes so 

that I can balance my academic work with real life issues. 

Chimininge, Vengesai 

 

Christopher 

Byaruhanga 

 

I am an Anglican priest in the Church of Uganda. I hold a Doctor of Theology degree 

and work with the Ugandan Christian University as Professor of Systematic Theology 

and Dean of the School of Research and Postgraduate Studies. My aim is to do Child 

Theology from the perspective of Systematic Theology.  

I train young adults into future leaders of church and society in Ghana.I do not 

work directly with children but I have a strong desire to learn new ways of being 

childlike in my work and new ways of reaching out to children and child care 

workers. Help me, Lord. 

Cyril Fayose 

 

Dan Brewster 

 

I am presently the director of Academic Programs for Compassion International. I 

work globally to promote programming in Holistic Child Development (HCD) in 

seminaries and theological institutions. 

I have lived with my wife Alice in Penang, Malaysia for nearly 16 years and 

previously lived in Africa for almost 16 years. We have three children, born in Africa 

but all now living and working in Asia, and six grandchildren. 
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I have coordinated Campus Ministry for the last 7 years for my church 

denomination (ECWA) and have seen tremendous results. The ministry is now 

moving into Secondary Schools and this meeting has proved inspirational for this 

next step. 

Dan Victor Luke 

 

Dawit Hailu 

 

I am the East Africa area director for Compassion International. We are working as 

advocates for children so that children would be loved, nurtured and protected at all 

times and in all places. 

I have started to study for a PhD at OCMS in Oxford and the subject is in the area of 

adolescence and youth. 

Relationships, learning, suffering, marginalized children, generations, Africa, 

training, leadership, church……… These are some of the issues that have been 

interesting me over many decades, As a child, I met Jesus and ever since grew in 

the conviction that all these issues can only be looked at meaningfully if He is in 

the centre. 

With my wife, Taleta, and with my two sons, with the church of the poor that I 

have pastored and now with Petra Institute that I serve as Managing Director and 

with other pastors, I continue to search how these and other issues fit into his 

kingdom. 
Dirk Coetsee  

Donovan Leander 

Manuel 

 

I am a pastor in Cape Town, South Africa. But previously, before I became a 

Christian, I worked as a prison warden for ten years. I was frequently drunk while 

working at the prison but I saw how very young children became hardened criminals. I 

wanted to prevent this but I was a blind sinner myself until God saved me by his 

grace. 

I studied for a BA in the Bible and Theology and when I finished, my wife Charmaine 

and I started a ministry called “Jway” – Jesus Way. This ministry equips the church 

through seminars and workshops teaching puppetry, games and other means to 

effectively minister to children. 

I am from Dodoma, Tanzania. I live in Kempton Park, South Africa, serving with 

TWR International as the International Director for Africa. I am a father of 11, 

including 5 biological children. I supervise masters and doctoral students at the 

North West University and the South African Theological Seminary, both in South 

Africa, in the areas of Biblical Studies and Communication Studies. Most 

importantly, I am a child advocate, directing my energies to challenge, inspire and 

equip the church to minister to children effectively. 

Emmanuel Mbennah 
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Étienne Pousga 

Zongo 

 

I pastor a local church in the Assemblies of God in Burkina Faso. I also serve as a 

District Superintendent in that denomination. I am President of the AG seminary 

(FATHEAD) and General Secretary of the AG in Burkina Faso. 

I have loved ministering to children since my call into the ministry and I hope I can 

continue to work among children in my old age. 

I am a pastor in the church of Melchizedek in Accra, Ghana and I also serve as 

Principal and Academic Dean of the Good News Theological College and 

Seminary where I also teach Christian Education and Pastoral Theology courses. 

I am glad to have been part of this consultation as it has given me a new 

understanding of what ministry to children should entail. 

Ezekiel Andrews Tetteh 

Nartey 

 

Tsehaywota 

Taddesesse 

 

I have been in child ministry in Ethiopia for the last twenty years. I have seen 

remarkable improvements made by the church towards addressing the needs of 

children holistically. At the same time there is a lot to be done and I’m determined to 

play my part in the future. I believe Child Theology will be a huge influence both in 

sensitising and empowering God’s people for this noble cause. 

I work at the Evangelical College of Addis Ababa. I am married and a father of 

two: a girl and a boy. The main reason I am attending this meeting is because of 

the interest I have to see God’s hand in shaping and transforming my nation, with 

children being his primary agents of change. 

Frew Tamrat 

 

Guilherme Francisco 

Nhanala 

 

I was born in South Africa but am now living and working in Maputo, Mozambique. I 

trained as a theologian and was a youth worker for many years. I founded the 

Mozambique Christian Academy and am president of The Ministry of Christ. I am the 

husband of one wife, Marilia, and father of two children, Lucia and Guilherme. I am 

grandfather to Munache.  

I was recently awarded two honorary doctorates in Divinity and Philosophy. Teaching 

is my God-given gift. 
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I have recently been appointed as a lecturer in the faculty of Theology at the 

Northwest University in South Africa. I would like to discover more about God’s 

love for children and how God’s love can be communicated to all children. I 

believe that God has called me to seek his righteousness through connecting in a 

deep way with Africa’s children and helping others to do so too.  

M Hannelie Yates 

 

Ishaku Yaro 

 

I am working with the Evangelical Church Winning All (ECWA) and am responsible 

for coordinating the Children’s Ministry. This involves training teachers, creating 

awareness amongst pastors, conducting children’s camps and holiday Bible schools 

etc. 

This consultation has broadened my ideas on how to develop my ministry by 

networking with seminaries and sister churches. I am keen to develop strategies to 

reach parents, church leaders, children’s’ teachers and the children in Nigeria and 

beyond. 

 

Jacques Kangnide 

Johannes Malherbe 

 

I grew up in South Africa as part of a big family deeply involved in Christian 

ministry. At a young age I accepted Jesus Christ as my Saviour and a few years later 

experienced a call to ministry. While studying theology at the University of 

Stellenbosch, I met Annelie who added music to my life and later helped me raise our 

four children.  

I served as pastor of a poor Christian community in the Western Cape for seven years 

before we sensed God’s call to children’s ministry. I have been part of Petra Institute 

for children’s ministry since 1996. Here my responsibilities included leadership 

development and advocacy, which involved a lot of travelling, especially on the 

African continent. My understanding of issues relating to African children was 

enriched through listening to others and through formal research, which culminated in 

the publishing in 2011 of “Saved by the Lion?” an introduction to, and historical 

overview of African childhood. In January 2013 I joined the staff of the South African 

Theological Seminary (SATS) in Johannesburg, serving as the head of the 

postgraduate school. I remain deeply committed to, and involved in, issues of 

childhood and children’s ministry, particularly in the areas of formal studies, research 

and publication. 
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My Christian parents sent their four children to Sunday School in the Baptist 

church that my father’s family attended. My mother’s family was Roman Catholic 

but as a teenager she had come to Christ through a Baptist church in London. I 

received Christ and was baptized at the age of 15. As a teenager, I was called to 

mission work and to help with that, I studied medicine with a view to using those 

skills abroad. 

But God had another plan. Most of my adult life was spent working in medical 

research and doing mission amongst teenagers in the UK. As soon as I could, I 

retired from my work and volunteered to work in mission aborad. My first 

assignment was amongst street children in brazil and through that I got to know 

about Child Theology. I have been involved with CTM since the beginning and 

have helped with the administration and writing. 

John Collier 

Jonas Robert 

Sawadogo 

 

At present, I am working for child advocacy in French speaking Africa for 

Compassion International and the 4/14 window movement. I have a background in 

economics and Biblical studies and have also graduated from the Haggai institute for 

Advanced leadership training. 

All across Francophone Africa, millions of children are prevented from knowing and 

serving Jesus. I dream of seeing Christian families, local churches and seminaries 

focusing on the Christian formation of their children and releasing them to serve 

God’s purpose. 

 

I am from Namibia and I found Jesus in the midst of my father and mothers 

divorce as there was no one else to turn to. After graduating from high school and 

spending a year in ministry, I was admitted into the itinerant ministry of the 

church but I left the ministry after 5 years without an ordination as, due to 

financial constraints, I had not finished my theological studies.  

I got back into youth work which ultimately led me to the Council of Churches 

and into being elected as chairman of the ecumenical youth forum. This did not 

take me away from doing inter-generational ministry thus I remain a lay preacher.  

I’m also passionate about helping people through community development and I 

also enjoy singing.  

Josef. P van der 

Westhuizen 

Joseph Mayala 

Mitinje 

I am from Tanzania where I work for children through Compassion International as 

Country Director. 

I am also studying for a PhD with the Oxford Centre for Mission Studies, with the 

topic on Child Well Being. My passion is to see a transformed generation which will  

transform generations in Africa and beyond. I am looking forward to seeing the role of 

Child Theology in Africa for holistic transformation in Jesus name. 

I am the husband of Ruth. We have four children and five grandchildren. We live 

in a big house in East London called Mill Grove and we share our lives with other 

children and families in the name of Jesus. This is my life. 

Child Theology has, for me, grown out of this. One of the books I have written is 

Entry Point, launched here in Addis on 12 November 2013. 

Keith J. White 
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Kevin Zongo 

I am Kevin Zongo .I have a degree in nursing and I am specialized in psychiatry with 

a mental health diploma. 

I am married with Lydie and the Lord has blessed us with two children (Emmanuel 

and Hulda Chekina). 

I have been working for the government for 13 years and I also worked for one 

National NGO called CREDO (Christian Relief and Development Organization) ina  

health center caring for malnourished children .This health facility integrated a 

community health program .  

Since 2005 I have been working with Compassion International, Burkina office as a 

health specialist and since 2008 I have been pastoring a church called ‘Glory of God 

Tabernacle’ in Ouagadougou, capital city of Burkina Faso. 

I am passionate about winning souls for Jesus. I like building relationships and 

reading books. I also like Christian songs. . 

I came to know the Lord when I was in my final years of High school. It was after 

hearing the gospel from Prov. 16: 25 that I got convicted about the direction my 

life was heading towards destruction and that Jesus is the way the truth and the 

life.  

I did a Bachelor of Arts Degree-majoring in sociology and worked as a social 

worker with Child Fund. I have also been a member of the faculty at Baringo 

Bible College where I taught Sociology, Philosophy and Psychology. I later joined 

Nairobi International School of Theology/International Leadership University 

where I graduated with a MDiv in Counseling.  

Currently, I work with Compassion international Kenya as the Leadership 

Development Program lead specialist. This is a program that offers leadership 

training to youths in the university to make them to be servant leaders.  I am also a 

pastor with the African Inland Church and oversee all the ministry areas. 

Children’s ministry being a critical area is key for me and I ensure that children 

are ministered to properly.   

The CTM is, for me, a way to open up my understanding as I relate more with 

children and youth while ministering to them. I believe many of the problems 

among the youth can be solved by reaching out to children. 

 

 

 

Kipyegon Yator 

 

 

Lensa Teklu  

My name is Lenssa Teklu. I live in Ethiopia and serve in a Non-governmental 

organization called CDTRC. I was born in a Christian family and grew up in a 

Christian setting being trained from Childhood to love the Lord and worship Him. 

God has used my Sunday school experiences, friendship with amazing Christians and 

many different life experiences to bring me much closer to Him and to make me the 

Christian person I am today. God is still at work in me, moulding me to His desire.  

I have always wanted to work with Children. While I was a teenager, my friends and I 

used to ask each other “What is the one thing you want to accomplish before you 

die?” and my answer was “Change the life of at least one Child!” Back then I didn’t 

know much about children, besides being a child myself. Now after discovering the 

heart of God for children and what the merits are of working with & for children, there 

is nothing else I would rather dedicate my days to. May God bless the children of the 

World. 

 

I came to know the Lord as a child.  This was followed by a strong desire to teach 

children in Sunday School.  My passion continued to grow as I saw the many 

children who did not have a home or hope.  The more I read the Bible the more I 

desired to be used of the Lord.   

I attended a Christian university where I majored in Christian Education. This was 

also the subject of my second degree and PhD. I work in the development and 

writing of teaching material for Sunday Schools, Bible Study and commentaries. I 

also write articles in various journals and teach university students. I am the 

Academic Registrar at Kenya Highlands Evangelical University. 

 Lois Semenye 
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Mary Mumo 

 

I was born again and dedicated my life to serve the Lord in 1973. I served as the 

children’s pastor in Nairobi Baptist Church and worked as the training secretary in 

Scripture Union and lectured in Historical theology. 

I am married to Prof Mumo Kisau. We have one daughter, Malia, and several foster 

children. 

Now I work for Compassion as the Africa region Advocacy director. 

 

 

 

I was born and brought up in North-Eastern Congo (DRC) in a Christian family but 

without Christ until the day I made a decision for him.  

I was trained as a teaches in the National University of Zaire and after 9 years 

working in High Schools I got my call for a full time ministry in the church. I 

studied for degrees in Theology in the Africa International University in Nairobi. 

Now I lecture there part time in the Department of Theology while studying for my 

doctorate. I am also heading the commission of Theology and Christian Education 

for the Association of Evangelicals in Africa (AEA) in Nairobi, Kenya. 

 

 

Mateso Akou 

 

Mianbe Legondje 

 

I am head of the Missions and Evangelism Department at the Evangelical Alliance of 

Chad (EEMET). I also have oversight of the Youth and Children’s Ministries in the 

country. My work amongst youth and children over the years as well as my interest in 

training church leaders compel me to have a better grasp of Child Theology and be 

part of CTM in order to contribute to the development of some curricula in our Bible 

College and School of Theology. I am especially interested in how to equip leaders in 

French speaking Africa to become really effective in children’s issues. 

 

 

I was born and raised in a Muslim family in the north of Mali. I came to faith 

when I was attending a French Arabic High School in Timbuktu. I am married to 

Fatouma Bagayoko and the Lord has blessed us with 6 children of our own and six 

more who we are raising. 

I trained as a High School teacher but afterwards I served the Lord in gao. I 

attended Piedmont Baptist College in Winston-Salem, NC; the Luther Rice 

Seminary in Atlanta Georgia and the Baptist Bible Seminary in Clarks Summit, 

PA. I am President of a Bible Institute  and serve as Vice President for the 

Federation of Baptist Churches of Mali. My desire is to serve the Lord faithfully 

and to grow in wisdom and knowledge. I want to see more young men in the 

ministry of the Word.  

 

Mohamed Ibrahim 

Yattara 
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Nassaka Olivia Banja  

I am the Dean of Bishop Tucker school of Divinity and Theology at the Uganda 

Christian University. I love the Lord Jesus Christ. I am married to Moses and have 

children that God has given me. I want to see Jesus Christ lifted high and among 

children. 

 

I am from Zambia and I believe there is hope for Africa because children are our 

future. Hence my prayer is that we will invest more into into children as we train 

them in the way of the Lord and begin to change our attitudes towards them. 

Mweemba Mwaanga 

Nkabinde Shabalala 

 

“Nkabinde, my heart bleeds for the children of Africa.” Are words often said by 

Mama Africa, Pastor Mary Mumo. These are words that have become part of me. 

I am trained and employed as an administrator of the Swaziland Conference of 

churches. As I have travelled through Swaziland, I have heard the cry of its children, 

and those beyond our borders. I have been touched by their hunger to break free from 

the bondages of this age. 

My calling awaits me – maybe to be Papa Africa – to help deliver children from 

poverty in Jesus’ name. I am a theologian, a child theologian. 

 

I am the second born from a Christian family of five biological siblings (though 

we often had others who were a part of the family). Our parents were committed 

Christians. I accepted Christ as Saviour at nine years of age after reading Genesis 

4 during a church worship service. I did not want to live a life of bitterness and 

murder like Cain and so, I asked God for help. Since I was a teenager, I sensed 

God’s call to work with children. It has been a great joy to witness children 

willingly commit their lives to follow Christ.  

I am married to Michael Ayo-Obiremi and we have two biological children and 

many ‘children in the Lord.’ We all love serving the Lord especially to children 

and families. I love children and working with them. I currently teach a 

preschoolers’ Sunday school class in the church where my husband is pastor and 

lecture at The Nigerian Baptist Theological Seminary where I teach childhood 

education courses and other religious education courses. 

 

 

Olusola O. Ayo-Obiremi 

Priscille Djomhoue 

I come from a family with many children in the Cameroon.. I am very concerned 

about many issues related to children. I teach Greek and New Testament studies at the 

Protestant University of Central Africa. 
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I and my wife Seble have three children and four grandchildren.  I have a degree 

in law from Columbia University and a Masters Degree in Organizational 

Leadership from Eastern University in Pennsylvania. I served as a civil servant 

and taught in the Law Faculty at Haile Selassie University and led a law firm 

before moving into ministry to children. I started and led Compassion in Ethiopia 

and Tanzania and later on served as the Child Advocacy Director for Compassion 

in Africa.   

Currently I lead the Child Development Training and Research Center (CDTRC) a 

child-focused faith-based institution established to serve the Body of Christ in 

Ethiopia in the area of ministry to and with children. Its dual mission is to 

transform and equip the hearts and minds of people working directly with or on 

behalf of children and to influence leaders in both church and society so that the 

nurture, development, and role of children are given greater priority in Ethiopia 

and other African countries. 

 

Shiferaw Michael 

Sylvain Allaboe 

I am the Director of the West African Baptist School of Theology 

(WABAST/ESBTAO) located in Lomé. I am presently studying for a PhD with 

SATS. My burden is how to do a theology that is relevant to Africa and actually help 

to disciple African Christians. I think we need to find how to do theological education 

which enable graduates to really impact their church and community. 

I am the sixth child in my family. My parents were nominal Christians but I always 

went to Sunday school. When I came of age, I met friends who had no relationship 

with Jesus Christ so we rarely went to church.  

In 1992 while I was undergoing a postgraduate programme in midwifery, I met with 

the Lord Jesus Christ and since that day my life changed. I started going to church 

regularly and became passionate for souls. I joined the evangelism group in my 

church and we went out on evangelism twice a week.  

A time came in my life when I felt the call of God upon my life to be a missionary, I 

resigned from nursing in 1994 and went to the school of missions to be trained and 

equipped for the ministry. I graduated in 1995 and worked in a predominantly animist 

community in North Central Nigeria. There I met Marcus and we got married in 1996. 

We are blessed with four children: Gift, Joshua, Onesimus and David. 

We worked there for seven years and handed over the work to the indigenous 

believers. Afterwards we worked in a Muslim community. Altogether we were 

involved in cross-cultural mission work for fifteen years and I discovered that 

children are instrumental in missions. In 2008 I obtained a Post Graduate Diploma in 

Theology (PGDT), a Master’s Degree in Christian Education (MA) and also a Post 

Graduate Diploma in Education. Currently, I am a lecturer and the Head of the 

Education Department at Jos ECWA Theological Seminary (JETS).  

Talatu  M. Bonat 

 

 

Victor Nakah 

I am married to Nosizo and we live in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe with our three daughters. 

I came to Christ in High school through the ministry of Scripture Union and in 

University I got involved with the Fellowship of Christian Unions. I later served on 

the staff of both organizations.  

In 1998 I was ordained as minister in the City Presbyterian church. I later moved to 

the Theological College of Zimbabwe where I was president for ten years until 2010 

when I joined Overseas Council International, serving as the Africa Regional director. 

In July 2013, I moved to CURE International where I currently serve as the Senior 

Vice President of Spiritual Ministry. 

My involvement with Child Theology dates back to 2003 when I was part of the first 

Child Theology consultation for Africa held in Cape town. I serve on the CTM Board 

of directors and chair the Africa Child Theology committee. 
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I work in a Bible College here in Addis Ababa as an instructor of Theology and 

Church ministries. I have been in the full-time ministry for the last 22 years. My 

BA is in Bible and theology and my masters is in Christian ministries. In addition 

to my full-time commitment to training leaders in Bible College, I'm also busily 

involved in training church leaders for different levels of ministries in local 

churches and charity organizations. 

I am 44 years old and married for 13 years. I have two Sons, Joseph (11) and 

Dagmawi (6). My wife works for Compassion International Ethiopia. Her studies 

are in Educational Management (BA) and Developmental Psychology(MA). Right 

now we live in Addis Ababa and are enjoying life with Jesus. 

 

 

Zelelew Argaw 

Other participants were: Amberbir Tamire (Ethiopia); John Kpaleh Jusu (Kenya); Samuel Tura (Ethiopia); Semeon 

Mulatu (Ethiopia); John Mbiti Chabari (Kenya) 
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Day 1 

Welcome and Introduction 

Mary, Shiferaw and Keith 

 

Mary opened this evening session with prayer, remembering that we have all been children, expressing our wish to 

serve them and recognising that we can do this because of the sacrifice of Christ and the movement of the Holy 

Spirit in our hearts. She thanked God for the possibility to be together in Ethiopia and asked for God’s protection on 

our families left behind and the searching of our hearts of anything displeasing to God. 

Then Shiferaw thanked everyone for travelling long distances to be present and welcomed them to Ethiopia. The 

city is undergoing great transformation. Over 50% of Addis Ababa has been demolished and is being rebuilt. Now 

there is freedom of worship which was not the case just a few years ago.  

In spite of this, there is still a need for transformation all across Africa – politically, economically and spiritually. 

This change has to come through the children. This conference came at a critical time. We prayed that we would 

attend to God’s agenda, not our own.  

For this reason he encouraged the participants to be diligent in attending all the sessions. We came to listen and to 

share our ideas. All the participants are leaders and we expected leadership by example. One manifestation of this 

had already occurred – the necessity to share bedrooms in the hotel to keep the conference within the budget we 

have obtained! We are particularly grateful to Compassion and Overseas Council which gave generous grants to 

support this meeting and we offered them our thanks. 

Keith reminded the group that we started planning this event in 2008. If a seed is sown, it should be at the right 

time. It has been our prayer that the time would be right for Africa. As Paul said, God has taken away our slavery 

and made us sons and heirs. 

Jesus is the Alpha and Omega of Child Theology (CT). It brings nothing new. The conference packs included a 

report of a meeting in Ethiopia in 2006. Notice the logo of CTM on the first page. What does it mean to you? Keith 

went on to role play CT. We all have one thing in common: that with God in Christ in our midst, we are  disciples 

and have come to him to learn from him. What should our position be? Taking notes? Saluting? No. It should be 

kneeling at his feet. And something more – we should take off our shoes. Not because he is a celebrity but because 

we are disciples. As we come near to our master, we find that he has placed something in the way. We discover that 

‘it’ is a child. He says: “Unless you change and become humble like this little child you won’t enter the Kingdom.” 

CT is simply going back to Jesus and searching for the meaning of this. We hoped that no one had come thinking “I 

do not need to change”. Keith remembered going into the president’s room in a well-known seminary and finding 

the room modelled on secular ideas of a president’s room - where the president is great and powerful. CT 

challenges this. 

After this session we had time to take coffee or cocoa. Everyone was encouraged to introduce themselves to four 

people they didn’t know. Keith recollected that he had had a piano teacher who told him that music is not playing 

notes but is about listening: so in our time together, we might spend time listening to each other. 
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Day 2 

Day Convenor: Jonas 

Jonas welcomed the new comers who had come the previous evening after the welcome session. He led us in the 

singing of “How Great Thou Art!” and introduced Johannes Malherbe. 

Bible Devotional 

Johannes Malherbe 

 

In groups of three we opened Psalm 144 and shared stories of fighting from our childhoods – so we know what 

‘battle is’. Then we read Ps 144:1-2 and identified the military terms in the first two verses: (train), war, battle, 

fortress, stronghold, tower, refuge, shield, subdue.  

Praise be to the LORD my Rock, who trains my hands for war, my fingers for battle. 

2 He is my loving God and my fortress, my stronghold and my deliverer, my shield, in 

whom I take refuge, who subdues peoples under me. 

3 LORD, what are human beings that you care for them, mere mortals that you think of 

them? 

4 They are like a breath; their days are like a fleeting shadow. 

5 Part your heavens, LORD, and come down; touch the mountains, so that they smoke. 

6 Send forth lightning and scatter the enemy; shoot your arrows and rout them. 

7 Reach down your hand from on high; deliver me and rescue me from the mighty waters, 

from the hands of foreigners 

8 whose mouths are full of lies, whose right hands are deceitful. 

9 I will sing a new song to you, my God; on the ten-stringed lyre I will make music to you, 

10 to the One who gives victory to kings, who delivers his servant David. From the deadly 

sword  

11 deliver me; rescue me from the hands of foreigners whose mouths are full of lies, whose 

right hands are deceitful. 

12 Then our sons in their youth will be like well-nurtured plants, and our daughters will be 

like pillars carved to adorn a palace. 

13 Our barns will be filled with every kind of provision. Our sheep will increase by 

thousands, by tens of thousands in our fields; 

14 our oxen will draw heavy loads. There will be no breaching of walls, no going into 

captivity, no cry of distress in our streets. 

15 Blessed is the people of whom this is true; blessed is the people whose God is the LORD. 

Psalm 144 – Children as blessings 

As children grow up, the games they play also evolve. They start to 

compete with one another – individually and in groups. Soon they have 

to deal with conflict and fighting, just like grown-up children. 

Psalm 144 is a prayer from the battle field. This is already clear from a 

number of military terms in the first two verses – like war, battle, 

stronghold, deliverer, shield, refuge, subdues. The prayer is for God to 

God to bend down from heaven and bring deliverance (verses 5 to 7). 

The Psalmist vows to sing new songs to God for the victory that He 

will give (verses 9 and 10). 

The last part of the Psalm describes the blessings that will flow from this deliverance and victory. The list of 

blessings opens with sons and daughters (verse 12). Calvin observed that it is “not surprising that [the Psalmist] 

should reckon a noble and well-trained offspring to be the very first of God’s earthly blessings”. Children are also 

described as blessings in other places in the Psalms – for example 112:2, 127:3-5 and 128:1-4. What is special 

about the reference to children in Psalm 144 is that the genders are mentioned side by side, but described by 

different images. The boys are described as “well-nurtured plants”, while the girls are “like pillars carved to adorn a 

palace”. We have the impression of children in their prime – we can see teenagers, full-grown, full of life, beauty 

and promise. A baby is a special blessing indeed, but to see that baby grow to maturity – this makes the blessing 

even more special. 

The other blessings listed in Psalm 144 are on the harvest, the livestock and in the streets (verses 13 and 14). 
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God has blessed Africa with strong, beautiful and promising boys and girls. Often they too are trapped in situations 

of conflict and war. Let us pray that God will bend down from heaven and touch our continent so that his 

deliverance and blessings will be evident in our youth. And as we bless God, we gain a new perspective on our 

battles. 

Sometimes we want to compare what is good and what is bad in the genders but in God’s sight the sign of his 

blessing are both the godly young men and women. Then we prayed in threes, remembering the blessing of God.  

Presentation 1:  Book: “Entry Point” 

Keith White 

 

Keith reminded us of the importance of the book that Johannes has written 

“Saved by the Lion?” Unfortunately, there were not enough for everyone to have 

a free copy but participants were encouraged to buy and read it. 

This session also saw the launch of the first book specifically focussed on CT. A 

copy was provided for every participant to take away and it was presented to 

Shiferaw as representative. It is appropriate to have launched “Entry Point” in 

Africa – remember Augustine’s childhood and conversion occurred in Africa. 

Keith’s paper, framed around a ‘walk’ through the seven chapters of the book, 

served as an introduction to Child Theology.   

Introduction 

It is not, as it were, an authorised or “King James” version of this subject because the Child Theology Movement 

does not work like that: we are a network of disciples of Christ, not an organisation of paid employees.  But it does 

summarise the heart-searching of two disciples of Jesus Christ: Professor Haddon Willmer and Keith White.  At the 

very first ever conference of Child Theology, they were asked to write a book, and eleven years later it has 

appeared, with the title: Entry Point. Where do we enter the kingdom of heaven? 

Before he said anything else Keith asked participants to do something: to deliberately clear their minds of what they 

thought Child Theology is and what they had heard about it.  They were also to empty their thoughts of everything 

they knew about the Kingdom of God. They were to become humble like little children who are about to hear a 

story for the first time.  This was not an insignificant point: in fact it is possibly the key to Entry Point.  Once they 

had tried to clear their minds in this way, Keith was ready to begin! 

Some of us know that the proper place for doing Child Theology is on our knees: near the ground, at the feet of our 

Master, and at the level of a little child! 

How to begin? 

Where should we start CT? We have to start somewhere. Keith and Haddon decided to start as disciples at the feet 

of Jesus. And it is clear that at this time Jesus was preoccupied with the Cross. Jesus places the child as a crack, a 

shaft of light onto the kingdom. 

It took several years of conversation before it became clear to Keith and Haddon, that they needed to base their 

book on a single passage of Scripture.  It is evident from the index of biblical references that they drew extensively 

from both the Old and New Testaments of the Bible, but they were not trying to do a survey of references to 

children in the Bible: that has been done by others and that is not what they understand Child Theology to be.  They 

needed to find a way into the subject: a door if you like, an entrance, a window, a crack, a glimmer of light.  And 

they chose Matthew Chapter 18 verses 1-10. 

They are quite open about the fact that the study can start elsewhere, and they hope that people will do so, as Child 

Theology becomes a serious part of theological study.  They chose this passage of Matthew’s Gospel because it 

brings together several strands of relevant thinking:  

 Jesus is at the centre of the whole incident: and he is the Alpha and Omega of Child Theology.   

 It is a theological discussion or argument that sets the event in motion: and whatever else it is, Child 

Theology is theology.   

 The discussion is about something at the heart of the purposes of God in Christ: it is about how the 

Kingdom of God should be lived on earth.   

 Jesus places a child in the midst of the disciples in the middle of their theological discussion and Child 

Theology takes a little child as a sign or clue to what Jesus wants us to understand about the Kingdom of 

God, and how to enter it.   
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 Jesus interprets what he is doing: he does not simply place a child among his disciples but he also explains 

the meaning of his action.   

 Jesus calls for his disciples to change and discipleship is all about being ready to follow the Master, 

wherever he leads.  This change is quite dramatic however. The disciples are invited to start by 

considering themselves outside the Kingdom of Heaven!   

 The child is a sign of humility: Jesus makes that crisply clear.   

 And there is a call to welcome (or receive) a little child in the name of Jesus: in so doing we welcome 

Jesus.  

Finally, having studied the Gospel of Matthew quite carefully they were able to locate this incident within the 

narrative of Matthew and the life and teaching of Jesus so that they were confident that they were not taking it out 

of context and trying to give it their own treatment or gloss. This is not meant to be an impregnable defence of the 

decision to choose Matthew 18, but it is an attempt to show that there are some good reasons for spending so much 

time working at this single passage. 

On page 12 of the book they give their testimony, and this is important to grasp what the book is really about.  It is 

neither an academic volume, nor a practical manual of how to help children. As they pondered this passage, they 

found that Jesus had drawn near in their imaginations or, if you like, had drawn them into his company; they were 

part of his group of followers. 

A Journey through Entry Point 

There are just seven chapters and each has a one-word title. 

Chapter One: Child 

The first is “Child”.  Child Theology seeks to listen very carefully when our Lord places a child among us. We 

know that he is seeking to teach us something dear to his heart and crucial to our discipleship. Since the authors 

began their work, CTM has popularised the phrase “Child in the midst” which is now very widely used but they 

regret this because it leaves out Jesus. It is very easy to leave out Jesus. It has been common throughout history – 

Rev 3:20. In Mt 21, the disciples came between the children and Jesus.  

But Child Theology is theology, that does not simply focus on the child in the midst.  In the first chapter the authors 

tried to explore what difference it makes that “Jesus places the child”.  Put the other way round, is it enough to 

notice the child and children like so many others, Christians and non-Christians, who are involved in all sorts of 

education, care, rescue of children?  They were so determined not to lose sight of this question, that the rest of the 

book never knowingly lets go of Jesus.  For them, and for us, Child Theology must never lose touch with the 

relationship between the child and Jesus. 

It is the experience of the church throughout history, and across the world, that it is all too easy to lose touch with 

Jesus, and the rustle of the hem of his garment among us.  May the Lord by His Spirit grant us the grace and 

strength in the great continent of Africa never in this conference, or in any of our endeavours, to allow anything or 

anyone to come between the child and our Saviour who placed the child among us! 

Chapter Two: Kingdom 

The second chapter explores the “Kingdom of Heaven” (Matthew’s phrase for Kingdom of God).  It is one of the 

most important theological themes of the Bible.  In Mt 18, the disciples were discussing (or arguing about) the 

kingdom of heaven. The disciples assumed they were in the kingdom. But Jesus called them to change and be 

humble like a child. This is not easy and we often find ourselves to be stumbling blocks. 

When Jesus teaches us to pray, he gives us the words, “Thy Kingdom come; thy will be done on earth as it is in 

heaven…” That is what the Kingdom of Heaven is all about. But the disciples had got it wrong; in fact they had got 

it disastrously wrong. How come that they were so off target?  And are we any better?  These are two of the 

questions the book wrestles with.   

One of the problems we always face as human beings is our tendency to shape things in our own images. That is, if 

you want to call a spade a spade, a kind of idolatry in which the Kingdom of Heaven, which Jesus says is like a 

little mustard seed, or yeast in some dough, becomes an extension of our own egos, longings, ambitions and 

anxieties.  We tend to see it as a heavenly variation of earthly kingdoms with hierarchies and competition. Then 

Jesus comes along and challenges our versions of the Kingdom of Heaven by shaking us to the core.  He places a 

little child among us and tells us that we are so off beam that it is as if we are, wait for it…completely outside the 

Kingdom!  
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We need to pause for a moment to let that sink in:  Peter and the eleven who had left everything to follow Jesus and 

seek first the Kingdom of Heaven, were actually detached from it!  What they were comfortably inside was a 

figment of their imaginations, rather than the Kingdom that Jesus was revealing to them. 

The child is a sign that we must let go of all manipulation of God’s kingdom and receive it afresh as a little child.  

Please remember that we know nothing about the little child in question, even whether it was a boy or girl: the only 

thing we do know is that to the disciples the child was a “nobody”.  For those fearful of competitors in the struggle 

to get to the top of the greasy pole, the child was completely outside the reckoning: completely outside their trading 

game! Child Theology therefore confronts us all with a very uncomfortable probing question: are we willing to 

allow Jesus to reshape our understanding of the Kingdom of Heaven? 

A “health warning” is necessary at this point:  this change is potentially so profound that it can shatter our cherished 

dreams, personal, familial, churchly and organisational.  If we are not ready or willing for such a change, then we 

will continue to do what we believe to be good work, but the risk is that we will be outside the Kingdom of Heaven.  

When we utter the Lord’s Prayer, we will have done so lightly and without conviction.  And we will be continually 

squeezed into the mould of the world around us: organisational, economic, political, moral, ethical and even 

spiritual.  

Chapter Three: Temptation 

As Haddon and Keith argued and discussed this book for ten years, they found that Jesus came alongside them. The 

story in Matthew shows Jesus as a lonely person. So the third chapter may come as a surprise to you: it certainly 

was to the authors!  Over a period of years it began to become apparent that, through reflection on this passage, 

they were getting to know Jesus better. And one aspect of this was his humanity. Fully divine; fully human.  The 

latter means that he was tempted in every way like us (yet without sin).  But it is all too easy to assume that he dealt 

with the temptations early in his ministry and that after 40 days in the wilderness immediately after his baptism he 

had done with Satan and could get on, unassailed, with his ministry. They realised that it was not, and could not 

have been like that: for no human is ever done with temptation. 

So the picture began to become clearer: Jesus himself was tempted all through his life and ministry about the nature 

of the Kingdom of Heaven.  He was a pioneer having to find the Father’s way through the many challenges.  He 

was, in short, in need of support and companionship along the road to Calvary.  He chose twelve disciples but in 

many respects they failed him again and again.  Peter even wanted to stop him going to Calvary, and the whole 

group tried to subvert the true nature of his calling and the Kingdom of Heaven. So the disciples were tempting 

Jesus. The child supported Jesus in the true understanding of the kingdom. The child does not offer counsel or 

advice, but simply stands there at the bidding of Jesus: 

“Through the presence of the child, we may suppose Jesus found more than emotional 

refuge from the loneliness caused by the hardness of the disciples.   As the disciples 

brought Jesus back into fundamental temptation, the child strengthened him as an 

unspeaking witness against the false kingdom.   Placing the child was another way of 

pursuing his work.   What he found in the child was a way of signing the kingdom of God, 

of reaffirming his vision and commitment to its character, and of pressing the argument 

upon the disciples.   Placing the child was not choosing the child against or instead of the 

disciples, but of carrying on the argument with them.  And since Jesus wanted them   to 

make a communal witness to the kingdom of God, (so that it is more than a refined 

individual spiritual quest)  he had to carry on the argument with them in a social communal 

way.  He could not simply say: “Be like me, as an individual model”.   It was rather, “Join 

in the community.   I begin making this community with a child.”” (Entry Point, page 101) 

The child seems to mean nothing to the disciples (if he or she does, the disciples give no sign of it) but the child is 

of great significance to Jesus.  Here is human solidarity, companionship: without words, and without ambition or 

contortion.  There have been and will be others along the journey to the Cross who amaze or comfort Jesus, but the 

little child has not been noticed among them. 

Chapter Four: Disciple 

This is the central chapter in the book and is something of a fulcrum or hinge. Perhaps it should be called the crux 

of the whole argument. Keith stood among us primarily as a disciple of Jesus, and spoke with us as he did because 

we also seek to follow Jesus as his disciples.  He called us to be completely open and frank with each other:  when 

Jesus called us he called us to follow him.  And that meant and means to take up our cross.  We must not mince 

words at this point.  Jesus has called his disciples, and he is leading them to Calvary where, humanly speaking, 

everything he has lived for and taught will be shattered into smithereens. And to put it bluntly, they did not like 

this!  They were not up for it.  For one thing it did not fit their idea of the Kingdom of God at all: they wanted a 

kingdom in which they would sit on the thrones and have all the glory and pleasure that supposedly goes with 

possessing a kingdom.  The cross says no to that. 
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Jesus had sought to teach them about the Cross frankly, naming it plainly, but he was not getting anywhere: they 

could neither understand, nor bear it.  And so we begin to see that in putting a child in their midst he was not 

offering a softer option: something reassuringly cosy; rather he was spelling out the same call to the Cross in a 

different way.  It is such a different way, that most have missed the possibility of a link between Cross and child. 

Now this is so surprising that the rest of the book tries to explore this link between a little child placed by Jesus and 

the cross of Calvary.  At first sight they are complete opposites: the child is full of life, joy, hope, potential, while 

the Cross represents death, dereliction, and the end of the last shred of a dream…turned into a nightmare.  

Chapter Five: Humble 

There is just one thing we know about this child placed by Jesus (despite the fact that many commentators give lists 

of the qualities that they imagine must have been present in this little girl or boy): the child is lowly, and has no 

status.  Jesus gives the clues to his disciples: if they wish to enter the Kingdom of Heaven (which they do more than 

anything on earth, if they are true to their calling) then they must become humble.  And because as disciples of 

Jesus we are seeking to follow where he leads Keith and Haddon spend a chapter trying to understand what this 

means. 

Of course we can all offer a reflex answer: it is about stooping, and getting near the ground.  It is about laying aside 

pretensions, ambitions, claims, striving to achieve and all the rest of the apparatus of earthly kingdoms, whether 

nation-states, tribes, households, organisations or denominations.  But the more we look at the matter the more we 

realise that we have to be very careful: humility in a child is not a straightforward issue. 

So it is that the book devotes a long section to getting rid of the unfortunate associations of the word humility, such 

as “putting down” and “humiliation”, and instead seeing in genuine childlike humility, “looking up”, and “looking 

forward”. It is probably helpful to think of the child as a seed, full of hope and potential.  And this is how Jesus 

described the Cross in John’s Gospel, Chapter 12.  The child and the cross have in common to the eyes of faith and 

lit up by the resurrection, a profound sense of hope, openness and new beginnings.  If we come to the cross and 

cling to it, with the words, “Just as I am” in our hearts, and nothing in our hands, then we resemble little children. 

God’s amazing grace, revealed supremely on the Cross, where it is received with truth and integrity, results in 

human humility.  As we kneel at the foot of the cross we find ourselves at the same level as a little child. 

Chapter Six: Reception 

In Matthew’s Gospel there is another clue that Jesus gives those who seek to follow him: we are to receive or 

welcome a single little child in the name of Jesus.  Now the argument offered here is that becoming like the little 

children, and receiving a single child in the name of Jesus, go together.  They are two sides of the same coin.  They 

should not be separated.  How do we become as the children?  The implication here is that this happens as we 

welcome a little child. 

So the call of Jesus here is not to spiritual exercises and discipline (however good they may be for discipleship), but 

to practical action.  When we truly welcome a little one in the name of Jesus, we set in motion a process of change.  

We find that we have welcomed Jesus and the One who sent him into the very core, the nooks and crannies of our 

lives and beings, and he is changing us.  We don’t have to worry about making the change happen: God in Christ 

takes care of this. 

This is of potentially huge significance in the everyday life of all disciples of Jesus.  Parents who truly welcome a 

baby into their lives, relationship and household will be changed as they do so.  The same is true in every area of 

social life, including schools, communities and churches.  So often the motivation of adults is to change children: to 

rescue them, to care for them, to train them, to teach them and so on. But Jesus is pointing out something else that 

goes on: we are changed by the presence of a little child in our midst. It is too easy to overlook this. 

So we must be very careful not to squeeze children into our images (as we have already noted that humans are 

prone to do with all things and ideas), but rather to allow them to be children, and to discover the image of God in 

Christ in and through them.  Those who have children living with them, or who encounter them daily in their lives 

as teachers or carers, have the immense privilege of offering hospitality.  And that always brings blessings to those 

who offer it. 

Once again Jesus surprises us as we listen to him through little children: we activists are so focussed on trying to 

help children and to enlist others in our cause, that we can miss a vital strand of what Jesus is teaching us.  Child 

Theology is not the same thing as a Theology of Children: it cares passionately about little children of course, but it 

is always open to what Jesus is teaching us through them.  The two must not become separated: it is through the 

very practical act of continuous reception that the path to childlikeness and the Kingdom of Heaven lies. 

Chapter Seven:  Father 

Some may have noticed that the book has not as yet addressed the severe admonition of Jesus beginning in verse 6.  

The reason is that while this is often expounded, verse 10 is comparatively overlooked and marginal in theological 
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thinking.  This leads us to explore the meaning in the lives of disciples of Jesus a verse that brings together: 

despising (child abuse in all its ugly forms), angels, and the face of the Father. 

The book takes verse 6 to apply to would-be disciples rather than to out and out abusers, paedophiles and child 

traffickers.  But then we come to verse 10 in the light of all the despising of children worldwide and ask where the 

Father is while this continues to go on, generation after generation, continent after continent, community after 

community.  This chapter registers the darkness of the world as it affects children, their families and communities.  

It recognises that this brings theology and all our Christian optimism to a juddering halt.  We do not pretend that we 

know what to say or do.  We cannot think our way through it coherently so that we arrive even in our imaginations 

on the other sunlit side.  We can do no better than Job’s comforters. 

We do not mention the darkness in order to mobilise people to yet more action: though there is nothing wrong in 

that in itself, and certainly for all the inactive or sluggish selfish people, it is good if they can be got to bestir 

themselves.   It is mentioned because it is theologically important.  It is the question of God and God’s credibility, 

or maybe better, what God is really about, in all his apparent absence and ineffectiveness.     

Now many, if not most, Christians shy away at this point. Some believe they can think themselves through the 

darkness; some sing with a continuity of unthinking piety; some are active and shut out of their minds the 

possibility that all their work, which may help some, leaves the world unchanged, untransformed, and unredeemed.   

Verse 10 does not speak of God intervening in a saving act, and it does not speak of a direct relationship between 

child and the Father.  There is mediation involving angels and the face of the Father.  It is cloaked in mystery, and 

not open to evidence-based objectives or outcomes, but it is a deep expression of Christian faith. 

Who are the angels?  Among other things the book looks for modern-day angels or those people and organisations 

that function as angels. 

And what are we to make of the reference to the face of the Father?  Is not this taking us into the deep truth and 

mystery of the Cross of Christ?  There is no answer to the problem of the despising of children that has gone on 

throughout human history: whatever human hubris might suggest, we cannot put a full-stop to despising and abuse 

of children.  But the message of the Gospel is that God in Christ is present, alongside and within suffering. 

And the call is not to others, but consistent with the thrust of the life and teaching of Jesus in this passage as 

throughout his ministry, it is for would-be disciples: we are called not to despise a single one of these little ones. 

This comes as a body blow: surely, Lord, we would never do such a thing! 

Challenges and Encouragement for the Conference 

This introduction to Child Theology will not be definite enough for some.  It does not give a ringing endorsement 

of Christian activity with children.  It does not promise transformation of children, communities, churches and 

nations.  Some will have been wondering how this helps the children of the world.   

We have had the Cutting Edge Questions, and children of the world, both those we have met from continent to 

continent, and those for whom we have prayed as we have heard of their plight throughout the writing of the book.  

The children of Africa are imprinted on our hearts, minds and souls.  No doubt all of us at this conference will be 

haunted by images of all those people including children who died, betrayed, deserted and thirsty in Niger.    They 

confront us with many questions including:  What can make this right?   Can a future heaven somehow compensate 

for it, or smooth it all away? How shall we then live?  

Keith ended his presentation by summarising what Child Theology might offer in the longer term, when it is 

carefully digested with prayer and fasting. We were challenged not to proceed at the conference as if we were all 

completely in step and in line with Jesus Christ; that all that was needed was more resources and activity.  God in 

Christ deals with each of us as individual disciples and, as we stoop down to be alongside children, we find that he 

is already there with an open face where we feared that there was only despising.    

So at the outset of this conference the participants invited the Lord Jesus to come among them as His disciples as 

they eagerly sought to hear what he had to say and to reveal to them by His Spirit as they received the little child he 

placed in our lives.   

Response: The need for Child Theology in Africa 

Victor Nakah 

The task of the participants during the conference was part of a process that had been going on for several years in 

many different places – it was an attempt to explore the need and viability of doing theology with the child that 

Jesus places in our midst and to work out the implications of these explorations for the church, para-church 

organizations and seminaries whose responsibility is to train effective leaders for Christian ministry.  

Victor reminded the participants that all were doing theology and that included his grandmother in the village 

wondering if God will bring down the rain, his pastor who was comforting a bereaved family and was struggling to 
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find the right words to say to them and the Systematic theology professor who was preparing notes to teach on the 

problem of suffering. We’re all constantly talking and thinking about God and we had a great opportunity to do this 

together during the week of the conference. 

It is practically impossible to separate words and actions in Theology, except for the hypocrites. As we get on with 

this, it is always helpful to remember that theology is not just what we say and think about God – it is also what we 

do in the name of God. Words and actions – being and doing are logically integrated. In other words Theology is not 

just finding the best words to describe God, Christ, sin, redemption – it requires a conscious and serious engagement 

with the text and context, it requires a living faith demonstrated in concrete action. If Theology is done in any other 

way it is ‘ivory tower theology’ irrelevant to life and living. Theology is best done together and in the context of 

those who will benefit from it. 

For our thoughtful consideration and for purposes of discussion this week, Child Theology has been defined as: 

 “an investigation that considers and evaluates central themes of theology – historical, 

biblical, and systematic – in the light of the child standing beside Jesus in the midst of the 

disciples. This child is like a lens through which some of aspects of God and his revelation 

can be seen more clearly. Or if you like, the child is like a light that throws existing 

theology into new relief.” (Willmer & White, 2006:6) 

Child Theology therefore is truly theology. It is Christian theology – so the focus is not the child, but God in Christ. 

For us the child is an African child. Haddon Willmer and Keith White, in working with Child Theology, have put 

forward the thesis: a ‘child in the midst’ acts as a theological clue about the nature of the kingdom of God.1. 

The participants’ challenge was to consider what this meant in their context. They didn’t have to begin with the same 

thesis suggested by Willmer and White. Some Indian brothers started with the incarnation rather than Matthew 18 but 

arrived at the same theological construct. This simply points to the different contexts where God has planted us to serve. 

That is why he wants us to be Christian in our owncontext – allowing our faith to speak to the realities of where we are. 

This can be messy, we have to get our hands dirty! That is within the nature of contextualisation, especially if we are to 

allow ourselves to be childlike. Children have this incredible ability of asking the weirdest questions. Often their 

questions help us to get to the heart of what we believe and expose our real core values. Questions that don’t fit neatly 

into the categories we have learned. Questions like, "If God knew humans were going to mess up, why did God create 

us?" “How can God listen to everyone at the same time?“ “If God loves us, how come we have nothing to eat?” “How 

come he took away my father?” “Does God like me better than my brother?” 

Bill Prevette, in his presentation on ‘Child Theology and the Reflective Practitioner’2, highlights some of the searching 

theological questions that we should ask ourselves, our churches and our organizations: He says,  

1. For those who work with and for children, a key question in Child Theology and for others who claim to 

‘speak for God’ is ‘are we speaking intelligently of God’? 

2. What does God have to say to us about children? 

3. How have we heard the Word of God? 

4. What does our thinking and action suggest we have heard? 

5. Does what we seem to have heard and what we make of it in practice correspond faithfully to what God 

has said? 

It’s important to ask ourselves these questions because God is not a blank sheet of paper on which we write our 

opinions. Christians can only be what they are because God is the ‘prime theo-logian’.  

In short, the participants had opportunity to ask themselves some hard contextual questions and to trust God together for 

answers that are consistent with what Jude calls, ‘the faith once for all delivered to the saints’.  

In other words we were not trying to come up with a new theology. We were simply reading the same old Bible with 

different spectacles on, the child placed by Jesus in the midst. These spectacles give our vision depth and the ability to 

see, hear and feel what perhaps we have never felt before. They help us to interrogate our theological presuppositions 

and traditions especially with regard to children and the kingdom of God. 

We were not the first to do this. Already a large body of documentation has developed with important insights that need 

to be kept in mind as we proceed. Perusal of the material indicates that while there is a great deal of debate, and 

                                                           

1 See also www.childtheology.org 

2 Bill Prevette 

http://www.childtheology.org/
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sometimes confusion, about the nature of child theology, there is also a considerable degree of shared experience and 

insight arising from different contexts.  

The point is that whilst we serve in different contexts, we have something in common: God’s Word. 

Evidence of Scripture 

There is common agreement that the Bible has a lot to say about children. In fact, according to Scripture, Children 

are very important people and this is articulated clearly in thousands of scripture verses. Judith Gundry-

Volf
3
suggests five main ways in which the significance of children is underscored in Jesus’ teaching and practice in 

the gospels
4
.  

 He blesses the children brought to him and teaches that the reign of God belongs to them.  

 He makes children models of entering the reign of God.  

 He also makes children models of greatness in the reign of God.  

 He calls his disciples to welcome little children as he does and turns the service of children into a sign of 

greatness in the reign of God.  

 He gives the service of children ultimate significance as a way of receiving himself and by implication the One 

who sent him.  

In his paper entitled ‘A little child will lead them’ Rediscovering children at the heart mission, Keith White
5
 gives 

the following insights as a summary of what the Bible teaches about children:  

 Children are created to praise God 

 They have a special role in silencing the enemies of God 

 They are at the heart of God’s Kingdom (His reign; his way of doing things) 

 They give unique insights into the nature of the Kingdom of heaven, now and not yet. 

 They are signs of God’s future reign. 

There is no doubt that Jesus had a special place for children in his teaching and practice and that he affirms their 

place and significance in the community of believers.  

Challenges facing children in Africa 

There is also agreement on our contextual realities as Africans, especially with regards to the various challenges 

that our continent faces with regards to children. We all agree that something is broken and all is not well, not just 

in our world but also in the church and institutions that train our leaders for ministry. 

Johannes Malherbe
6
 articulates some of these challenges in detail in his book ‘Saved by the Lion?’ 7 

1. The challenge of numbers. 

The first challenge is the huge number of African children. The fact that they form such a large proportion of 

African society is a major challenge to the Church and especially to those in leadership both in the Church and 

secular life.  According to UNICEF, there are 474 million people under the age of 18 years living in Africa. This is 

21.4% of the total number of children in the world, and 2.3 times as many as the children of all the industrialized 

nations of the world put together.  

Africa is also the continent where children form the highest proportion of the population. There are currently 20 

nations in the world where children (under 18 years) form the majority of the population. Only four of these are 

outside Africa. If one adds to the equation the children of the millions of people of African descent living in other 

                                                           

3 Judith M. Gundry–Volf in ‘The Child in Christian Thought. Eerdmans Pub, Grand Rapids 2000. p.36  

4 Mark 10:13-16; Matthew 18:1-5; Mark 9:33-37; Matthew 21:14-16 

5 Keith J. White, ‘A little child will lead them’ Rediscovering children at the heart mission. 

http://www.childtheology.org/new/docuploads/A%20little%20child%20will%20lead%20them.pdf. Date accessed? 

6 In this book sub- titled, Discovering childhood in Africa, Johannes uses two stories to articulate the challenges of African childhood. One story 
is of baby Rosita who was born in a tree in Mozambique during the floods of January 2001. The world ‘discovered’ this baby and her mother 

on electronic media. This was a powerful tool to raise millions of dollars for the relief work in Mozambique. Upon closer inspection it is clear 

that Rosita was not really helped in the process. Johannes contrasts this story with that of another baby born the same night, less than 100 km 
inland, on the roof of the family’s house. She was not discovered by the world outside, and grew up as part of a normal family, facing the 

normal challenges of life in Mozambique. 

7 See the summary of his presentation on Day 3 in this report. 

http://www.childtheology.org/new/docuploads/A%20little%20child%20will%20lead%20them.pdf
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parts of the world, as well as the fact that the fertility rate in Africa is three times that of the industrialized world, it 

is clear that African children already are, and will increasingly become a major factor in our world. 

2. The challenge of need.  

African children are generally portrayed (not without reason) as needy. They face more serious challenges than their 

counterparts in other parts of the world. They face severe health hazards like HIV/AIDS and malaria; natural 

disasters such as floods and famine; cultural practices like child labour, child marriages and violence against 

children; as well as poverty, crime, corruption and military conflict. This contributes to the fact that African nations 

take the lowest positions in almost every child development index. 

The other side of the coin is that to outsiders African childhood has become closely identified with need, a 

perception strengthened by pictures and stories from all over the continent suggesting that every African child is 

needy, vulnerable and a victim of various serious threats. The assumption is that Mama Africa cannot nourish, 

protect and raise her children. This becomes the basis for the multi-billion industry employing tens of thousands of 

expatriates committed to ‘save’ Africa’s children. 

3. The challenge of history 

African children have suffered terribly under slavery, colonization, racism and tribalism. There are numerous 

indications that up to the early Middle Ages Africa and her people generally held their own in the worlds of 

international relations and cultural exchange. Egypt was an important civilising force in the Ancient World. 

Carthage helped to break the power of the mighty Roman Empire, theologians from North Africa helped to lay the 

foundations for world Christianity and various wealthy African kingdoms provided gold and ivory to the rest of the 

world.  

This changed with the advance of Islam and Christianity. Africa was soon reduced to the status of barbarians and 

infidels. These ‘civilisations’ plundered the continent for anything of value – minerals, slaves, soldiers and cheap 

labour. Children suffered terribly in the destruction of families, villages and empires. Slavery and other forms of 

exploitation were justified by means of theories of race that argued – with the support of science, religion and 

philosophy – for the inferiority of African people. Though theoretically discredited the legacy of racism lives on in 

the hearts of many and still influences attitudes to and treatment of African children. Attempts at redressing the 

imbalances of the past have usually not been very successful, because it often creates new inequalities without 

removing the deep scars of the past. 

4. The challenge of diversity. 

Africa is the continent with the largest number of countries (54 out of 193 nations, with South Sudan as the newest 

African country). This is largely a legacy of the colonial period when the continent was cut up among Western 

nations and continues to frustrate cooperation and unity on the continent.  

The continent is also home to over 30 per cent of the languages of the world (according to the Ethnologue 2110 out 

of 6909). Many scientists believe that humankind originated on the African continent. This would explain the 

amazing genetic and with that, cultural diversity among African people. Against this background one has to 

understand the statement of Kwame Appiah: ‘Whatever Africans share, we do not have a common traditional 

culture, common language, common religious or conceptual language … we do not even belong to a common 

race.’
8 

The continent is home to an exciting variety of ethnicity and culture, beliefs and traditions, politics and 

industry, ancient and modern, poor and rich, rural and urban. Few outsiders adequately understand this diversity, as 

their easy generalisations and caricatures reveal. Yet within this diversity there is something that may be hard to 

define but which makes us Africans feel at home when we are, and homesick when we are away for too long. 

5. The challenge of culture. 

African children are often torn between old and new. Many of them still have close links with traditional culture 

while modern technology and urban life introduces them to global influences. The confusion is even more so for 

young Christians because what is usually seen as Christian culture is in most cases heavily shaped by the culture of 

early European missionaries.  

The young generation that is now growing up in African cities differs in many respects from those who went before 

them. Many of them have a solid education, they are digitally and globally connected, they are critical of traditional, 

religious and political authorities and values, and they are relatively mobile, even beyond the African continent. 

What makes this an even greater challenge is the problem of globalization. African children are drawn into a 

globally connected world that has little patience and respect for their unique assets and needs. 
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6. The challenge of marginalization. 

African children often have no say in their own societies and that includes Churches. What does Jesus say to us 

about the marginalized? Our Lord calls upon the Church to seek higher things: the Kingdom of God and its justice. 

And justice compels us not only to make space for children in the Church, families and the community, but a 

central place as Jesus taught and practiced.  

This is the context in which we theologize and the child lenses help us to grapple with these challenges in the light 

of what Scripture teaches about children. 

What does this mean for the church and seminaries that train Christian leaders for the 

church? 

In the light of what the gospels teach about children and the Kingdom of God, the most significant challenge before 

us is to recapture in our context the radical nature of Jesus’ teaching on children.  

This is what Child Theology is seeking to do. The Church in Africa and seminaries that train her leaders need to 

respond intentionally to the call from Jesus’ teaching to relate with children as partners in the gospel who, like any 

other member of the Church, have capacity for receiving spiritual insight that is helpful for the edification of the 

body of Christ.  

Our seminaries need to produce graduates who are burdened by this and can assist the church to respond 

intelligently. I guess what makes this a challenge is that this entails changing not only how adults relate to children 

but how we conceive of our social – adult world that is very different and at times hostile to the world of children. 

For most adults, including those who work with children, it takes an equally radical paradigm shift to define and 

organize the world around children. 

One reason why the church has always struggled is because most of our Confessions of faith have not been helpful 

when it comes to thinking about children and theology. 

The evidence is the growing confusion about the status of children whether with regards to membership, 

communion or baptism.9 This is so primarily because most confessions were written in a first-generation Christian 

mind-set that lacked a meaningful theology of nurture; first generation Christians who knew what to do with pagans 

but not their own children. 

However, to be fair to the church, not all Confessions of faith have had this challenge. It is worth celebrating the 

fact that some Churches have had a history of putting children at the centre through activities like infant baptism, 

children’s catechism, children’s communion, confirmation classes and institutions that take care for the nurture, 

guidance and welfare of children.  

Historically, Churches and Christian mission organizations were often the first to respond to the physical, 

educational and medical needs of communities and were therefore able to take care of children in different life 

situations including orphans, destitute children, poor and uneducated children, and thus they became pioneers in 

setting up institutions designed to answer to the special needs of children in contexts of widespread poverty, 

malnutrition and diseases.
10 

 

In Africa they were the first to build hospitals and schools and orphanages. The fact that the Church responded to 

contextual realities this way partly points to the very nature of the Church as a community witnessing to the 

Kingdom, a community in which love for God is best expressed through love of neighbour.  

This undoubtedly provides the most conducive space for the holistic development of children. Holistic, because 

most models that seek to do the same tend to focus only on the physical, psychological, cognitive, social and 

economic dimensions, neglecting the moral and spiritual. This explains why children are often viewed and 

perceived as market consumers.  

Even the United Nations Convention of Children’s Rights (1999) acknowledges this:  

“Children have the right not be defined only and simply as future market entities, as 

economic beings, as future subjects of purchasing power. Children have spiritual rights 

which are beyond the fundamental rights as codified in the UN Convention of the Rights of 

the Child which spells out the children’s right for living, for wellbeing and development 

(art. 6 CRC), for having its own name, nationality, family relations and personal identity 

(art. 7 and 8 CRC), the right to express its own views freely in issues affecting the child (art 

12 CRC) and the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion.” (Art 14 CRC).  

                                                           

9 Marlin Jeschke 1983:103 

10 Ulrich Becker, ‘The Child in Theology and Church@, Ecumenical Review Vol. 31, July 1979, pp. 234ff. 
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The UN Convention of the Rights of Children is a remarkable and unique universal standard for making state 

governments accountable for all that is within their capacity to support and enhance the comprehensive well-being 

of children. But the Christian Church has the imperative to go beyond this framework, to speak for the spiritual 

dimensions of holistic child development. Children have the right to learn about God, Children have the right to get 

to know Christ, Children need spiritual resources, symbols and narratives which provide some spiritual rooting and 

provide an inner space for fundamental human expressions of hope, of love and of trust which cannot grow just 

within a purely materialistic or economic conceptualization of life and child development.
11

 ‘Man does not live 

from bread alone’ this famous saying from Matthew
12

 should regain special significance for the understanding of 

children’s development and children’s ministries, and it should equally be remembered that the original version of 

this Jewish saying continues in Deuteronomy
13,

 ‘but on every word that comes out of the mouth of the Lord’, an 

emphasis on the relevance of a relational existence and the communicative element of listening to and hearing the 

word of God.  

There is also the challenge of different cultures. What does all this mean for the churches, and therefore the seminaries? 

We need to recapture in our context the radicalness of Jesus’ teaching on children. Like any other members of the 

church they are able to receive spiritual insights. For another example, I visited a children’s hospital. There was no way 

to tell it was a children’s hospital – no small chairs, for example. One hospital had chosen to decorate in bright colours. 

An administrator said: “We are not interested in the children. We use the children to get to the parents.”  

Conclusion 

Victor concluded by reading two poems: 

‘The Calling’ by Roger Fields: 

I am a minister. I minister to the largest mission field in the world. I minister to children. 

My calling is sure.  

My challenge is big.  

My vision is clear.  

My desire is strong. 

 My influence is eternal.  

My impact is critical.  

My values are solid.  

My faith is tough.  

My mission is urgent.  

My purpose is unmistakable.  

My direction is forward.  

My heart is genuine.  

My strength is supernatural.  

My reward is promised.  

And my God is real. 

In a world of cynicism, I offer hope.  

In a world of confusion, I offer truth. 

In a world of immorality, I offer values.  

In a world of neglect, I offer attention.  

In a world of abuse, I offer safety.  

In a world of ridicule, I offer affirmation.  

In a world of division, I offer reconciliation.  

In a world of bitterness, I offer forgiveness.  

                                                           

11 In Art 30. The UNCRC touches on the right for a religious identity in the framework of minority rights without 

spelling out in content the basic rights of children for a spiritual dimension in their development: ‘In those States in 

which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities or persons of indigenous origin exist, a child belonging to such a 

minority or who is indigenous shall not be denied the right, in community with other members of his or her group, to 

enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and practice his or her own religion, or to use his or her own language.’  

12 Matthew 4:4 

13 Deuteronomy 8:3 
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In a world of sin, I offer salvation.  

In a world of hate, I offer God’s love. 

I refuse to be dismayed, disengaged, disgruntled, discouraged or distracted.  

Neither will I look back, stand back, fall back, go back or sit back.  

I do not need applause, flattery, adulation, prestige, stature or veneration.  

I do not have time for business as usual, mediocre standards, small thinking, outdated methods, normal 

expectations, average results, ordinary ideas, petty disputes or low vision.  

I will not give up, give in, bail out, lie down, turn over, quit or surrender. 

I will pray when things look bad.  

I will pray when things look good.  

I will move forward when others stand still.  

I will trust God when obstacles arise.  

I will work when the task is overwhelming.  

I will get up when I fall down. 

My calling is to reach boys and girls for God. It is too serious to be taken lightly, too urgent to be 

postponed, too vital to be ignored, too relevant to be overlooked, too significant to be trivialized, too 

eternal to be fleeting and too passionate to be quenched. 

I know my mission. I know my challenge. I also know my limitations, my weaknesses, my fears and my 

problems. And I know my God.  

Let others get the praise.  

Let the church get the blessing.  

Let God get the glory. 

I am a minister. I minister to children. This is who I am. This is what I do. 

 

Reflections of a Third World Child14 

© Nnamdi Osu 

It’s so hard living in a third world country. 

That even if I somehow happened to win a lottery, 

I’ll still be living in a poverty that assaults my country. 

It’s an irony that a land filled with milk and honey, 

Still cries “no money”, 

With it’s leaders becoming millionaires every second, 

And the people, poorer every minute, 

Thus making the leaders billionaires every hour, 

And the people paupers every day. 

A nation that sighs and cries for debt relief, 

Deceiving the world to believe in it’s grief, 

But in reality, the leaders are living in luxury, 

Embezzling without thinking of me -, 

A poor, poor child with no hopes of being who I want to be. 

It’s so hard living in a third world country 

 

Group Discussion 

All participants were divided into eight small groups: a French speaking group and 7 groups of about seven people 

from the English speaking participants. They were asked to reflect on what they had heard until that point and 

choose two questions that they would like to bring back to the whole group for reflection. These questions are listed 

below with the responses from the plenary group. 

                                                           

14 Source: Child Living In Africa, Current Events Poem http://www.familyfriendpoems.com/poem/child-living-in-africa#ixzz2kJmwkhTm 
#FamilyFriendPoems 

http://www.familyfriendpoems.com/poem/child-living-in-africa#ixzz2kJmwkhTm
http://www.familyfriendpoems.com/poem/child-living-in-africa#ixzz2kJmwkhTm
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Group One 

1. Here I am: how do I now live? 

2. When we grew up as third world children did we forget – in our own spheres? 

Responses:  

 The need to reflect on what we have encountered, what hit you the hardest? You will not rest until you 

have given birth.  

 The need for accountability 

 The world seems to be pushing us away from the ‘cross’ from the marginalization of our past – we 

deny our past rejection and shame. We forget what we should be remembering and remember what we 

should forget.  

 Aligning what I know and what I do. Bringing a link between knowledge and life (action). 

 Alignment between what is known and what we espouse (what we say) and what is actually done in 

our lives? A point of theological reflection.  

 Do we actually believe in heaven? An accounting for the way we live. But what is ‘heaven’? Here in 

this life we should be touching heaven. What is heaven for a child in the marginalized context? 

Group Two 

1. Why are we focusing on the children on Africa – is it because children are not facing challenges in other 

contexts?  

2. What is the root cause of neglect of children in Africa?  

Responses:  

 We were caught up with the questions of CT. We had a discussion on the African context.  

 The question of ‘child in the middle’; in the ubuntu worldview children are not alone.  

 The way we read scripture is impacted by our worldview. Is the ‘child in the midst’ a useful 

metaphor? 

 We did not discuss the ‘root causes’ – not enough time.  

 Social and economic factors that are impacting the typical African family – what we are calling ‘child 

neglect’; we have to take the wider socio-economic context.  

 Misplaced aggression. Address the needs of the family in a holistic fashion to address specific child 

needs.  

 Sin – implications for a fallen world – who sinned? Is it individual? It is societal? Is it structural – or 

to what degree is it all of these? (see the discussion in the Child Theology Booklet Number 2 – 

discussion on Sin).  

 How do we define child neglect in an African context? 

Group Three 

1. Given the current scenario – Does CTM have some guidelines for the church similar to UN CRC (1989)? 

2. What went wrong in our theology and ecclesiology and how can we correct it? 

Responses:  

 In the book Entry Point – Chapter 7 – explore the CRC as an ‘angel’. 

 It will never be the place of CT to replace Jesus – but could the ‘guidelines’ be something we could 

think about developing in our contexts? 

 Johan talked about ‘theology being grammar’ – visible and invisible - the word of God. Our hidden 

grammar was not contextualized (lack of African theologizing?) Were we asking questions of our 

hidden grammar? 

 Enriching our cross examination of grammar and assumptions.  
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 Is there anything wrong with our ecclesiology? (Speaker says no) but we need to come up with 

theology that meets the needs of changing Africa.  

 Trying to address the root causes of ‘neglect’ – are we neglecting the child in our theology?  

Group Four 

1. What is the way forward with Action and Reflection – how do we flesh out more interaction between 

theology and action on behalf of children? 

2. How do we get the seminaries and theological institutions to move forward in both action and reflection? 

Responses: 

 ‘We are not concluding the book with a rousing call to action’ (end of Entry Point).  

 Importance of teaching strategies and methods – how is it done in your seminary? 

 Employing Action Research as a way of generating credibility.  

 Challenging the leaders of seminaries to be advocates for change – getting to the ‘thought leaders’ of 

training institutions.  

 The responsive feedback from seminaries to churches – or the other way around – churches to 

seminaries. It is a both/and situation but how is this actually done in your context?  

 Seminaries make space for child theology as they have made space for gender theology or other paths.  

 Seminaries have a loaded set of assumptions and presumptions that they live from – are they willing 

to change or experience deep change? 

 Change is possible: take the example of counselling being taught in Seminaries – 30 years ago this 

was not very frequent. We can imagine a different future.  

Group Five 

1. The understanding of CTM – what is our common understanding CT? Should we synthesize this? 

2. Has CT been contextualized? 

Responses  

 There is probably no common understanding of CT. 

 There are some common factors – we take scripture seriously, we have common experiences with 

children.  

 Should we be pursuing a common understanding of CT? If we should, then how should we do it? 

 How should we minister to children? (This is not really a question central to CT as presented by Entry 

Point). 

 There is no theology where there has been total consensus. What is God saying in this generation? Let’s 

not lock children into a narrow theological box.  

 This conference has been designed to arrange a place for conversation between African theologians.  

 What is the grammar we should use? The responsibility of the participants here is to do the work of 

contextualization.  

Group Six 

1. What is the status of the child in the African context? 

2. Why shouldn’t the family or the parents be the entry point (African context)? 

Responses  

 The coming of a child brings joy to the family, the society and to the church. The father and mother take 

on a new status (especially if the couple has twins).  

 What kind of African child – the child today lives with a foot in both worlds (west and Africa)? 

 The child needs a role model – first point of contact is mother and father.  
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 There are more children in Africa from outside a ‘normal’ two- parent family. “It takes a whole village to 

raise a child.”  

Group Seven  

1. How do we become faithful to the text – Bible interpretation and avoid reductionism when we develop 

child theology?  

2. Child Theology cannot be the only lens to study the counsel of God – so where does it fit? 

Responses  

 Pedagogy must be built on the right foundation. 

Group Eight – French Group  

1. How can CT restore the view that children are a blessing not a burden? 

2. What can we do to restore the value of children in African Churches? 
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Presentation 2: Child Theology and the African context 

Johan Muller (for Jan Grobbelaar) 

 

[As Jan was unable to be present, Johan presented some reflections which served to introduce Jan’s paper, a 

summary of which is given as an annex to this report. Here we describe the reflection as given in the meeting with 

extracts from Jan’s report.] 

All were invited to read the verses in Mark describing the same incident as we read in Matthew 18 when Jesus 

brings a child into the middle of a theological argument and as we did so to think for a moment about the pictures 

that formed in our minds as we listened to the text. What was the picture this passage excited?  

It is clear that Jesus did not seek a child or send a disciple to fetch a child. The implication is that there were 

children around Jesus and his disciples. The South African film director, Regardt van den Berg, directed a docu-

drama based word-for-word on the Gospel according to Matthew which was released in 1993. Jan confessed that he 

way he constructed this scene spoke to his (JG) heart and is always a blessing. But before describing his picture, 

there are a few things that we have to understand about the development of this film. Regardt15 said that before 

filming the Gospel of Matthew he experienced that God gave him a scripture to guide him in the making of this 

film. The scripture was Hebrews 1:9 which says “…He was set above His companions; He was anointed with the 

oil of joy!” His interpretation was that he was to present Jesus as a joyful person, the Saviour that experienced the 

greatest form of joy, the joy of saving the lost.  

At this point, we were shown a video clip from the film which portrayed this passage. After seeing the clip, we 

shared our emotions with the person next to us and reflected on the following questions: 

 What was the difference between reading the text and watching the video? 

 How do the images you had when watching the video compare with the images that you had when 

listening to the written text? 

Some of the responses are listed here: 

 After the reading – I thought of disabled children because of ‘cutting off their hands’; 

 After the video – I was concerned that the disciples were eating because in our culture this indicates 

disrespect; 

 After the video – the child seemed a bit old; 

 After the reading - I had always seen a serious Jesus but it was different in the video - Jesus having more 

fun; 

 After the video – I saw a Jesus who did not wipe the chair before he sat down – he was not wearing a suit. 

What do you think was the purpose of the director when he made the video? Here are some of the suggested ideas: 

 Jesus was childlike without being childish; 

 To portray a caring Jesus; 

 To challenge our cultural perspective; 

 To raise emotions about the issues; 

 Jesus allowed the children to be children. 

We watched the video again and were asked to think about what and how we might change it. Then we discussed 

our ideas in groups of three. Here are some of the ways people would have liked to change the video: 

 Have a big millstone and put the group by the side of the lake 

 Change the actor playing Jesus for the one sitting down near the children, seems more mature 

 Change the reaction of the disciples – they were too passive and unresponsive 

 Jesus seemed very casual – a group of African elders wouldn’t like Jesus 

 Change the child for a younger one 

 The children were badly educated by their parents 

 From the African context I would change everything but from the Biblical perspective I would change 

nothing 

 The situation and question was very weighty but the video seems lightweight. 

 Jesus seems to be very small, almost pleading on his knees rather than teaching. 

                                                           

15 http://regardtvandenbergh.com/matthew.html 
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Johan suggested that our reactions showed how our hidden assumptions, of which we were largely unaware, 

affected the way we viewed the scene. It was a revelation to many to see how the film’s director had envisaged the 

scene in an entirely different way.  

What is interesting in Regardt’s picture of this scene is that he managed to focus the whole time on Jesus, but also 

to include all the children in the group. The implications are very clear: Jesus is the focal point and the specific 

child to whom he was referring was only a representative figure of all the children around them. This pictorial 

interpretation fits with the worldview of the Jews which was not individualistic, as developed in the West, but a 

collective, group orientated worldview16. In a long discussion on this topic, the Old Testament scholar Perdue 
17came to the conclusion that “the strong sense of corporate solidarity and community dominated Israel’s and early 

Judaism’s social and religious world.” It is therefore highly unlikely that there was only one child with Jesus and 

his disciples. 

Jesus took a child as a clue, a sign, or language to help the disciples to understand the essential truth of God and 

God’s kingdom and to teach them a new theological grammar about God and God’s kingdom. It is a moment of 

revelation to the disciples, a revelation not about children or any of their many inherent characteristics, for example 

that they easily trust or believe, that they are dependant, innocent, or any other virtues they could have.18 It is a 

revelation of who God is and God’s way of doing things.  

Small Group Discussion and plenary summary 

The questions from the 8 groups – can we define some answers? 

1. Here I am, how do I now live? 

We need to find a way to bring a link between knowledge and life; how is life informed by what we 

know? 

2. When did we grow up as third world children? 

3. Why are we focusing on children in Africa? 

4. What is the root cause of the neglect of children in Africa? 

5. Do we (CTM) have guidelines similar to the UNCRC? 

6. What went wrong with our theology and ecclesiology? 

7. What is the way forward to link Action and Reflection? 

8. How do we get the seminaries to move forward on this? 

9. What is the common understanding of CT? What does CTM think? 

10. Has CT been contextualised? 

11. What is the status of the child in the African context? 

12. Why shouldn’t the family or parents be the entry point? 

13. How do we become faithful to the text – the Bible? 

14. CT cannot be the only lens with which to study the Kingdom of God. Where does it fit in? 

15. How can CT restore the view that children are a blessing not a burden? 

16. What can we do to restore the image of the child in African churches? 

  

                                                           

16 Grobbelaar 2008:220-221 

17 237 

18 Grobbelaar 2008:322-325 
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Conference Workshops 

Paper 1: Towards a church where children are welcome: Equipping theological 
students and congregational leaders to lead the way  

Dr Jan Grobbelaar & Rev Dirk Coetsee 

 

Dirk presented this paper on behalf of Jan who was not able to be present. As it has already been published, it is 

only possible to give a summary in this report. The full article can be found here: 

Grobbelaar, J. & Coetsee, D., 2013, ‘Towards a church where children are welcome: Equipping theological 

students and congregational leaders to lead the way’, in S. Greener et al. (eds.), Christian Perspectives and Research 

on Child Development in the African Context, A compilation of papers presented during the Our Children, Our 

Being Child Development Symposium, 9th – 11th November 2011, Daystar University, Nairobi. (This was a 

project of Daystar University, Nairobi) 

Abstract 

If the church finds its identity in the Triune God, certain qualities come to the fore such as relationality, inclusivity, 

missionality and hospitality. In this model of church, children are not only welcome, but become active participants 

in the missional work of the church. This poses a challenge to the pastor or leadership of the church, who has to 

guide the church to live out this new identity. The leader has certain tasks and needs certain competencies. This 

paper suggests that the theological formation of pastors needs to make room for these competencies to be learnt and 

internalised, so that pastors can effectively build communities of faith where children are welcome. With reference 

to a case study in South Sudan, one such model is explained.  

Historical Background: The Sunday School Movement 

Children have always been part of the church in Africa and in various ways children have been accommodated in 

the ministry of the church. Usually children were incorporated in the church according to the educational paradigm. 

Sunday School is one of the most common “educational” approaches prevailing in African churches. Although 

Christian education in Africa goes back to the very first century and played a major role in the formation of the 

North African church, including children, it was only with the missionary “scramble” for Africa that Sunday 

Schools were established in Africa. The missionaries not only planted churches, but also established hospitals and 

schools. From the very start Sunday School was an integral part of their missionary strategy as a tool for 

evangelism and faith formation. With the secularisation of education in Africa and the lessening of the church’s 

influence in schools, Sunday School has become the primary (in some cases the only) place where the church 

actively meets children.    

The Sunday School Movement had definitely a positive impact over in Africa the years. Generations of church 

leaders can trace their spiritual roots to a Sunday School class and a devoted teacher somewhere in their childhood. 

But, there are also serious concerns about the Sunday School as it often functions in the current church in Africa. 

Some of these concerns are: 

 The linguistics surrounding Sunday School, for example “school”, “teachers”, “classes”, lessons”, 

“curricula”, “certificates” creating a school-like environment where the concern is mostly with methods of 

teaching and learning instead of the building of personal relationships. In many aspects the Sunday School 

became a carbon copy of a standard public school, even differentiating children in different classes 

according to the example of the public schools. In a certain sense the Bible became a text book just like the 

mathematic or language handbooks in the public schools. Classes tend to become cognitive orientated with 

little relevance to life and the transfer of faith becomes more or less only the transfer of knowledge 

 The strategy of the church to separate the generations into homogenous units: toddlers with toddlers, 

children with children, adolescents with adolescents, and adults with adults. Although the intention is to 

respect the needs of each generation by giving them the opportunity to be ministered to in their own 

language, style and on their cognitive developmental capabilities, the children are separated from their 

parents and siblings without their consent. Neither are they welcome in the meetings of other age groups 

and when they are present they are very often totally ignored.  This tends to lead to the marginalization of 

children in the church. 

 The excluding of children outside the church. Children’s ministry become more and more focused on the 

education of the own children instead of also reaching out to the non-church children in the society. To 

reach out to these marginalized and often emotionally wounded children in the society with an emphasis 

on education do not addrees their need for healing relationships and community.  
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Welcoming childen 

What Africa needs is a church where children (and adults!) are welcome. To achieve this goal we need a new 

paradigm not only for children’s ministry but also for being the church. The words of Jesus in Matthew 18:5 “And 

whoever welcomes a little child like this in my name welcomes me” points in the direction of a hospitality 

paradigm. Hospitality is a principal theme in both the Old and New Testaments. In the ancient world three basic 

rules applied to hospitality (philoxenias):   

(1) The host must receive the guest and provide them with what they need without asking any 

questions.  

(2) The guest may not be a burden or dishonest to the host.  

(3) The host has to give a parting gift to the guest to show what an honour it was for the host to 

receive the guest.  

The story in Genesis 18 of Abraham receiving the three strangers is a striking example of this typical ancient 

Middle-Eastern hospitality. The Good News Bible translates it beautifully: “You have honored me by coming to my 

home, so let me serve you." (Gen 18:5). The twist in this story is of course that the Guest is the one giving the 

parting gift! 

These three hospitality rules should guide the church to (re)create the church a space where all children are 

welcomed. To help us to succeed in becoming a hospital church we have to attend to the following four important 

concepts: 

 Relational 

 Intergenerational 

 Narrative  

 Missional 

Implementation of the Foundational Concepts 

These four concepts should be implemented in the church in such a way that children will be included in all the 

services of the church: 

 Koinonia (Fellowship); 

 Kerugma (Preaching/Proclamation); 

 Leitourgia (Worship); 

 Didache (Teaching); 

 Paraklesis (Pastoral Care); 

 Marturia (Witness); 

 Diakonia (Service/compassion); 

 Kybernetes (Leadership and administration) 

In the “educational paradigm” children find a place only in the ministry of Didache, with either segregated 

participation or total exclusion from most of the other ministries. In the “hospitality paradigm” children are 

welcomed as full recipients and participants in all the ministries. In the Old Testament and the early church this was 

normal practice, as suggested, for example, in the following verses: Deutr 31:12-13, Jos 8:35, Ezra10:1, 2 Chron 

31:16, Ps 8:2, Acts 21:5.  

A church that is serious about hospitality will humbly assess and creatively reshape each of the above 8 ministries 

so as to include children (and, of course, other marginalised people). Therefore, the challenge before each local 

church in our time is to find ways to grow together in and through all the services of the church. 
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Paper 2: A perspective on the current status of a child and youth focus in the South 
African theological academy 

Hannalie Yates 

 

Hannalie presented the findings of a recent empirical investigation amongst members of the South African practical 

theological academy which emphasised the marginal position of children within the South African theological 

academy: 

“The value of the child, the humaneness, the identity of the child have surpassed us and 

therefore we are also not worried whether as adults we should be educated about the whole 

issue of children. I think that in the theological discipline as a whole we have received very 

little about this. Many ethical questions do not focus on the child at all. And if you take a 

closer look at dissertations you also find very little information” (Interviewee H)  

“There is only one module in three years. The module on youth ministry touches on 

children but it is not as specific. At the end of that year you have one children’s ministry 

block; that is a week during which we get exposure. We experience that the students do not 

find it relevant. The majority of the students do not take the classes seriously.” (Interviewee 

A)  

“Church training that is academic training, it seems to me, does not help students to 

adequately recognise the realities of children. When the realities and interests of children 

do not find a place in the curriculum, then little post-graduate research is done” 

(Interviewee K)  

“How we have been formed theologically, even in terms of our thoughts, therein the child 

and the role of the child do not exist.” (Interviewee G)  

“Currently I should say that this is one of the shortcomings for me, that not enough 

attention is given to what God’s revelation is about the child … where the child comes 

from, the identity of the child, the acts of the child, those things are actually all interrelated 

with how that child has been created by God and how God also sees that child. How does 

the child look through the eyes of God?”(Interviewee H)  

“We have a church theology, which is the alpha and the omega in how we understand 

theology and also God’s role, and we diminish the role of children in our theology … we 

hold fast to a church theology which, for me, is actually about power and how we can 

sustain it. And the role of humans and children therein does not find any expression.” 

(Interviewee F) 

The construct: Child and youth ministry 

The ministry of children and youth is not only a sub-field of Practical Theology – it constitutes a subject of inquiry 

for Theology as a whole. A theological reflection on and interpretation of constructs like childhood, childlikeness, 

the human dignity/humaneness of the child are needed from all theological disciplines to get to a more nuanced 

theological understanding of childhood. 

A more balanced theological understanding of childhood is needed that does not only put emphasis on the problems 

and challenges children and youth encounter but also on the positive stories of how children and youth use their 

faith as a resource, an asset to find meaning in their daily lives and living environments. 

An exclusive involvement with child and youth ministry within Practical Theology can be at the cost of the unity of 

Theology and can lead to the fragmentation of knowledge. Therefore a Practical Theologian, responsible for 

furthering the cause of child and youth ministry,  has to be in constant dialogue with theologians who represent the 

other sub-disciplines of Theology to stimulate an awareness of the child placed by Jesus and the integration of this 

awareness in mainstream theological training. 

Critical elements 

Research 

Needed fields for theological research: 

 A Theological anthropology of the child 

 A Theology for the social inclusion of children and youth within and through faith communities 
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 The social position, status and role of children and youth within faith communities and other spheres in 

society. / The participation of children and youth within and through faith communities 

 A theological understanding of basic ethical principles and values that can direct respectful adult-child 

interactions and relations. 

Research outputs: 

 Effective and specialised study guidance to magister and doctoral students 

 Academic: Publication of articles and chapters in accredited journals to stimulate academic dialogue  

 Public: Add to public debate on the issue (more popular publications and dissemination of research results 

in media) 

 Practice: Strategic indicators, guidelines for the improvement of practice; research results utilised to create 

awareness,  build capacity within and through faith communities 

 Inform curriculum development 

 Build and enhance networks 

Teaching and learning 

Give significant attention to a normative theological basis for viewing and treating children  

Integrate a child theology lens/perspective in the entire curriculum (reflection as strategy, journaling, creative art-

based activities as methods) 

Challenge a fragmented and one-sided manner of dealing with children’s and youth ministry in theological training 

“It has always been my fear that one becomes stuck in compartmentalised ways of thinking 

– that you follow a module on child and youth ministry and then you are finished with it 

and become a minister who only works with adults.” (Interviewee G)  

The curriculum will be guided and informed by the following assumptions. 

 God created children as fully human beings with a God-given value, status, role and place in life. 

 The focus cannot be exclusively on children and youth as the young people’s lives are lived within social 

contexts. It is therefore necessary to examine how they experience their relationships with others and how 

adults conceptualise and influence the lives of children and youth.  

 A focus on both the well-becoming (enhancing the potential of children for the sake of children living in 

accordance with their God-given identity and calling in life and for the wellness of society more widely) 

and well-being (how children experience their childhood years) of children are important.  

 The agency and resilience of children will be appreciated to acknowledge and treat children not only as 

passive victims but also as actors in their own lives.  

 In the context of Africa, it will be important to deconstruct the theory and practice of childhood 

development to ensure that development that is in many cases imagined and initiated by the West, is 

facilitated contextually in partnership with local communities.  

 From a theological point of view the concept "development" can be replaced by concepts like community 

care, community wellness as something that all people can contribute to without being dependant on 

external forces.  

 Utilise a service learning strategy to facilitate the development of integrated competencies (academic 

learning, personal growth, professional development and social responsibility) 

 A service-learning training model assists in combining the academic curriculum of students with problem 

solving experiences in the practical field of community development. Active, co-operative, reflexive and 

experiential learning strategies are utilized to facilitate integrated learning and academic enhancement. 

The purpose of service learning is to provide opportunities for students to serve communities with their 

strengths while reflecting critically on the applicability of theoretical frameworks for diverse and complex 

child, youth and family related issues and communities.   

 The service-learning training model is based on reciprocal partnerships and strives to be beneficial to all 

the partners involved.  
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 Service learning activities can include the following: 

o Observation 

o Building relationships 

o Listening to God 

o Listening to community members that include children 

o Asking questions 

o Critical reflection  

o Positioning yourself (becoming aware of link between what you believe and what you do). 

Community Interaction 

 Local faith communities partners in research and  in teaching and learning of students 

 Partnerships reciprocal in nature 

 Strength, asset and resource based approach 

 Mobilising resources in communities as protective and preventative measures  

 Enhancing a culture of listening to children and youth 

 Documenting positive stories of children’s faith, agency and resilience in times of adversity 

 Reflection 

Conclusion 

Will our theologies assist us, students and others, to welcome each child in God’s name, to respect each child’s 

right to life, to not discriminate against any child and to act in each child’s best interests? This challenge can be 

addressed by focussing on the inclusion of the cause of children in theological interpretation. By implication this 

will entail actively countering the exclusion of children in theological discourse and praxis. 

 What are the positive, meaningful and effective aspects of theological training (research, teaching and 

learning and community interaction) at North-West University that (may) have an impact on how people 

think theologically about children? 

 What are the current assets, strengths and resources at this faculty that (can) contribute to the development 

of child and youth related discourses and praxis in a scientific manner? 

 What are the motivations for a senior lecturer position in Practical Theology, focussing on child and youth 

ministry?  
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Day 3 

Day Convenor: Victor 

Bible Devotional: 

Johannes Malherbe 

 

Johannes asked the participants in groups of five to look at the picture of a strong 

man. Then they were to identify the person in their group who has the next birthday. 

This person was then ignored – in effect marginalized - for the duration of the Bible 

Study. The group turned their chairs so that they could hear what was discussed but 

could not contribute. The rest of the group discussed the signs of power in the Psalm 

which follows. The leader of the group stood up when the group had identified ten 

symbols of power. 

Psalm 10 – Children as victims 

Psalm 10 
1 Why, LORD, do you stand far off? Why do you hide yourself in times of trouble? 

2 In his arrogance the wicked man hunts down the weak, who are caught in the schemes he 

devises. 

3 He boasts about the cravings of his heart; he blesses the greedy and reviles the LORD. 

4 In his pride the wicked man does not seek him; in all his thoughts there is no room for 

God. 

5 His ways are always prosperous; your laws are rejected by him; he sneers at all his 

enemies. 

6 He says to himself, ‘Nothing will ever shake me.’ He swears, ‘No one will ever do me 

harm.’ 

7 His mouth is full of lies and threats; trouble and evil are under his tongue. 

8 He lies in wait near the villages; from ambush he murders the innocent. His eyes watch in 

secret for his victims; 

9 like a lion in cover he lies in wait. He lies in wait to catch the helpless; he catches the 

helpless and drags them off in his net. 

10 His victims are crushed, they collapse; they fall under his strength. 

11 He says to himself, ‘God will never notice; he covers his face and never sees.’ 

12 Arise, LORD! Lift up your hand, O God. Do not forget the helpless. 

13 Why does the wicked man revile God? Why does he say to himself, ‘He won’t call me to 

account’? 

14 But you, God, see the trouble of the afflicted; you consider their grief and take it in hand. 

The victims commit themselves to you; you are the helper of the fatherless. 

15 Break the arm of the wicked man; call the evildoer to account for his wickedness that 

would not otherwise be found out. 

16 The LORD is King for ever and ever; the nations will perish from his land. 

17 You, LORD, hear the desire of the afflicted; you encourage them, and you listen to their 

cry, 

18 defending the fatherless and the oppressed, so that mere earthly mortals will never again 

strike terror. 

The African continent is blessed with natural resources. This can be seen in the tropical forests, the massive rivers 

and lakes, as well as in the minerals – it has a major share of the world’s gold, diamonds, platinum and uranium. 

Since the earliest times there has been fighting for control over these riches. It is a vicious circle – those who have 

power can take what they want, and this gives them more power to increase their wealth. 
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Psalm 10 is a prayer of the powerless – those who have been pushed into the margins by those in power. A major 

part of the psalm describes the wicked man of power. He does not honour or acknowledge God (verses 3,4,11), he 

is arrogant and proud (verse 5 and 6), he hunts down the poor and the needy (verse 8 to 10). Those who suffer 

under the abuse of power include the weak (verse 3), the innocent (verse 8), the helpless (verses 9,12), the orphan 

(verses 14,18), the afflicted and oppressed (verses 17,18). 

Psalm 10 is a prayer calling on God as eternal King (verse 10) to do something – to punish those who wickedly 

cling to power and to help those who suffer under their violent and wicked rule. God, the One who has all power, 

uses this power to help the most vulnerable and exploited – the orphan (verses 14,18). He does this by placing them 

in families (Psalm 68:5-6), which means that He moves people to take orphans into their homes and families. 

All over Africa the abuse of power and its impact on children and orphans are evident. Psalm 10 inspires us to 

prayer and intercession to the Source of all power, the King of the universe. It also inspires us to be part of the 

answer to that prayer – to practically care for orphans and the destitute children. 

The participants read Ps 10:1-9 and looked for  indications of power and powerlessness: 

 Arrogant, excluding the weak 

 Pride, boasting no room for God 

 v 5,6 Independence, confidence in the future 

 v7 Oppression; using their mouth, communication, lies  

 v8-10 kill what they want; want to be noticed 

They also found  five words to mark the victim: 

 the poor 

 the weak 

 the helpless 

 the innocent 

 the orphans 

Who is praying this Psalm? Maybe the afflicted, the outcast, - a prayer of supplication - but it is more likely to be a 

ruler – a prayer of intercession – because there is no mention of ‘my’ suffering. 

At this point, the groups welcomed the rejected member back amongst them and listened to their experience of how 

it felt. And then they prayed for victims of the recent typhoon. 
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Presentation 3 Book: Saved by the Lion? 

Johannes Malherbe 

 

Johannes told a story about a little boy who didn’t pay attention in Sunday School. At the test, “Who broke down 

the walls of Jericho?” He answered, “Pastor, it wasn’t me” 

When Johannes wrote the book19, he wasn’t looking for the one to blame. From the introduction of the book: 

It was this observation of the limited presence and influence of Africans in situations where 

the future of our children is at stake that ignited my quest for a greater understanding of 

indigenous child care principles and practices.  

To my surprise I found the African voice to be mostly absent even from the majority of the 

resources and discussions on African childhood. It is almost like a building surrounded by 

so much scaffolding that no one can see the building inside and everyone doubts whether it 

can stand by itself. No matter where I went, everywhere I ran into the lion’s story of 

outsiders saving Africa’s children. I therefore decided to explore the other side of 

the story ... 

The book has about 100 stories. Many people are angry because they cannot take the 

suffering it records. But in Ruanda, when Johannes heard stories of murders they told the 

stories with a smile. When he wanted to hear they said “Brother, you want to kill us a second 

time.” Pain is not relieved by time in fact it often gets worse. Some cultures do not allow 

suffering to be showed. A father should provide for his children. People should not fly from 

the other side of the world to feed the children. After the genocide he wanted to bring a baby 

back with him but a friend told him that this would be to abuse the child again, separating 

him/her from her culture and community. 

Here is a  story from the book. It starts outside Africa. It is the story of Harmony. She was 

still a young girl when the stepfather first came into the bathroom where the girls were. He 

began to bribe them for sexual favours. He said he was a Christian and needed to do this to 

purify her because she was dirty. She has published her story and has a Facebook page. 

Johannes was privileged to grow up as an African (he is white). His family has been in Africa 

for 300 years! But some have tried to convince him he was from elsewhere. He was a pastor 

in a small church and then was called to Petra College. Suppose we were on a plane and flew to Scandinavia. 

People might ask us why we have come and we answer: “we have come to save your children. We will teach you 

how to breast feed”…… (which even dogs and cats can do); how to grow food; etc. 

Africans have skills for tasks that no one else can do as well: none can run like the Ethiopians; none can do 

business like the Nigerians; etc. We need to challenge the outsiders. I can’t hijack a Rwandan orphan simply 

because my heart is breaking. 

Content and Structure 

The book is a historical survey but starts with the present and steps backwards in time.  

Introduction 

1. Babies of the flood – Mozambique, 2000 

2. Victims and saviours – stories of humanitarian aid 

3. Mixtures – with no home for the soul 

4. Minors in minority communities 

5. Reclaiming childhood – perspectives from African literature 

6. In the heart of Africa – childhood and colonialism 

7. Children of darkness – the growth of theories of race 

8. Shackled childhood – the scourge of slavery 

9. African childhood in ancient times 

10. Cherished childhood – Conclusion 

In the recent Mozambiquan floods, two stories were reported of childbirth: one child was born in a tree and the 

other on a roof. It happened that the one born in the tree became an international celebrity because of a video shot 

of the dramatic rescue  and was given all kinds of resources. But the other child got no help, and became angry. 

                                                           

19 “Saved by the Lion?” 
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Outside involvement with African children 

The book assumes that the help that comes from outside Africa is not ideal – children need to be loved and nurtured 

in and by their own families and communities. 

So the purpose: of the book is twofold: 

 to help build the dignity and competence of African communities to care for their children 

 to challenge outsiders to make sure they are really helping African 

children 

Method 

The book documents stories of how African children have experienced outside 

involvement in their lives 

Chinua Achebe: … writers from all over Africa contributing to a 

definition of themselves, writing ourselves and our stories into history 

… [so that] the creative exploration of those issues and experiences 

that are unique to African consciousness will be given a platform, not 

only throughout Africa, but also to the world beyond its shores. 

Reflections on those stories provide useful insights: 

 to understand the ideologically distorted subjective situation of some 

individual or group; 

 to explore the forces that have caused that situation; 

 to show that these forces can be overcome through awareness of them 

on the part of the oppressed individual or group in question.  

The story of Mina  

Fatima Mernissi recounts the story of a West-African slave girl taken across the Sahara to Morocco where she 

gained her freedom when she was too old to return home. 

Mina was kidnapped one day when she was strolling just a bit farther than usual from her 

parents' house. A big hand seized her and the next thing she knew, she was on the road, 

along with other children and two ferocious kidnappers brandishing long knives, The 

kidnappers kept her and all the other children hidden during the day and moved them at 

dusk when the sun set. Crossing her beloved familiar forests they traveled far north until 

there was no more vegetation just dunes of white sands. 

''If you've never seen the Sahara Desert before, you cannot imagine it. That's where you see 

how powerful Allah is - he definitely does not need us! A human life is so negligible in the 

deserts where only sand dunes and stars can survive. A little girl's pain there is an utter 

trifle. 

But it was in crossing the sand that I discovered there was another little girl inside of me. A 

girl who was strong and intent on surviving. I became a different Mina then. I realized that 

all the world was set against me, and the only good that I could expect had to come from 

inside myself.” 

Her black kidnappers, who spoke her native language were soon replaced by light-skinned 

ones who spoke foreign words that she did not understand. ''Before, I thought the entire 

planet spoke   our dialect,” Mina said. The party traveled silently by night and was met 

regularly at specifics prearranged spots by friends of the kidnappers who fed them and kept 

them hidden until the next sunset. They always would start marching when the sands 

disappeared in the dark, and hardly a creature ever crossed their path. The French 

outposts scattered here and there in the occupied desert were to be avoided at all cost, for 

the slave trade had already been declared illegal. 

One day they crossed a river and Mina for some strange reason, thought that she saw her 

old beloved forest appearing at the horizon. She asked another little girl who had been 

stolen from her village if she also saw the forest, and the girl nodded yes. They both 

believed that, by a magic turn of events, their kidnappers had gotten lost, and that they 

were going back home. Or else their village was coming towards them. 
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Either way, it did not matter, and that night the two little girls ran away, only to be caught 

again a few hours later. “One has to be careful in life” Mina would say, ''not to confuse 

wishes with reality. But we did, and we paid for it.” When Mina reached this point in her 

story, her voice would quiver and everyone around her would cry out in distress especially 

when she went into the details. “They detached the well bucket from its rope,” she said, 

''and told me that if I wanted to stay alive I had to hang onto the end of that rope and 

concentrate in silence, while they lowered me into the dark well. The horrible thing was 

that I could not even afford to tremble with fear because if I did the rope would slip out of 

my fingers. 

It would be the end. '' Mina would stop there and sob softly. Then she would dry her tears 

and keep on going with the audience crying discreetly. “I cry now,” she would say, 

“because I am so angry that they did not give me a chance to be afraid. l knew that I would 

soon reach the deepest and darkest part of the well, where water was, but I had to suppress 

that terrified feeling. I had to! Or else I would lose my grip, and so I kept concentrating on 

the rope and my fingers around it. There was another little girl beside me, another Mina 

who was dissolving with fear as her body was about to touch the cold dark water filled with 

snakes and slippery things, but I had to dissociate myself from her so as to concentrate on 

the rope. When they took me out of that well, I was blind for days no: because I could not 

see, but because I was not interested in looking at the world anymore.” 

“.. the kidnapper expected me to cry and scream. But when he heard no sound, and saw 

two twinkling stars fixed on him, he immediately brought me back, up, He did not expect 

defiant silence and a calm   stare...”  

Value of the Stories 

 A broad introduction to African childhood; 

 A rich store of resources; 

 A method (stories & reflection - indaba); 

 They provide an historical framework: Antiquity, exploration, slave trade, colonialism, independence, aid; 

 Highlight Key issues – invitation to debate; 

 African identity, minorities, mixtures, diaspora, North Africa, slavery, colonialism, racism, mission, 

education, culture, child abuse, development, aid, dependency. 

Africa’s children are tough. They can make a difference. The book shows a method: of collecting stories and then 

reflection which encorages us to identify and deal with the real issues. 

Who is an African?  

Who is an African? We have five answers: 

 Arguments about soil - If you’re born in Africa 

 Arguments about blood and ancestry - Descent 

 Arguments about skin colour -  

 Arguments about culture -  

 Arguments about power and powerlessness -  

What do we need to do?  

 Connect with children 

 Hear the children 

 Bring this conversation into God’s conversation – this is CT 

 Adjust: convert, unless you change…… 

 Share your stories 

 Study, research and publish 

Children of the Dream 

They do not want to be defined. 

They do not want to be limited. 

They do not want to beg for 

Their humanity, or the right to be 

Creative, or different, or unexpected 

Or wild, or surprising, or defying 

Of boundaries. They do not want 

Condescension, or assumptions. 
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… And so they let freedom 

Sing into their new transformations 

Of self everyday. They are the new 

Warriors and masters of the earth. 

They are the best of what has emerged 

From time's sufferings and history's love. 

They are the children of the dream. 

And no prison of mind or steel 

Will hold them down any more. 

They have burst open the door. 

We are all children of the dream. 

Ben Okri 

Response 

Mary Mumo 

We began this section with a short video. It showed a bear cub 

being chased by a lion20. Each time it tried to escape, it seemed 

that the place of safety collapsed or that the lion was able to get 

through. We asked where was God in this situation (taking the 

video story as a parable.)? Was God the person behind the 

camera – seeing all? 

And we also tried to identify which character represented the 

child, which the parent, which the persecutor, in the light of 

Johannes’ presentation. We thought back to Ps 10 – how does 

God’s heart respond to such a prayer? 

There are many children around the world running like the bear cub, trying to escape danger. Who represents God?  

 The invisible hand of God (when the branch breaks) 

 The mother bear 

Mary showed a picture of two overloaded trucks. Where can we place 

the children? The people there are adults: let them be inside the truck; 

throw away the luggage; mother and children have already left, the 

others left behind are completing their education!  

She also showed a picture of the church, carrying all their ministries and 

gifts, and they are on their way to heaven! Or so they think. Think about 

your church. It was a picture of a nice church building. But the doors are 

closed! 

A third picture had a slogan about colonisers: “Don’t worry Africa – 

we’ll go away when we’re finished”. But we should worry if the 

resources  - human children as well as minerals – are mined, exploited 

and ‘drained away’. 

We can deal with the Racist Empire by the Word of God.The continent belongs to people who live there. 

We must work to join children to God. At present, many children in the church are spiritually malnourished 

Entitlements and Extras  

Participants  found a sheet of a paper in the conference folder. Following instructions from Mary, they folded the 

paper: one third down and then side to side with the flap in the middle. Then they folded over the corners. A paper 

aeroplane! They checked to see if it flew – some did a little. 

Parable: A long time ago there were people who wanted to reach god but this was too difficult. So they folded the 

sides down some more (it now looks like a rocket or plane) It flew but still didn’t reach ‘god’. 

With a marker pen they drew a line down the last fold but took it out to the corner. When the paper was torn away 

along the line: now you have Kenya airways! And it still didn’t fly to God. But when they opened out the remaining 

paper, theyfound a cross. 

                                                           

20 The video can be accessed at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIYcDqOTEBY 

http://www.publicenemyafrica.com/multinational-corporations-the-new-colonisers-in-africa/290977_2276260020089_1056384816_32579417_160635487
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIYcDqOTEBY
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 Childhood as mentioned in the book should be regarded as a normal state; 

 Ideally children should define themselves using methods that are most appropriate and not using academic 

or philosophical treaties; 

 Despite all limitations we have no choice but to involve non-children in the process: 

o Observing 

o Hearing 

o Documenting 

o Processing the children’s stories 

Things to Note 

 The stories in this book come from all over the African continent and from different parts of the world. 

 The challenges that these children experienced all went beyond what we can imagine or think 

 Each part feeds the whole picture   

Observations 

 As an historical account it would be very helpful to break the book into parts (removing some of the 

serious adult modes) so that children may read some of these stories; 

 Use the influence of the church on some of the children in the book to explain how BAD theology when it 

is sown knowingly or unknowingly produces ungodly results; 

 The pictures communicate very well the story on each page. For the children colour and less wording will 

be a great inspiration to the Family, Church and Society; 

 The atrocities that Belgium did in the Congo need the God of heaven to come down and cleanse that 

nation and many other African countries; 

 The Racism Empire needs to be dealt with using the word of God. 
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Presentation 4: A Church Where Children Are Welcome: A New Paradigm for 
Children’s Ministry in Africa 

Dirk Coetsee 
21

 and Jan Grobbelaar
22

 

Dirk presented this paper on behalf of Jan who was not able to be present. As it has already been published, it is 

only possible to give an abstract in this report. The full article can be found here: 

Coetsee, D.  & Grobbelaar, J.,  2013, ‘A Church Where Children Are Welcome: A New Paradigm for Children’s 

Ministry in Africa’, in I.A. Phiri & D. Werner (eds.), Handbook of Theological Education in Africa, pp. 808-817, 

Cluster Publications, Dorpspruit. (This was a project of the World Council of Churches). 

Abstract 

Children have always been part of the church in Africa and in various ways children have been accommodated in 

the ministry of the church. Two approaches or “paradigms” of incorporating children in the church are compared. 

The first is termed the “educational” paradigm. Sunday School is concisely discussed as an example of one of the 

most common “educational” approaches prevailing in African churches, with reference to the origins and historic 

contribution of the Sunday School Movement. The “educational” paradigm is evaluated and certain pitfalls pointed 

out. 

A second approach to incorporate children in the ministry of the church is termed the “hospitality” paradigm. With 

reference to four principles flowing from this paradigm, Relational, Intergenerational, Narrative and Missional, it is 

argued that a paradigm of hospitality can be of greater value in the church’s ministry to, with, by and on behalf of 

children inside the church as well as in the community.  

It is finally argued that theological seminaries have the responsibility to prepare candidates for a holistic, child-

inclusive, hospitable church ministry. 

  

                                                           

21
 Rev Dirk Coetsee is the Managing Director of Petra, an institute for research, consultation and training in children's ministry. He is an 

ordained minister in the Uniting Reformed Church and consultant and facilitator of training on different aspects of congregational leadership, 

children's ministry and child counselling. dcoetsee@petra.co.za 

22 
Dr Jan Grobbelaar is an Extraordinary Lecturer at the Unit for Reformed Theology at North-West University, Potchefstroom Campus, South 

Africa, a member of the Postgraduate Faculty of the South African Theological Seminary, Johannesburg, South Africa and Manager of 

Theological Projects at Petra, White River, South Africa.  He has published in the areas of Children’s Ministry and Child Theology. 

jan@petracol.org.za. 
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Conference Workshops: 

Paper 4: Child theology in an African context: a focus on children with disability 

Nassaka Olivia Banja 

Introduction 

This paper is focused on child theology in the African context withparticular reference to children with a disability.   

It attempts to answer three major questions:  

 What is the African perception of children with disability?; 

 What does the Bible say about disability?; 

 How can the church in Africa bring children with disability into the centre of her ministry? 

To answer these questions this paper discusses the African worldview on children with disability, the common 

types of child disability in Africa, the Bible and disability and concludes with a discussion on the approaches to 

child theology and disability in Africa.   

My interest in child theology and child disability 

My interest in child theology with reference to children with disability grew out of a personal experience with my 

baby girl Abimanyi (in Luganda meaning God knows it all) who is now four years old.   Abimanyi suffered severe 

birth asphyxia (insufficient supply of oxygen to her brain and other organs during birth) and jaundice. This resulted 

in a medical condition with low muscle tone, low immunity and physical weakness which left her unable to move 

or turn any part of her body.  Many people, some doctors included, could not believe that she could survive the first 

month of her life. However, she did survive and the struggles for life and health care continued with God’s grace.  

The whole family, community of friends and well-wishers were always on their knees asking God to intervene.  In 

the process God raised a kind doctor and physiotherapists who stood with us to care for the baby’s health and 

wellbeing.  This meant a lot to us financially, socially and emotionally.  It is against this background that I started 

asking God to explain to me the issues relating to disability and children.  My curiosity was also intensified by 

some visitors and preachers who always came and preached to me about God’s healing power, some attempted to 

find out if I had committed some evil that led to my baby’s condition. My baby was described by some people, as 

‘snake like’ and others called her omugogo (“immobile being” in luganda).  All these images and names given to 

my baby caused a lot of pain and grief in my heart about the condition of my child.  I sometimes preferred to hide 

myself and the baby.    

I lived in fear of unkind preachers who might come around to preach and pray for the child.  With all that confusion 

I started listening carefully to preachers who spoke about disability and I started to engage in deep reflection on this 

subject.  The most common ideas related to disability being a result of sin committed by parents or ancestors.  This 

kind of preaching was sometimes accompanied by deliverance prayers which many times would not result in 

healing apart from leaving the person disappointed and confused about what God was saying about their state of 

disability.   On the other hand my experience drew me even closer to God. God brought kind people who 

sometimes would only pray and walk away and yet others offered help to look after the child whenever they were 

available.  During that time my husband and I learnt to pray, reason with God about my baby’s disability and to be 

thankful for any improvement that the baby got and patiently to wait on God. Nevertheless many questions 

continued floating in my mind, including:   

 Does God care about the state of my child?  

 What sin did I commit that my child should be in such a state?  

 What sin did my ancestors commit?  

 Does God love my child?  

Through these questions many ideas came to my mind regarding my faith and disabilityand God also revealed to 

me more about children with disability, as illustrated below: 

Rescue of a floppy baby girl 

In February 2012, I rescued a baby girl who had a floppy neck and could not sit.  This baby was born to a mother 

who had spent 10 years praying for a baby.  The baby girl came as premature and after two months she was found 

to have a floppy neck and could not sit on her mother’s lap.  The mother was later informed by a doctor that the 

baby’s brain was damaged and that she would never live a normal life.  So the mother decided to dump the baby in 

a hospital where luckily enough my husband had been hospitalized.   That afternoon, as I was nursing my husband, 

this lady walked onto the male ward determined to dump her floppy baby girl and disappear.  First she posed as if 
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she wanted to use the bathroom and she asked my niece who was washing cups in the kitchen next door to help her 

with the baby.  While my niece was carrying the baby, I felt that I needed to find out why she was taking so long to 

wash the cups.  I decided to check on her, a her carrying a baby.  I immediately asked whose baby it was and my 

niece explained that the mother of the baby had gone to the bathroom.   I quickly went to the bathroom and was just 

in time to find a young lady rushing off in the opposite direction. I called out to her to stop.  She stopped and broke 

into tears.  She was very scared and did not know what to do.  In the next hour that followed, I and my ill husband 

listened to her story.  She had been two days without eating anything and so she did not have milk to feed the baby. 

I gave her food and some juice and asked her to feed the baby who was now crying.   She was very scared and 

hesitant to feed the baby but I encouraged her to breast feed the baby after she had taken a cup of tea.  In the 

process she opened up and told us her story and how she had decided to dump the baby in the hospital and 

disappear.  

We prayed with her and reassured her that her baby was beautiful, and that the challenges that the baby had could 

be sorted out with prayers and the help of a knowledgeable doctor that we knew .   So I rang my baby’s doctor who 

kindly offered to see her and the baby that afternoon.  After 30 minutes I rang the doctor who assured me that the 

lady had reached the hospital and that the baby was being attended to.  In the weeks that followed I kept ringing the 

lady just to follow up on how the baby was progressing with the therapy. 

A month later I met her at the hospital and she was very happy that her baby was making good progress.  She 

faithfully did all that the doctor told her and she even kept me informed of the progress. Early this year she rang and 

told me that the baby was now perfect and that she is very beautiful, she finally said “your husband fell ill so that 

my baby may be delivered,” and I replied “praise be to God.” 

The African perception of children with disability 

From the two narratives above, one can see some African ideas on children with disability. Before I proceed we 

ought to note that in this paper disability refers to physical, sensory and mental defects or impairments which 

include visual, hearing, learning or physical incapability, that impact on social, economic and environmental 

participation (Kabue Samuel, 2011).  

Child Disability in the African worldview  

In many African communities disability is understood to be a bad omen, a misfortune caused by evil spirits, angry 

spirits or sorcery power.  For instance among the Baganda in Uganda, disability is believed to be caused by an 

unfriendly spirit called Wannema (crippled spirit) who is the spirit of disability.  This spirit strikes people and 

pregnant women who laugh at crippled people, resulting in them giving birth to lame children as a punishment.  

Wannema spirit can also affect pregnant women who look at crippled people.  Therefore, disability among 

babies/children is considered to be shameful evidence of their parents’ (especially mothers) offence to some spirits. 

That is why children with disabilities and their parents are looked at suspiciously and are sometimes considered to 

carry bad lack, a curse and misfortune.  For this reason children with disability may be hidden away in houses, 

isolated and stigmatized.   

Further, it is believed that some women who have offended their families or clans may give birth to babies with 

disabilities as a punishment from the spirit.  Among the Lango in Uganda the evil spirit Jok from the woman’s 

family is believed to cause disability in children.  Also among the Bagishu in Uganda, children with multiple 

disability, are said to have been chosen by the evil spirit Kisoni/Misambwa. Thus, some children with disability are 

thrown away or abandoned by their parents as a way of getting rid of the curse and shame. 

There is also a belief among some people in Buganda that some very rich people offer their children to evil spirits 

who strike the babies/children with multiple disabilities.  In a sense the disabled baby/child becomes the abode of 

the evil spirit.  This causes rejection for children with disability as people fear that the evil spirits in the children 

may attack or transmit the misfortune to them. Consequently, some parents do not even want to identify with their 

children with disability, for fear of being stigmatized.     

Children with disability are also considered to be abnormal beings, less than human.   For example in August 2013 

a local TV station in Uganda ran a story of a young lady in a village who gave birth to a baby girl who had no arms.   

When one of the elders was asked to comment on the occurrence, he said that he had never seen ekikulekule (an 

abnormal being) like this before.  The young lady was in great fear and villagers were flocking her home to see the 

‘strange’ baby. It should be noted that such negative beliefs about children with disability expose them to abuse and 

neglect, yet these little ones entirely depend on their parents and family for their well-being.    

Common types of child disability in Africa23 

                                                           

23  For more on this in other context see Tada Eareckson and Bundy Steve, 40-41 
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Many problems common in Africa, such as disease ansd malnutrition, may cause or predispose to disabilities such 

as: Spina bifida; Downs syndrome; Missing limbs; Autism; Lame limbs; Blindness; Brain injuries; Deafness; Post 

polio syndrome; Cerebral palsy; Blind/visually impairment; Deaf/ hearing impairment; Speech impairment. 

The physical and developmental disabilities listed above, may be caused by different physical factors but any of 

them may be attributed to evil spirits by some Africans.  Some African Christians also believe that such disabilities 

among children may be a punishment from God to disobedient parents.   

However, paediatricians and physiotherapists in Kampala and Mukono (Uganda) believe that some disabilities 

among babies and children are caused by delays in labour,  a problem which is common in Africa due to the poor 

health infrastructure. In addition, ignorance about vaccination services, malnutrition, malaria, wars, accidents, 

genetic disorders, exposure to environmental hazards, failure to access antenatal services, drug abuse among 

pregnant women, malnutrition among pregnant women and children, child abuse and battering of pregnant women 

contribute to the rissk of malformation of the baby in the womb.  All this highlights the fact that disability among 

children is a multi-factorial phenomenon and at the same time a theological issue which cannot be ignored by the 

church and society.  Thus as Christians we need to consider the issue of disability and what the Bible has to say 

about it.    

The Bible and disability 

In the Bible we find many forms of disability common among the people of the Bible world.  For instance there are 

physical and mental disabilities that range from visual impairment of old age in Isaac24 and Eli25.  Divine 

punishment also resulted in blindness as in the case of Israel26. Jesus also healed a man who was born blind27 while 

Paul was also struck blind28 after his encounter with the Lord Jesus Christ on the road to Damascus.   

There were also speech disabilities: Moses was a stammerer.29 Ezekiel as a sign of his calling was struck dumb30 

and Zechariah was also struck dumb for disbelief.31 Jesus healed people with speech disabilities.32   There were 

also lame people such as Mephibosheth Jonathan’s son, who suffered an accident as a child.33 A cripple and 

paralytic was healed by Jesus.34 Mental disability is also reported in Saul,35 evil spirits are also reported to cause 

mental disability.36 

Jesus reinterprets disability 

We note that Jesus’ teaching about disability reinterprets disabilities. While in many cases in the Old Testament the 

disabled are seen as blemished and hence not qualified to approach God’s sanctuary.37 Jesus’ teaching and example 

on the other hand persuades Christians not to discriminate against people with disabilities.  During his life on earth 

Jesus related and restored health to people with disability.  Jesus challenged the Old Testament beliefs that 

disability was due to divine judgment for sin. Jesus gives another dimension of disability38.  It could not always be 

divine judgment, but it could be for the glory of God.  For this reason not all disability was healed by Jesus.  At the 

pool of Bethesda in Jerusalem for example he healed only one person although there were many with disabilities 

(Jn 5:1-15) .39 

                                                           

24 Gen 27:1 

25 1Sam 3:2 

26 Deut 28:28 

27 Jn 9: 1-12 

28 Acts 9: 8 

29 Exod 4:10 

30 Ezek 3: 26; 24:27 

31 Lk1:20,64 

32 Mt 15: 30, Mk 7: 37, Lk 11: 14 

33 2Sam 4:4 

34 Lk 5:17 ff) 

35 1 Sam16:14 

36 Jn 10:20; For more see: Githuku S. 2011 

37 Lev 21: 16-23 

38 Jn 9:2-3 

39 Githuku S. 2011, 83 
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Reading the Bible and disability 

From the discussions on the African perception of children with disability and the issues so far explored on the 

Bible and disability, we realize that how we read the bible, teach and preach about disability is largely influenced 

by our worldview.  Many African Christians read biblical texts on disability with African worldview lenses and 

these are further reinforced with the Hebrew worldview found in the bible.  This in effect leads many people and 

children with disability to feel guilty, pitied, helpless, stigmatized and rejected. 

Secondly how we read the texts on healing in the Bible greatly influences the way we teach/preach about disability 

and our attitude towards people with disability.  The teaching/preaching that causes a person to feel alienated from 

community is opposed to Jesus’ healing ministries which were meant to incorporate and restore people into 

community40. Therefore, our teaching and praxis needs to take the liberating approach of Jesus Christ. 

Teaching and preaching, well directed in understanding the people’s situation and seeking God’s guidance, results 

in healing and restoration.  This can be physical, psychological, self- understanding, self-esteem and confidence in 

God’s love and power and restoration into community.41 God’s power and love operate with and above disability.  

The stammering little boy Moses grew up into a man to whom God said: “Who gave man his mouth? Who makes 

him deaf or mute? Who gives him sight or makes him blind? Is it not the Lord? Now go I will help you speak and 

will teach you what to say.”42 This shows that God is aware of the disabilities and reigns above them.   The grace of 

God showered on lame Mephibosheth as he receives the inheritance of his grandfather Saul, also tells us the 

significance of valuing and protecting all children, even children with disability.43   

How can the church in Africa bring the children with disability to the centre of her 

ministry?   

Teaching and reflection with children and adults on disability 

My experience with children and how Christians receive them, whether in Sunday school or schools, reveals  a lot 

about how Christians look at disabled children.  Let me take you back to my experience with my baby Abimanyi’s 

first time at Sunday school. 

I took Abimanyi to Sunday school as a resolution I had made for the New Year 2011.  I prayed to God to give me 

strength to do it. So I dressed up the baby, who at that stage could only sit up and roll on the floor, when she wanted 

to move to any place.  When I walked into the baby class I was struck dumb by the cold looks of some teachers and 

mothers.  When I sat the baby down all parents around turned to watch us.  In a short while she was rolling into 

another baby and a mother screamed; and the teachers looked away.  I wanted to pick her up and run off, but I 

prayed for grace to prevail and held my ground.  I decided to sit her on my lap and waited for the end.  When it was 

time to interact with other parents I was interrogated on what was wrong with my baby and some demanded an 

explanation on how it happened.   All that time I was waiting for the last prayer to be said so I could run out with 

my baby.  Indeed it came and I carried my baby and ran out, vowing never to take her back there.  When I got out I 

found many people from the adult church outside and I did not even stop to greet them and I ran home.  When I got 

home a friend at work who had been to the adult church sent a message that said “thanks for bringing Abimanyi to 

church, that was brave.” That was very encouraging but I had to think about the next move.  I prayed for help from 

God and said “God you gave me this child please take over.”  After a month, a Good Samaritan came out and 

offered to take the baby to Sunday school.  This was a big relief and an answer to prayer, because my first attempt 

to take her to church was traumatic as some people could not hide their shock on seeing a very floppy baby.    

Therefore our attitudes and how we receive disabled children in Sunday school contributes to building a welcoming 

church for all children.  

Way forward  

From the above discussion and experience, the church needs to appreciate the image of God in children with 

disability. This is because all people were created in the image of God44 despite physical and mental differences.  

Therefore, there is a need to build churches and congregations for all, through sermons, teaching and practice that 

reflects that fundamental doctrine.  Use of appropriate language/images when referring to children with disabilities 

and their parents is important.  The African cultural teaching and practices which dehumanize children with 
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disability need to be discouraged and positive values from African culture and the Bible relating to children as gifts 

from God be emphasized.45  

Disabled children need to hear and experience the love and power of God in his son Jesus Christ who took on 

human nature.  With this purpose in mind we need to preach the salvation message to them and to reach out to them 

other than just pitying them.  For example we need to encourage parents to bring out the children with disability 

and prepare appropriate messages for them.46  Deliberate efforts and ministry to reach out to disabled children in 

their homes should be part of the church’s ministry and also in the training programme for child workers.  There is 

a need for policies and resources (easy access to church building e.g. ramps and space, sign language, braille, visual 

and audio aids) to enable disabled children to participate fully in the church and to receive Gods message.     

In addition to the above, Christians need actively to participate in programmes that focus on preventing disability.  

Safe motherhood practices, nutritious feeding for mothers and children, immunization and teaching against 

domestic violence, drug abuse and reckless life styles such as careless driving, should be part of the programmes 

for both training institutions and churches. 

A multi-sectorial approach to advocacy for the wellbeing of children with disability at both family and national 

levels should also be emphasized in both training of child workers, teachers and church leaders.  

Christian leaders, teachers and preachers following the example of Jesus Christ should teach, pray and encourage 

holistic communal support for families and children with disabilities, with the intention of healing and empowering 

them.   Jesus announced his mission to be: “the spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to preach 

to the good news to the poor … to proclaim freedom for the prisoners, recovery of sight to the blind and release of 

the oppressed to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favour,”47 This focus is paramount for all preachers in this world.  

Approaches to healing and deliverance of children with disability need to consider all theological dimensions:  

spiritual, physical social- cultural.  In this way the church will be practicing a faith based on the belief in God who 

is almighty, who is not limited by human incapacity and abilities. 

Finally, Jesus re-sounding his mission afresh in my life has turned the story of my child Abimanyi around.   She is 

now 4 years old, goes to nursery school, plays with other children and even sings “Jesus loves me, Jesus loves me 

Alleluia ho! ho! Jesus loves me.”  I have found the answers to the four questions that I alluded to earlier on in this 

paper and continue to wait upon the Lord Jesus for many more blessings and service through this testimony. 

My husband and I have now began Abimanyi ministries; focused on reaching out to children and parents with 

children with disabilities.  Through this ministry we have now adopted a little girl Judith who has multiple 

disabilities and we are seeing God doing great things in her life and our family as well.     
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Paper 7:  What should be taught to children about God: From Collision to 
Collusion… 

Mohamed Ibrahim Yattara 

Introduction 

Having children is a divine blessing (Ps 127:3). This privilege comes with a challenging responsibility to raise and 

take care. Rearing children in the fear and knowledge of God is even more challenging.48 

As of today, most parents understand that it‘s their solemn duty and responsibility to teach their children about the 

Lord. They must be instructed in what is right and what is wrong as taught in the Scriptures. It‘s only when a child 

learns principles based on the character of God that he will be able to live and serve faithfully. The way we see God 

and learn about him determines the quality of our service and ministry. Teaching must start with God. A. W. Tozer 

wrote, “The history of mankind will probably show that no people has ever risen above its religion, and man‘s 

spiritual history will positively demonstrate that no religion has ever been greater than its idea of God.”49  

Nowadays, children are exposed to all kind of teachings about God. The false gods of feelings and “rights” has led 

to total moral decay.50 This is taught in Romans 1:18-32. How can a child come to a genuine and strong faith 

without a proper understanding and teaching about God? If truth about God provides the foundation for all of our 

thinking and conduct, what then should we teach children about God?  

The thesis of this paper is that teaching children about God must have a precise and definite content. In order to be 

relevant, it must touch the mind and the heart of the child. The purpose of the paper is threefold:  

1. to examine the educational goal in the Bible; 

2. the responsibility of parents to teach their children; 

3. the content of this biblical teaching.  

Goal of teaching in the bible  

Religion was an integral part of life among Hebrews. Their religious education was life-oriented, not information-

oriented. They used the context of daily life to teach about God. The key to teaching our children to love God is 

clearly stated throughout the whole Bible. If we want our children to follow God, we must make God part of our 

everyday experiences. We must teach our children to see God in all aspects of life. J. Stanley Chesnut wrote: 

“Students of the Bible have always recognized that an adequate understanding of both the Old and New Testaments 

must begin with and always return to the fact of God.”51 

The major question in teaching children is: Can children be taught since they don‘t know how to read and write? 

The answer is found in Deuteronomy 6:6-7, “And these words, which I command you this day, shall be in your 

heart: And you shall teach them diligently to your children, and shall talk of them when you sit in your house, and 

when you walk by the way, and when you lie down, and when you rise up.”  A child does not need to know how to 

read or write to be taught of the Lord. Children learn and speak several languages without knowing how to read.52 

The moral and religious instruction of a child must begin before a child‘s first steps, if we want to achieve 

permanent results.53 Teaching is not just the communication of doctrine and information. The most important 

                                                           

48 James Dobson, Parenting Isn’t for Cowards (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1997), 7 
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51 J. Stanley Chesnut, The Old Testament Understanding of God (Philadelphia, PA: The Westminster  

Press, n.d.), 13 
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example: The oral tradition is the manner in which information is passed from one generation to the next in the absence of writing or a 
recording medium. In the days before near-universal literacy, griots would sing or chant their people‘s stories. They employed various 

techniques to aid their own memory and to help their listeners keep track of the story. This oral tradition was a way to keep the history or 

culture of the people alive, and since it was a form of story-telling, it was also a popular entertainment 

53 Teaching is “the act of instructing students or imparting knowledge and information. As used in the New Testament, the concept of teaching 

usually means instruction in the faith. Thus, teaching is to be distinguished from preaching or the proclamation of the gospel to the non-

Christian world. Teaching in the Christian faith was validated by Jesus, who was called ‘Teacher’ more than anything else.” R. F. Youngblood, 
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aspect is that children must experience God not just know or learn about him. Teaching then is the impartation of 

life and lifestyle. New life in Christ must be imparted to children and the kingdom of God is the lifestyle. Dorothy 

Kelley Patterson and Armour Patterson wrote, “Passing faith to your children demands far more than attending 

church, listening to family devotions, and following pious platitudes. A deeply rooted faith will insulate your 

children from the tentacles of a secular society without isolating him from the world. Genuine faith will fortify him 

with answers and magnify the biblical standard without nullifying his identity, stifling his questions, or belittling 

his struggle.”54 

One of the biggest problems in Christendom is borrowing man-made teaching systems instead of applying what 

God has revealed about teaching in the Holy Book. There are two main objectives for the biblical teaching of 

children: evangelism and discipleship. Unmistakably the Old Testament views education chiefly as an initiation 

into the “fear of the Lord” which is the “beginning of knowledge” (Prov. 1:7).  

The apostle Paul in 2 Timothy 3:15 reminded Timothy, “that from childhood thou hast known the Holy Scriptures, 

which are able to make thee wise unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus.”55 God‘s purpose is to bring 

every person into a personal relationship with Himself through Jesus. He will use children‘s parents first and then 

the church. Everything a child learns will stay with him for the rest of his life.56 So why are parents or churches 

reluctant to teach children?  

Teaching is incumbent on parents  

For many centuries, Christians have disputed the usefulness and practicality of teaching God‘s Word to children. 

We  may characterise it as “a time of collision”. Two major trends emerged. The first trend was made by those who 

argued that children cannot grasp the essence of any truth. Therefore, they held back teaching them saying they will 

naturally learn about God. All one has to do is to put them on our laps and place our hands on them (Mark 10:13-

14). The second trend was made by those who stressed the necessity of teaching spiritual matters to children 

because the Bible gives clear indications that they are to be taught about the Lord. No one is more approachable, 

more receptive and more hungry to learn or more trusting than a child.  

This latter point of view has been embraced by many Christians. Since it recommends teaching children the ways of 

the Lord, this trend has focused on the community. The child should be raised by all to succeed, not only in social 

but also religious integration. Parents are no longer the primary educators or teachers; they have been replaced by a 

plethora of social masters with disparate teachings. In this time of collusion, stress is put upon church, community 

and society, not family or parents.57  

In Africa, it is clear that the religious education of the child does not only happen within four walls, it requires the 

involvement of other actors of education. While all are involved in this “tous azimuts” instruction of the child, it 

will not have an impact as long as it lacks consistent or systematic character. It needs a precise and formal content 

so as not to overstrain the child or mislead him. Parents should ask themselves the following question: Is the 

content doctrinally sound and appropriate for the child‘s age?   

In the Old Testament, among the Hebrews, education was God-centered58 and they believed that having children 

was a divine blessing (Ps. 127:3). At an early age children accompanied their parents to religious services. At the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

F. F. Bruce, R. K. Harrison & Thomas Nelson Publishers, Ed., Nelson’s New Illustrated Bible Dictionary (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, 
Inc., 1995). 

54 Dorothy Kelley Patterson and Armour Patterson, Parenting in Ministry: Training up a Child while Answering the Call (Nashville, TN: 

Broadman & Holman Publishers, 2004), 7. 

55 και οτι απο βρεφους literally means from infancy In some passages the word used in the original refers to an unborn child (Luke 1:41, 44); 

elsewhere simply to a very small child, a babe or infant (Luke 2:12, 16; 18:15; Acts 7:19; 1 Peter 2:2). “The Jews very early taught their 

children the holy Scripture. Philo the Jew says εκ πρωτης ηλικιας "from their very infancy"; a phrase pretty much the same with this here used. 

It is a maxim with the Jews, that when a child was five years of age, it was proper to teach him the Scriptures. Timothy‘s mother being a 

Jewess, trained him up early in the knowledge of these writings, with which he became very conversant, and under divine influence and 

assistance, arrived to a large understanding of them; and it is a practice that highly becomes Christian parents; it is one part of the nurture and 
admonition of the Lord they should bring up their children in: the wise man‘s advice in Proverbs 22:6 is very good.” See William Hendriksen 

and Simon J. Kistemaker, “Thessalonians, the Pastorals and Hebrews” in New Testament Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 

2007), 296-305. 

56 The famous Swiss educator Jean Piaget said that children up to six or seven years old do not think logically, they think in terms of 

relationships and intuition. At primary school age, children begin to think but only in relation to concrete objects, experiences, stories, etc. At 

puberty, the normal child, taught properly, is able to begin to think abstractly, that is to say, have some understanding of ideas, concepts and 
theories 

57 There is for example a false statement which is made by some Christians saying “Muslims and Christians believe in the same God and share 

several spiritual values. This supposed agreement as to the unity of God does not imply agreement as to the character of God. Our teaching 
about him to children must be different 

58 Sound teaching was a concept deeply engrained in the Jewish mind since Old Testament times. Moses and Aaron were considered teachers of 

God‘s commandments (Ex. 18:20). Parents were also directed to teach their children about God and His statutes (Deut. 4:9–10). The 
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great festivals they were introduced to important episodes in Jewish history. The father was responsible for the 

religious well-being of the family. It was his duty to take over his son’s education from the mother at an early age, 

teaching them the system of belief of the Hebrew religion. Exodus 10:2 says, “And that you may tell in the ears of 

your son, and of your son’s son, what things I have worked in Egypt, and my signs which I have done among them; 

that you may know how that I am the LORD.” (Cf. Exodus 12:26; Deuteronomy 4:9; 6:7). He also explained all the 

facets of the Law and the interwoven history of the nation. The fifth commandment requires children to be under 

“the training and admonition of the Lord” while they live in the parental home (Eph. 6:1–4; Matt. 15:4–9).  

Very little information is available on education in the early Christian era. We know that Jesus could read and 

expound the Scriptures and was knowledgeable enough to discuss theology with the learned men in the temple. He 

probably learned at home and received the elementary education common to most Jewish boys of that period.  

Sound instruction in the faith and things pertaining to God is essential to the spiritual growth of children and to the 

development of the church. Children can grasp spiritual truths.59 For this reason, Christian homes should “set the 

standard” for teaching children to love and honor God and to respect their parents. At an early age, they must be 

confronted with the biblical faith and with the Bible itself, and this teaching must be in terms children can 

understand.  

It is important as parents and teachers, that we understand the precious opportunity we have to teach our young 

children to know and to love God. There are at least two examples in the Bible that demonstrate this. Consider the 

story of Moses in Exodus 2:1-10. His mother had him for a little while at a very young age and then had to give him 

to Pharaoh‘s daughter.  She taught him while she had the opportunity. Think about how powerful his mother‘s 

influence was over her young child, considering how short her opportunity was. What was Moses taught during 

those early days in his own home?60  

In opposition to the opinion of many people, both inside and outside the Church, Christian education is not the job 

of the local church. The local church is involved in Christian education, but the primary place where Christian 

education must occur is in the home. It is completely nonsensical to believe otherwise. One day a week meeting at a 

church is not going to have as profound an effect upon our children’s understanding of God and His Word as what 

is taught the other six days of the week in the home.  

In 1 Samuel 1:9-28, Samuel‘s mother, Hannah,61 kept him with her until he was weaned. Those few years were the 

only time she had with him. Then, as she had promised the Lord, she brought him to the House of the Lord while he 

was young. From then on, she only saw him once a year. It was his mother‘s faith and teaching that influenced this 

mighty prophet. Teaching children requires wisdom and a lot of work it‘s why many parents seem to be unfit for 

this job.62  

It is an opportunity to spend time in prayer, drawing close to God, so that we can share with them our firsthand 

knowledge of Him.  

The content of the teaching  

Young children need to learn about the character of God, before they learn about their responsibility to God. Once 

they understand His character, they will want to respond to Him with all their hearts. For example, when they 

understand that God is love, and that He loves them, they will respond to Him in love. 1 John 4:19 says, “We love 

Him because He first loved us” (NKJV). Good teaching material for young children will be full of truths about the 

goodness and love of God.  

                                                                                                                                                                                           

theological emphasis of Hebrew education contrasted sharply with the aims of education in Greece and Rome. Those societies, however, were 

also concerned with developing a particular type of character. In Sparta the purpose of educational training was to develop young men to be 
fighters who would subject themselves to the welfare of the state. African societies, “From the age of reason or hypothetical-deductive 

intelligence (8-12 years), the father teaches his sons what a man is supposed to do and know: building the box , tool making fishing, hunting, 

plowing, plant names and their jobs in everyday life. He will also teach him the history of the ancestral clan tradition and the limits of land 
tenure of the family.” Cf. Ngoma, Ngambu, Initiation dans les sociétés traditionnelles africaines, le cas de Kongo, (Kinshasa, Zaire : P.U.Z., 

1981), 12. 

59 Dan Brewster, Enfants et Enfance dans la Bible (Ouagadougou, BF: Editions Jethro SA, 2012), 134. 

60 Robert L. Cate, Exodus, Vol II‖ in the Layman’s Commentary (Nashville, TN: Broadman Press, 1979), 22. 

61 Hannah was willing to sacrifice herself for the sake of her son. She loved him so much that she was willing to forgo a mother‘s greatest joy 

that of bring up her son and having him around her. She was committed to do whatever it took for him to reach his godly potential. The 
greatness of Samuel reflects in the greatness of his mother, Hannah. He led Israel in its first great revival. He drove the Philistines back into 

their territory. He re-established worship of Jehovah. He set up the Kingdom of Israel. He anointed David. 

62 Kevin Huggins, Parenting Adolescents (Colorado Springs, Colorado: NavPress, 1989), 132- 40 
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Teaching must include an understanding of what the Bible contains and what it teaches. Children need holy 

instruction in the things of God and Christ.63 They need to be instructed wisely, taking account of their age, and 

must be taught the fear of God along with respect for their parents.64 Proverbs 22:6 says: “Train up a child in the 

way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it.” The tender age is when the most lasting 

impressions of faith may be made.  

Children were taught to memorize as soon as they could talk, and they were trained to repeat the exact words so that 

no nuance of meaning would be altered. The alphabet was taught and memorized by being repeatedly written and 

drilled. To aid learning, each boy was also given a personal text beginning with the first letter of his name and 

ending with the last. As soon as he demonstrated his ability to read, he received a scroll that contained the first 

words of Deuteronomy 6:4: “Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God is one LORD” (RSV).65 That was recited every 

morning and evening in postexilic times, along with the Hallel (or psalm of praise), the story of Creation, and the 

main part of the Law contained in Leviticus. Teachings also came in the form of proverbs or parables, a device later 

used by Jesus (Mark 4:1–2). An open sharing of knowledge occurred in question-and-answer periods (for example, 

the visit of the 12-year-old Jesus to the temple in Jerusalem, Luke 2:46–47).  

What should be taught to children about God?  

1) God is One66: A child can be easily confused by the multiplicity of religions, beliefs and practices in our 

societies. Each one has its own perception of God. The opening words of Genesis read, “In the beginning 

God created the heaven and the earth.” There are four important truths in this verse:  

a) There is one and only one God;67 

b) God has created everything; 

c) Because God has created everything,God has ownership of everything ; 

d) God has rulership over everything: God controls the good and bad things. There are many Christians 

who reject this teaching arguing that if God controls bad things He is responsible for them.  

2) God is a loving father: This is the most understood and comprehensive idea. Since God is invisible, the 

only way a child can relate or understand God is through the image and role of his father. Dorothy Kelley 

Patterson wrote, “Fathers specially are entrusted with spiritual leadership in their families. Nothing gives a 

better platform than consistent family worship in the home. The Puritans viewed their families as their 

own “little church.” Their home worship included hymns and prayers as well as reading and discussing 

Scripture.”68 God‘s love is the most overwhelming thing we can encounter in life. It is the greatest thing 

God ever did for any of us. There is nothing like the love of God. According to John‘s epistle, love has a 

fourfold purpose:  

a) that our joy might be full (1:4);  

b) that we might not sin (2:1),  

                                                           

63 God must be the supreme goal of our lives. This reality is taught throughout history: ―St. Augustine: “To know God is to know oneself that is 
the main purpose of existence.” Thomas Aquinas: ”Theology teaches us that God is, it is taught by God, and leads us to God”. John Calvin: 

“All the knowledge we have, the true and correct, consists of two parts: to know God and to know ourselves”. Taken from A.R. Kayayan, 

Croire pour Comprendre (Palos Heights, IL: Perspectives Reformées, 1979), 44. 

64 Marilyn McGinnis, Parenting without Guilt (San Bernardino, CA: Here‘s Life, 1987),101-113.  

65 This text is perhaps the best-known portion of the Old Testament among those of the Jewish faith.Jews commonly refer to verses 4-9 as the 

Shema, which means, ―hear,‖ the first word in this section. The Shema is the Jewish creed that opens synagogue worship and is recited twice a 
day by devout Jews. It is a text that is in the forefront of their minds. Because of its constant reinforcement, it has had a profound effect upon 

Judaism. 

66 Trinity is a kind of mystery in that it goes beyond the boundaries of human comprehension. God hasn‘t explained all the mysteries of His 
revelation to us undoubtedly because we simply cannot yet grasp them. It is important to understand that God is both One and Three. This is 

hard to understand for many Christians and even harder for children. But this teaching is important. One God expressed in Three persons. 
There are many analogies and illustrations found in the culture to explain it to children: the triangle, the water, etc. Three in One and One in 

Three is an awesome concept. 

67 This is vital mostly when working in a Muslim context. Like the Bible, the Qur‘an does not argue for the existence of God. It is assumed that 

God is. There are several parts to the Muslim belief about God. The first emphasizes His unity which is clearly taught in the Qur‘an. The 
Muslim creed starts with the article, “There is no God but Allah” (La ilaha illa Allah). Muslims often quote the following verse to Christians, 

“Say: He Allah is one, Allah is He on whom all depend; He begets not nor is He begotten; and none is like him” (Qur‘an, Surah 112:1-4). 

Attributing partners to God is the greatest sin one can commit. It is the boast of Muslims that they are monotheists and believe in only one true 
God. 

68 Dorothy Kelley Patterson, The Family: Unchanging Principles for Changing Times (Nashville, TN:  

Broadman & Holman Publishers, 2002), 80. 
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c) that we might know that we have eternal life (5:13);  

d) that we ourselves might love others (4:11). When the love of God is present in the life of a believer, it 

will be visible in five different areas: 

i) Love for the Saviour (John 14:15; Rev. 2:4)  

ii) Love for the Scriptures (John 5:39)  

iii) Love for the Sanctuary (Hebrews 10:25; Psalms 122:1)  

iv) Love for the Saints (1 John 4:20-21; 1 John 5:1-3; John 13:35 - 1 John 4:12. When the saints walk 

in love, then God will be seen.  

v) Love for the Sinners (John 3:16)  

3) God is spirit: God is immaterial and incorporeal. Jesus said, “A spirit has no flesh and bones as you see I 

have” (Luke 24:39). He is invisible. God told Moses that no one could see Him and live (Exodus 33:20). 

John said: “No one has ever seen God” (John 1:18). Paul talks about the invisible God (Colossians 1:15, 

see also Romans 1:20. 1 Tim 1:17) and declares that no man has seen, nor can see. God is alive. God is 

called “living God” (Joshua 3:10; 1Sam 17:26; Ps. 84:3; Mt 16:16; 1 Tim 3:15; Rev. 7:2). He has no body. 

He cannot be seen or touched but he has made himself known. He has shared with us the secret of who he 

is in two ways:  

a) Through the world he has made: Psalm 19:1-2 says, “The heavens declare the glory of God; and the 

firmament shows his handiwork. Day to day utters speech, and night to night shows knowledge.” 

b) How He has made us in his image (Genesis 1:27).  

4) God is holy69: He is so different from men70. He is completely separated from what is bad, wrong, impure 

and sinful. God is separate from His creatures and elevated above them. Holiness denotes God‘s perfection 

in everything. It is the attribute by which God especially wanted to be known at the time of the Old 

Testament (Lev 11:44s; Jos 24:19; 1 Sam 6:20; Ps 22:4; Isa 40:25; Ezekiel 39:7, etc.). In the New 

Testament, holiness is less often attributed to God than in the Old Testament, but it is still mentioned 

(John 17:11, Hebrews 12:10; 1 Peter 1:15s). John says: ―God is light and ... there is no darkness in him‖ 

(1 John 1:5). Holiness teaches two things: 

a) There is a gulf between God and the sinner (Isa 59:1s, 1:13). Not only is the sinner away from God, 

but God is also removed from the sinner. Before the coming of sin, man and God had fellowship with 

one another, this communion is now broken.  

b) If he wants to approach God, man must do so through the merits of someone else. The man does not 

have the innocence necessary to have access to God and it is not able to be acquired. But Christ has 

made this access possible (Rom. 5.2; Ephesians 2:8-10).  

5) God must be feared and obeyed: We should approach God “with reverence and awe” (Hebrews 12:28). A 

true concept of God‘s holiness leads to the realization of one‘s sin (Ps 66:18, 1 John 5 to 7). Job (39:36-

38), Isaiah (6:5-7) and Peter (Luke 5:8) are striking examples in the relationship between the two. 

Humiliation, contrition and confession derive from a biblical understanding of God‘s holiness. God 

requires loyalty and faithfulness to Him. (1 Corinthians 4:2)  

6) God must be trusted:71 Faith is the firm foundation of confident trust in the promises of God upon which 

one builds his life believing God will perform all that He promised in His Holy Word. Faith is a 

conviction that compels one to believe all of the unseen events of Scripture as true because the test of 

Scriptures bear evidence to its truthfulness. Therefore, true faith is an unmovable foundation of 

expectation of good from God that transforms the life of the believer. He is fully convinced that what he 

has never seen has already been proven to him beyond all shadow of doubt. This faith transforms the 

                                                           

69 God is most holy. Because God is “holy, holy, holy” (Isaiah 6:3), we must reflect “a holy life” (1 Peter 1:15). His holiness shines in the moral 

metaphor of “light” (1 John 1:5), which grants to God the absolute right to guide us in what is good and evil, right and wrong (Hebrews 5:11–

14). God‘s will is rooted in His holy nature. The good that God wills is the good that belongs to His holy being. For more details on the subject 

of holiness, see Jerry Bridges, The Pursuit of Holiness (Colorado Springs: CO: NavPress, 1978). See also Sinclair B. Ferguson, John Owen on 

the Christian Life (Edinburgh: The Banner of Truth Trust, 1987), 20. 

70 God is holy means he is perfect, pure and spotless in a way that we cannot imagine. Everything about God is holy. See William P. Farley, 

Gospel-Powered Parenting: How the Gospel Shapes and Transforms Parenting (Phillipsburg, NJ: P&R Publishing Company, 2009), 73. 

71 Trust and obedience sum up the whole teaching which is to be given to children. The responsibilities of children to their heavenly Father 
include honoring and obeying him in reverent fear (Psalm 34:11; Proverbs 2:5; 9:10); to seek wisdom (Proverbs 4:5-7; 1:1-4; 8:32-33; 10:1); 

to listen and learn (Proverbs 1:8-9; 4:1-4; 23:22); to praise God (Psalm 8:2; Mathew 21:15-16); to join in worship (Nehemiah 12:43; Joshua 

8:35). 
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action, goals, plans, and dreams of every person that whole heartedly embraces it. Faith in God‘s word is 

the only way to gain the approval of God. Our forefathers were commended and gained the approval of 

God because of the actions produced by their faith in the promises of God. He gives us His approval by 

blessing our faith with ability to do what is physically impossible in the power of the flesh. We must look 

for the hand of God in our life to see if our life is approved by God. Faith in the word of God is able to 

produce fear and preparation.   

Conclusion  

I have attempted in this paper to suggest ways for parents and child educators to teach children about God at an 

early age in order to make it real to them. I do believe, however, that Christianity is essentially a mode of living 

rather than a system of thinking. For this reason I have affirmed that teaching the Bible to children is an affair of the 

heart as well as of the mind. Teaching children about God means and involves communicating the faith of the Bible 

through relationships, attitudes, experiences, and the guiding of behaviour.  

I am convinced that one of the reasons we gather together Sunday after Sunday is because we believe that there is 

more to life than pursuing and acquiring the things the world tries to persuade us are of utmost importance. We hold 

within our hearts certain truths concerning those things that God would have us strive for, things of eternal 

consequence. And I am fairly confident that the majority of us could agree as to what those things are. We have our 

theology and doctrine correct in our minds.  

But I‘m not as confident that what we give mental assent to has any real significance beyond the facts that we have 

memorized and passed on to our children. We have the accumulation of knowledge, but that knowledge oftentimes 

has little effect on our lives. It‘s easy for us to confess truths that we hold dearly and even teach to our children, but 

the disparity between our faith and practice is nothing less than mind-boggling.  

Our children are watching. We need to be careful that our lives match up to our words. Nothing is more confusing 

to a child than to hear us say one thing and then to see us do the exact opposite. And let me assure you that trying to 

excuse ourselves to our children by telling them that they are “not to do as we do but as we say” is going to have 

about as much influence upon them as throwing food to pigs and telling them not to eat it. The pigs are going to do 

what comes naturally - eat the food. In the same way, our children are going to do what comes naturally - they will 

do what they see over what they hear. Our actions speak louder than our words.  

Our children are watching our lives in order to figure out what life is all about. They want to know how to be truly 

successful. They want to know what is really important and worth pursuing. What lessons are they learning from 

us? What are we teaching them concerning the true meaning of life? Do you think that they brag to their friends that 

their parents know God? What legacy do we want to pass on to our children?  

We teach our children about God through our words. We teach our children about God through our lives. Let‘s 

commit to teaching them the truth so they can live their lives confidently and successfully. Every child must know 

that:  

1. God alone is all powerful. (Matthew 28:18, Colossians 1:17),  

2. God is present everywhere. (Matthew 18:20),  

3. God is holy and cannot overlook any sin. (1 John 1:5, Galatians 6:7, 1 Peter 1:15-16),  

4. God reveals Himself to those who follow Him. (Acts 26:17-18),  

5. God‘s glory affects every area of life. (1 Corinthians 10:31, Philippians 1:21, 3:6-10),  

6. God is sovereign and will do His will. (Ephesians 1:3-14, Isaiah 46:10),  

7. God is all-wise and true. (Matthew 11:21, John 14:6),  

8. God is unchanging and unchangeable. (James 1:17, Titus 1:2, Hebrews 13:8),  

9. God made people in His own likeness and image. (1 Corinthians 11:7, James 3:9).  

Let‘s take the time to tell our children the truth and be careful to live it out consistently. Our orthodoxy should 

impact our orthopraxy.  
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Day 4 

Day Convenor: Mary 

We started by singing and praising God. 

Bible Devotional 

Johannes Malherbe 

 

Psalm 51 – Children and sin 

Children love dirt – or at least some of them do! They can 

play in the mud or wipe their dirty hands on a shirt or a 

dress. They soon learn that their mothers don’t share this 

passion. It seems that growing up means to learn how to 

get clean and stay clean. But how do we get cleansed 

from stains on the inside – from sin? This is the question 

of Psalm 51. 

The heading of Psalm 51 links this prayer to a specific 

series of events in the life of David. He had committed 

adultery with Bathsheba, arranged for her husband to be 

murdered and then witnessed the death of the child 

conceived in the process. This is a very personal prayer, 

but millions have used it to confess their sins and plead 

for forgiveness. 

Although sin may arise in the context of human 

relationships – as in the case of David – it is ultimately against God (verse 4). Like him, we may not even notice it 

initially, so that God has to use others to make us aware of what we have done. The conviction of sin leaves us with 

a sense of being dirty on the inside – so deep that no cover-up, bribe, penalty or even sacrifice (verse 16) can 

cleanse us. This awareness of sin and its consequences drives us to God – to confess our sins and to ask Him to 

cleanse us. 

In his confession the Psalmist goes much wider than just the one incident of sin – he includes his whole life, even 

from the point of conception: 

Surely I was sinful at birth, sinful from the time my mother conceived me. (verse 5) 

It is important to note that the Psalmist does not use “born in sin” as an excuse for his sins in adult life. He does not 

blame his parents or God for his imperfection. He takes full responsibility for his sins, including in his confession 

his entire life – from conception to the present. It is like saying: God, this terrible incident makes me realise that I 

am a sinner through and through, from my birth to my death. I am dirty on the inside. I need you to cleanse me on 

the inside – from this sin and every other! 

This prayer reaches out to Jesus, the One who gave his life so that we can be cleansed: 

The blood of Jesus, his Son, purifies us from all sin …. If we confess our sins, He is faithful 

and just and will forgive us our sins and purify us from all unrighteousness. (1 John 1:7,9) 

Children grow up thinking that they need to be washed and stay out of the mud. When we welcome children, care 

for them, God is there. But we ourselves become aware of a dirt inside. Like Isaiah: “Woe is me”. The same with 

Peter, he said to Jesus “Go away”. I am an unclean man. In the glorious presence of God, my sins stand out. 

Let us take a moment of reflection and use Psalm 51. And ask God to wash us and cleanse us. We are not here to 

weep about our sins. We are here to leave them! 
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Presentation 5: Daring to Travel the Way that we have never Walked Before 
An experiment to transform local churches to children friendly churches in Ethiopia 

Shiferaw Michael 

 

Introduction 

The CDTRC and two evangelical denominations, which happen to be the oldest and the youngest protestant 

denominations in Ethiopia have embarked on a new daring and innovative journey that departs significantly from 

the ‘business as usual’ type of worship and church work that depends on the mental frame of the past.  As a result 

of this partnership, a new chapter has just opened in Ethiopian evangelical church history regarding ministry to and 

with children- an experiment to transform local churches to "children friendly churches".  The process and 

exercise has been started with the partnership of the Ethiopian Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus and the Zsaat 

Apostolic Reformed Church on the one hand and the CDTRC on the other.  This short article briefly depicts the 

journey that has been made so far in the conversion process.  

First I want to start with a bird's eye view of the CDTRC.  This will give us important background information at 

the start of the journey.  Then we will look at the genesis of the process put in place for the "transformation" of 

some local churches into "children friendly churches".  The third section will focus on possible areas of cooperation 

between CTM and the CDTRC for the execution of the new paradigm for local churches in Ethiopia. 

Part One- Basic Information about the CDTRC 

The Child Development Training and Research Center is a child-focused faith-based institution.   Its dual mission is 

to transform and equip the hearts and minds of people working directly with or on behalf of children and to 

influence leaders in both church and society so that the nurture, development, and role of children are given greater 

priority in Ethiopia and other African countries. The CDTRC offers training to teachers and child advocates and 

works in partnership with all Ethiopian churches, schools, and other child-focused organizations, such as 

Compassion International Ethiopia, World Vision Ethiopia, the International and Global Transformation Network, 

the OAK Foundation,  Petra College (now Institute) of South Africa, the Global Children's Forum, Logosdor, Sport 

Friends Ethiopia and many others.  

Primary activities of the CDTRC 

The diploma training on holistic children's ministry 

The CDTRC offers diploma level holistic children's ministry for people who lead children's work in denominations 

local churches and Para-church agencies like Compassion, World Vision, One Child Matters, to mention a few.  So 

far this training has been conducted within the premises of the CDTRC except for the Training of Trainers (TOT) 

module which is given as the last course and usually takes place in the venue of one of our partners. 

Short term trainings on holistic children's ministry 

The CDTRC offers short-term training of 3 to 12 days duration depending on the needs of the organization that 

requests the training.  Most of courses are conducted within the premises of the partner or a place organized by it.  

Most short-term training that has been conducted so far has been organized by clusters of churches. 

Excellence and Creativity Center 

The CDTRC will launch a ‘creativity and excellence center’ within its premises in April 2014 in partnership with 

KidsHub (an initiative of the Global Children’s Forum).  Simon Hood and Penny Hood will be working onsite for a 

given number of days each year in the CDTRC to help implement this initiative.  Three CDTRC staff and several 

people from our partners will be trained by this Australian couple in the coming three years. 

Part two-Seizing the Moment 

The genesis of the "children friendly church" idea in Ethiopia  

The move to convert some local churches to "children friendly" churches is primarily the work of God the Holy 

Spirit though humans and institutions also have a role in it. Many people have been praying about the place of 

children in the evangelical churches of this country.  Many children, though they may not articulate it verbally, 

have, no doubt, wished for their church to be more accommodating to their interests.  I believe the God who heard 

the boy Ishmael cry (Genesis 21:17) has also heard the cries of many little girls and boys in Ethiopia when He led 

some of the Ethiopian church leaders to seek help in converting some of their local churches to children friendly 

churches.   
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Many organizations like Compassion International and World Vision have for years done a lot of impactful work 

on ministry to children with churches at national and local levels.  It is like the Bible says: one has watered, another 

has planted but God Himself has prompted some church leaders to convert some of their local churches into 

children friendly churches.   Hence the glory goes to God.  

The newly established CDTRC has taken the transformation of local churches into children friendly churches to be 

one of its primary tasks. For the CDTRC, this is its calling:  to take seriously the task and the opportunity that all 

churches throughout the country and with time throughout the continent of Africa become children friendly.  

The CDTRC was asked to share about ministry to and with children at a gathering of the governing body of the 

Ethiopian Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus early this year.  Apparently the Holy Spirit used that occasion to 

move the senior leadership of the church to pass a resolution to convert some of their congregations (local 

churches) into children friendly churches.   

Based on this decision the General Secretary of the denomination, together with the senior leadership of the Central 

Ethiopia and Addis Ababa Diocese approached the CDTRC to help them convert 25 of their local congregations 

into children friendly congregations.  Two meetings were held with the denominations, Diocesan leadership and the 

leadership of the CDTRC in charting out the way forward to the initiative.  We made two very important decisions 

during these meetings.  The first decision was about the number of people to be part of the process and who they 

should be.  In this regard we agreed that the senior pastor or priest, one evangelist, two elders, the women and youth 

and children ministry leaders, and the person responsible for the day-to-day administration of the church were to 

come from each of the churches selected for the process.  This means that each local church will have 8 leaders as 

the core team to spearhead the process.  The second decision related to the number of churches with which the 

experiment was to be undertaken.  It was agreed that it would be unfruitful to take 25 local churches at one go as 

the number of participants will be too many to have meaningful discussion and interaction.  The rest of the 

designated local churches will pass through the same process according to a timetable agreed upon between the 

CDTRC and the Mekane Yesus denomination. 

Almost simultaneously with this, one of the emerging fast growing churches in Addis Ababa, the Zesaat Apostolic 

Reformed Church, leaders came to the CDTRC and spent half a day of prayer and consultation with us and 

officially asked us to partner with them in making their local churches become children friendly. 

The CDTRC saw this to be the move of the blessed Holy Spirit and prayerfully went about exploring how the 

opportunity could be used to help the church in the country become children friendly. Let me outline the steps the 

CDTRC took to start our engagement in this new wide-open door. 

1. Realization that we have not passed "this way before" (Joshua 3:4).   

We are convinced of the profound importance of this move and its significant importance in bringing about 

incalculable changes and impact on the work of God and transformation of the church and the country.  This 

realization made us have a closer look at our ourselves - who we are, what we have and what we do not have 

in our hands 

2. Centrality of Prayer  

As the need to "follow the ark" was an indispensible key for crossing the Jordan for Israel, so is prayer for 

the successful implementation of this move.  There is deep need for guidance and wisdom as this is a virgin 

idea not only in Ethiopia and for the CDTRC but also almost everywhere in our continent. 

3. Signaling to our partners to come and help (Luke 5:7) 

Simon Peter and his team were forced to resort to seeking assistance from their partners when the catch of 

the fish was too much for them to handle.  The CDTRC realizes that this is something that we can never 

implement alone.  The need to call for assistance and greater partnership was obvious to us.  We also realize 

that we are surrounded by a cloud of men and women of God and institutions, ministries and movements 

that can be of assistance to us in the matter.  Hence we shared about this very exciting and encouraging 

development in our country to many of our friends around the globe who we thought will respond 

positively. The response was beyond our expectation. We received lots of encouragement that came to us in 

different forms including prayer, volunteers, ideas and material and financial support.  Keith White of the 

Child Theology Movement was quick to express his excitement and share his ideas in writing and referred 

us to his books. Viva led us to people and organizations that gave us helpful insights in the area.  Our friends 

in the Global Children's Forum also came to us with helpful suggestions.  Petra College sent two of its best 

guns to work with us in the implementation of the process. 

The CDTRC also came to realize that there is so much to learn from the Ethiopian Orthodox Church in this 

regard.  
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4. Designing the process 

One of the innovative aspects of the work and ministry of the CDTRC lies in giving value to and a generous 

place for process in its training. We, together with our friends from Petra Institute, prayerfully designed the 

process of handling the opportunity God has put in our hands. The process involved 5 days of intensive 

Bible study, prayer, presentation, reflection and group and plenary discussions. 

5. Dipping our feet into the water (Joshua 3:15) 

The historic first round of the consultation on converting local churches to children friendly churches was 

conducted for 5.  This was done for 56 leaders who came from the 7 local churches that were selected for 

the purpose by the Addis Ababa synod. 

6. Materials for training 

I have stated in several places in the preceding sections that this area is new in almost all parts of the world. 

I know the Nazarene church has done commendable work in the area and they have taken some pioneering 

steps that have helpful hints and worthy of close study. But it is fair to say that a lot needs to be done, 

improved upon when it comes to materials for the purpose of training churches to become children friendly.  

One thing the CDTRC is clear about is the fact that it will not define or prescribe what "children friendly 

church" is for its partner churches. It is up to each denomination or local church to grapple with the issue 

and decide the contents and looks of such a church.  The CDTRC will provide examples of different 

definitions of "children friendly churches" and share that information with all concerned during its trainings 

and through publications.  It will also organize forums in which denominations and local churches will be 

able to share their experiences which include successes and challenges they make in the process of trying to 

become children friendly.  

Part three- Possible areas of cooperation between CTM and CDTRC 

As shown in the preceding paragraphs, Ethiopia has already taken the exciting step of transforming some local 

churches to "children friendly" churches. This is a maiden journey in the history of evangelical churches in this 

country.  There are many denominations and local churches that are ready to be part of this process.  The hope and 

prayer of those engaged in children ministry is that all local churches in the country, about 24,000 of them, will be 

children friendly in the shortest possible time. 

The following are some of the key areas of possible cooperation between the CTM and CDTRC in this regard:   

1. Helping Seminaries to be "born again" 

Probably the first and most important step CTM can help Africa churches become chidlren friendly is to do 

awareness creation/advocacy work with them so that they themselves become child friendly in the content of the 

courses they offer and the process of  imparting knowledge to their students. There must be a "conversion" of the 

seminaries themselves- they must be born again on this matter as Nicodemes was told that he must be born again. 

2.  Capacity building of seminaries 

As we all know, most, if not all, seminaries in Africa have little or no room for children related subjects in their 

curricula.  They have little or no scholars in the area of child theology or child study.  Developing the capacity of 

seminaries through training their staff is another area of intervention by CTM that can bring about significant help 

in making churches child friendly in Africa 

3. Identification and developing initiatives in place 

Another area in which CTM can help African churches become child friendly is to identify initiatives that are 

already in place in Africa and developing them so that they serve as models for theological schools in become 

breeding places of children advocates in the churches of Africa 

4. Casting the nets into wider waters 

One of the challenges initiatives in the area of making children churches  is lack of accreditation of institutions like 

the CDTRC by accrediting organs like ACTEA that  have yardsticks that do not seem to mind the changes in times.  

CTM can play a significant role in challenging and encouraging accreditation institutions like ACTEA to 

accommodate new initiatives 

5. Focus on the Ethiopian initiative 

a) Capacity building of the CDTRC 

The CDTRC is a young institution that has not even attained 10 years of existence.  One area of partnership 

between CTM and CDTRC is in the area of capacity building of the latter.  This can come in at least two forms.  

One area of capacity building is training its staff on children ministry and creativity.  The average age of the 
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professional team of the CDTRC is under 30.  Most of the people in the training team are selected not because of 

their competence in the area of child development but because of their heart for children and commitment and 

respect to the Bride of Christ.  Hence our need for developing these young committed and passionate people is a 

very important.   

The other dimension of capacity building is equipping the library of the Center with books and electronic materials 

but also with other materials like computers and related materials that make a library in this age. 

b) Research and documentation and dissemination of information 

There is great need to do research not only in the area of children ministry but also on the prevailing realities of the 

church in Ethiopia and the rest of Africa.  Africans have to be challenged and encouraged to speak and write about 

and for themselves.  Africans have to be challenged, equipped and encouraged to produce materials and DVDs for 

themselves. There are so many excellent child-related DVDs and other resource materials that have been produced 

by westerners that convey little or no message in the Africa context. For example, in my view, the best way to help 

Africa today is not to obtain children resource materials for and on children from outside the continent but to train 

Africans to produce them. Forums for sharing knowledge and experience among Africans will be very helpful for  

such purposes. 

c) Partnership in training and reflection 

The CDTRC welcomes people who can walk and work with us not only in the area of transforming local churches 

into children friendly churches but also in the whole area of translating the meaning and essence of "putting the 

child in the midst" and "let the children come to me" in the Ethiopian/African context. We realize that the mental 

frames of the past that have guided our views on what church means and does and focuses on, are found very much 

wanting in the face of the realities we find ourselves in today.  There is need for deep and consistent reflection and 

conversation  

d) Accreditation 

One of the areas in which the CDTRC needs help for it to get recognition for what it does.  A quick research done 

by Compassion Ethiopia shows that the work of the CDTRC makes a huge difference on the lives and attitudes of 

the people it trains.  We not only work on the cognitive but also on the heart and the hand.  The training we give is 

given in such a way that most, if not all of our graduates of our diploma program, are able to put into action what 

they have learned during their stay with us.  The big challenge we have is that it has not found an organ that give 

recognition to its work.  CTM may help the CDTRC in this area of need. 

Conclusion 

The twenty plus years I have been in children's ministry, have proved to me that the environment of the ministry is 

littered with  formidable blockades, inertia and little or no support or encouragement.  To continue "business as 

usual" and relying on habits and mental frames of yesterday are not sufficient to handle today's realities facing 

children and youth today.   I believe the experiment started in Ethiopia to transform local churches to children 

friendly churches is an important step in the right direction.  We all realize that this road is a new road and has 

many challenges.  Hence it needs all of us working, walking and praying together as a body to discover new ways 

of making the church relevant to today's reality and thus contribute to the sustainability of the Great Commission 

and the transformation of Ethiopia and the rest of Africa.  

It is my sincere desire that this experimentation is not seen just as an Ethiopian matter.  We want this initiative to be 

taken as the five loaves of bread and the two fish put in the hands of Jesus and His Bride so that it gets multiplied 

and blesses Africa and beyond.   

Glory to God in the highest! 

Without doubt, the most important global initiative on children is the move taken by the General Assembly of the 

United Nations in 1989 with the adoption of the historic document called the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child. We note what God the Holy Spirit has been doing in last two decades through individuals and organizations 

regarding children  at the global, regional and national levels.    I have divided the developments into - global, 

regional and national but want to inform my readers quickly that the list in both sections (A, B and C) is in no way 

exhaustive.  I have also included section D for books written over the past twenty years. 

[Particpants visited CDTRC on one afternoon of the conference to obtain a first hand impression of the work it 

does.] 

A. Recent Global initiatives 

1. The Viva Network on children at Risk (1996)-  Its charismatic initiator, Patrick Mc Donald, brought Para 

churches and later on churches together probably for the first time in the history of Christianity to serve  
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children at risk  in collaboration and partnership . The contribution of this Movement in inspiring the 

mushrooming of many other movements and initiatives on children can hardly be understated. 

2. Children's  Prayer Network (1996)- The network calls on children to pray and challenges the Body of Christ 

to empower and give space for children to pray. 

3. Sports and children network (2000)- This initiative pioneered open-source models usng sports to serve 

children in their walk with God 

4. The Child Theology Movement (2001)- CTM aims at equipping, challenging and empowering theological 

schools and theologians to "put children in the midst".   

5. The Lausanne Forum (2004)-  Children were made a subject of discussion at the Lausanne Forum that was 

held in Pattaya, Thailand in 2004.  During this Congress, the Great Omission DVD, the Pattaya Scale, Aim 

Lower video and the Max7 open- source project were shared.  And the fruits of the seed sown in the Lausanne 

Congress at that time manifests itself in children and children issues having more and more space in the 

Lausanne forum ever since.  The cause of children was given some slot at the plenary session of the Congress 

in its Cape town meeting in 2010. And during this meeting the Lausanne congress issued a statement that 

"children are one of the 6 imperatives for the church in the 21st century". 

6. The Transform World Through the 4/14 Window Movement (2009)- An initiative of Raising up a New 

Generation  form the 4/14 Window to Transform the World.  This Movement has so far held four global 

summits and has been  a source and instrument of many national and regional summits and discussions on 

ministry to and with children. 

7. The Holistic Child Development Program (?)- This is an initiative of Dr. Dan Brewster that focuses on 

equipping and challenging theological schools to reconstruct their curricula to include children  

8. The Global Children's Forum (2008)  

9. The 4/14 Window Missiological Consultation in Korea (2013)  

B. Regional and National Level 

I have made a statement earlier that what I included in the list of global initiatives on children is not an exhaustive 

list. The statement is more true at the regional level.  

1. AEA initiatives 

2.  Child Development Institute (2000)- This was an initiative that Compassion East Africa Area came up with in 

partnership with the Daystar University 

3. Petra Institute (1998)- Petra Institute, formerly known as Petra college, has had as its primary focus  

C. National Level initiatives 

1.  The Covenant on Ministry to Children (2001) 

2. The Child Development and Training Centre (2004) 

3. Policy on Protecting Children From Abuse and Neglect (2010) 

4. Love Harvest (2013) 

D. Books, journals, DVDs 

Many books have been written, journals and DVDs on and about children and the church published during the same 

period by individuals and organizations/movements, probably more than anything done in this regard in the history 

of the church or Christianity earlier.  The following are some examples: 

Marcia Bunge edited 5 books on children, Dan Brewster -Several books, Keith White,  Johannes Malherbe, Viva 

Network, CTM, Compassion, WV, GCF and 4/14 Window (DVDs Aim Lower, It is time to woke up) 

E. Role Of Child Theology Movement 

 Helping Seminaries to be born again 

 Capacity building of seminaries 

 Identification and developing initiatives in place 

 Partnering with denominations in developing model church 

 Encourage partnership and exchange of experiences 
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 Research and publication 

 Creativity 

CTM can help by encouraging seminaries to be ‘born again’. Partnering with denominations and developing model 

churches. Encouraging partnership and exchange of experiences, research and publications. 

It will not respond to quick fixes but needs incremental change of church culture. CT can help us to achieve this. 

Response 

John Jusu 

Understand the nature of seminary before we start changing it. Seminaries must be born again. Yes they need to 

change in order to accommodate the change. 

Realistic ways in which the seminaries must be born again to accommodate our discussions. 

Group 1 

1. Accept that there is a problem 

2. Symposia to make the staff aware of CT 

3. What the seminary does must be determined by the church 

Group 2 

4. Individual staff need a spiritual awakening 

5. The seminary must reflect the needs of the community 

6. Reflection on curriculum and practice 

Group 3 

7. Establishing research publications 

8. Revisiting and adjusting the curriculum 

9. Presenting advocacy on the child to church leadership 

Group 4 

10. Conviction 

11. Avenues 

12. Are we going to be intentional, using the child as a hermeneutical lens 

13. Must consider the issue of resourcing 

Group 5 

 

Group 6 

14. Changes attitude to workshops – inviting teachers on CT 

15. Revisit and adjust the curriculum 

16. Networking amongst seminaries 

Group 7 

17. Faculty must change in heart head and hand 

18. The curriculum needs to be transformed to make true disciples 

19. Seminaries to be open to ‘lay’ people to attend and receive instruction 

Group 8 

20. Need to change in regards to the whole issue of contextualisation 

21. Seminaries should respond to the real needs of the church 

22. Changing the curriculum is very difficult as every department wants to expand 
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To be born again means to die. How do we kill the seminary? Churches start with Bible Schools which respond to 

the needs of the church. Then it becomes a seminary and starts listen to others, then it becomes a University and 

becomes completely irrelevant to the church’s needs.  

Read the report from the conference in Eastern Europe which gives examples of different ways to reimagine the 

seminary. 

Group Discussion 

The four groups from the previous day met to review the questions. 
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Conference Workshops 

Paper 5 Child Theology in African Independent Churches in Zimbabwe: The Way 
Forward 

Chimininge Vengesai 

 

Introduction 

This paper came as a result of my findings during fieldwork that I carried out from 2008-2012 for my PhD thesis 

with the University of South Africa. I discovered that children are neglected in African Independent Churches. This 

is so because there are no Bible studies, Sunday schools and youth programmes in these churches. 

Aim 

This paper aims to find strategies that can be used by the Mainline Churches, Theological Seminaries and Bible 

Colleges to reach children in these churches. 

Definition of African Independent Churches (AIC) 

We need to acknowledge the problem of terminology first.  African Independent Churches are also known as 

African Indigenous Churches, African Initiated Churches, and African Instituted Churches. AICs are of indigenous 

foundation and reflect an incarnation of Christianity in Africa. So AICs refer to churches started by Africans for 

Africans in Africa. 

Classification of African Independent Churches 

In Zimbabwe we have two major categories which are: 

1. Spirit types 

2. Ethiopian types. 

Spirit-types are prophetic movements with strong Pentecostal traits such as prophecy, speaking in tongues and faith 

healings. The Holy Spirit plays a central role in these churches. Good examples are Zionist and African Apostolic 

Churches.   

Ethiopian types are non-prophetic, and have less marked Pentecostal features. The common feature of these 

churches is the incorporation of African traditional religious practices. They are modeled more deliberately on the 

Reformed, Methodist and Congregational Mission Churches. In Zimbabwe they include the African Reformed 

Church, the African Congregational Church, the First Ethiopian Church and the African Methodist Church. 

It should be noted therefore that the focus of this paper is on the former rather than the latter since these were the 

people I interacted with during my fieldwork. 

Background Information: Realities of Africa in Theological Reflection 

For us to be in a position to understand the status of children in AICs we need to consider the realities of the 

Africans in the case of the Shona people of Zimbabwe. This is so because the LIVING WORD of the LORD has 

led many African theologians to consider the realities of Africa in theological reflection of any nature. This is why 

Emmanuel Martey argues that any form of theology must be understood in the context of the people’s lives and 

culture. 

Shona Culture and Religiosity 

In Mbiti’s words “Africans are notoriously religious, and each people has its own religious system with a set of 

beliefs and practices. Religion permeates into all the departments of life so fully that is not easy or possible always 

to isolate it.72” This means that among the Shona people we cannot talk of family life, land, wealth, education, 

politics, ethics, marriage and funerals independent of religious values. So a study of a religious system is therefore a 

study of peoples themselves in all the complexities of both past and present life. Among the Shona, religion is the 

strongest element and it exerts the greatest influence upon the thinking and living of the people concerned. This is 

why Mbiti (1969) in Amanze argues that: 

Wherever the African is, there is his religion: he takes it with him to the beer party or to 

attend a funeral ceremony; and if he is educated, he takes religion with him to the 
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examination room at school or in the university; if he is a politician he takes it to the house 

of parliament.73 

This means that religion in the Shona tradition can be talked, danced, acted or even shown in art and symbols since 

there is no boundary separating what may be called the religious and non - religious. Thus, religion can be 

discerned in terms of beliefs, ceremonies, rituals and religious practitioners. 

Education in Shona Society 

A popular adage in Shona society says ‘kusaziva kufa.’ This means that ‘without education you are like a dead 

person.’ So a child without education is like a human animal and the parent who does not educate his/her child 

properly does that child an injury. For the Shona, education comprises several aspects that reveal his or her way of 

thinking. If we ask a traditional  Shona person what he/she means by education, his/her first response will be; 

‘Kudzidza kuvanetsika’ that is, ‘to learn to behave well’ (Aschwanden 1982:33-61). This, to the Shona, is the most 

important aspect of education, and the teaching of it starts almost at birth. In the Shona view, normal human 

relations can only develop on the basis of friendly behaviour, which abhors bad manners. This inter-human aspect 

of education is to the Shona of paramount importance. This can be summed up in the Shona saying;‘Gavi rinobva 

kumasvuugwa’ that is, ‘charity begins at home’. 

Education also means honourable reputation. Thus, the Shona believe that well educated children bring honour 

upon their fathers. People will thank the father for the good that his children do.   The mother (mai) is regarded as a 

very important person in so far as education and upbringing is concerned74. She is the first teacher of children from 

birth to adulthood.  For this reason, Aschwanden, as a medical doctor, noted that “The child, while still in the 

mother’s womb, also after birth, exercises an important educational influence upon those around him. During the 

first days of the baby’s life, however, his own education also begins. ” 75  

The first thing with which the new baby is to be made familiar with is the hands that will look after his/her daily 

welfare. These are the hands of the grandmother, and sister who are ‘assigned’ to look after him/her. For the time 

being, only the hands of these people may hold the baby, who must learn to recognise them. If strange hands hold 

the child, he/she would cry out – a safeguard against witches and their evil designs. For fear of witchcraft, a mother 

does not really like any other woman to hold her baby. In these early days, one already tries to influence the 

formation of the baby’s character. The Shona look down upon morose behaviour and people who cannot control 

their temper. Therefore, the young baby is taught to be cheerful and content. He/she will frequently be put on a mat 

(rupasa) so that his/her brothers and sisters can play and talk with him/her. In this way, he/she learns to be cheerful, 

which is the first prerequisite of normal behaviour. The process of education is, of course, adapted to the child’s 

age. As the child’s understanding grows, he/she is told more and more about the Shona’s ‘weltbild’.76 

The Shona system of education is also based on the differences between the sexes. Men and women perform 

different tasks, and it would absurd to the Shona if the children were not prepared separately for their separate 

tasks. Therefore, the differences between the sexes are stressed at every opportunity. For instance, boys and girls 

are taught to sit in different positions, and a boy will respond differently from a girl when he/she is called. Rights 

and duties are different, and the Shona never miss a chance to make the child aware of how very different he/she is 

from the other sex, but to let it grow naturally into his/her predestined role. Also the Shona want to make each child 

look forward with pleasure to its allotted task. 

The child learns to work while he/she is playing. The toys of a girl child are dolls made up of maize cob (guri). 

Small ladles, grindstones (guyo), clay pots (hari), cooking sticks (migotinemisika) and many other such toys teach 

the little girl the first rudiments of her future role. 

As soon as possible, the Shona teach their children to obey orders. A child must learn to obey even if he/she is 

stubborn or feels tired. Children are not allowed to grumble; evasions and excuses are not accepted. Children join 

their elder brothers and sisters as soon as possible. This way they learn those tasks they have to perform all through 

their youth; to tend the cattle, hunt animals, fetch water, and collect wild fruits and firewood. In the evening, the 

bigger boys bring home a log, but their small brother also carries proudly on his shoulder a little stick. Only girls 

carry bundles of wood. The piece of wood on a man’s shoulder is a phallic sign, maybe even a symbolic sign of his 

fertility.77  
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Young girls are not allowed to pound on an empty mortar (duri) with the pestle (mutswi), not even in play; in doing 

this they might kill their future husband. Pounding on a mortar, to the Shona, is a sign of sexual intercourse. The 

girl is not likely to have intercourse with anyone except her husband. 

The Shona’s wish to train children not to be lazy is part of their philosophy.. This is why we hear them saying: 

“Vurombouroyi” that is, ‘being poor causes one to be a witch.’ For this reason even a child is warned; “Laziness is 

associated with witchcraft.” Work is such a common, everyday thing that anyone who shuns it arouses suspicion. 

Therefore, the Shona say; ‘Work means life, and it keeps you healthy’. The Shona taught that ‘Simba mukaka 

rinodzinhira’ which means, ‘Strength is like mother’s milk, it flows unceasingly; therefore one cannot die of work’.  

So a man looking for a wife is advised to make sure his beloved has horny hands. Soft hands are a warning that the 

girl is lazy and the same goes for the man. For the Shona an industrious man enjoys a good reputation, for love of 

work brings a rich harvest and enables him to donate beer frequently. Thus, people will talk about him and praise 

him. Industry therefore leads to popularity, and this strengthens a man’s family, for he will have many wives to 

bear him many children. In this way he can become a great mudzimu or ancestral spirit. Even ancestral spirits 

abandon a lazy man, they withhold their blessing.  Even a newly born child must ‘work’ if he does not want to die; 

he must at least cry for his mother to feed him. 

The Shonas teach their children to share. This is why they eat sadza together in one plate. When the child starts to 

crawl, he/she begins to learn to feed himself/herself. The Shona respect food, and the child is taught to do so by 

punishment if need be. For instance, he or she is not allowed to spit food out or throw it away. Neither must he/she 

shout for his/her food, or reject it and demand something else instead. He/she must receive his/her food with 

clapping of hands, and after the meal say thank you with the same gesture. Also, he/she must always be ready to let 

the chickens and other small domestic animals have some of his/her food. To share becomes to him/her a matter of 

course. 

When the child is two to three years old, he/she learns the rules of eating, and they are strict rules. Boys and girls 

form a group and each group eats out of one dish. But if there are four boys and one girl in a family, the girl must 

join the boys. But if a child is caught eating alone, he/she is beaten, for eating alone means he/she does not want to 

share. In the group, the child also learns the different forms of showing respect. The eldest of a group starts the 

meal; the youngest has to wait until last. The youngest ones are supposed to learn to control themselves. In this 

way, the Shona say, we teach the child something that will be of benefit to him/her later in life when he/she must 

practice sexual abstinence. 

Sometimes a child is punished for daring to eat away from home (makwato), or for accepting food from neighbours 

or strangers. The child is also taught everything about the taboos and customs concerning food. For example, girls 

are not allowed to eat animal tongues. Those who eat them are said to dominate their men folk. 

Sexual education begins as soon as a child starts to talk. The child learns those terms that refer to the sexual organs. 

These are taboo; they must not be looked at, or named. If someone uses the direct expressions in public, he/she 

may, in certain circumstances, be brought to trial. Therefore, the child is taught the publicly permitted terms on 

his/her life. For example, a girl’s vagina is called tete or aunt, while the boy’s penis is called sekuru, meaning 

grandfather.  The child’s questions about sexual matters are always answered. But while the child is small, 

instruction is limited and kept to vague generalities. In the seclusion of their home, man and wife may talk plainly 

about anything to do with sex; such talk stimulates their love-play. But in public, there are only a few, strictly 

defined, occasions when such talk is permitted.  

The Shona elders say that boys and girls are separated as soon as they become aware of being naked, and are 

ashamed of each other. But the children meet again, even beyond the age of puberty, when they play or bath 

together. As the child grows, the parents pay close attention to the signs of fertility which, the Shona believe, make 

themselves felt in childhood. Fertility is first safeguarded at birth by use of the mutimwi, the cord which keeps the 

procreative organs in their proper positions. Further protective measures are not necessary if there are satisfactory 

signs of fertility. In the morning, the mother enters the boys’ hut and wakes them up by pulling off their blankets. 

She watches whether a boy’s penis stiffens as he wakes up. She even watches when a very small boy urinates, to 

see if the urinary stream stiffens his penis or not. Stiffening of penis is a sign of fertility like the erection first thing 

in the morning. With girls one is content to note their ‘motherly instinct’. If a small girl hugs a corn-cob she 

obviously longs for a baby of her own, this indicates normal development. This fertility of early childhood plays an 

important role in the education of the Shona society78. 
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African Independent Churches and Culture 

AICs in Zimbabwe are neo-traditional churches. They can be perceived as new forms of traditional religion with a 

syncretistic thrust from the Bible.79 Seen in this way, the AICs have been criticised in conservative scholarship as a 

project with ‘a face looking backwards’ because they sometimes romanticise the African past. These churches 

demonstrate syncretism or partial integration between aspects of Christian belief and African traditional religion. 

The spirit type churches in Zimbabwe almost adapt and adopt African culture in their theology.  

In theological perspectives, what the AICs are doing may be seen as a process of enculturation. They acquire 

categories from the culture of local people in areas of liturgy, catechesis and morality. This augers well with Bishop 

Nehemiah Mutendi of the Zion Christian Church’s saying in a sermon that: “Zion itsika” that is ‘Zion is culture’. 

This implies that the church is like the whole community, so the society is responsible for the religious upbringing 

of the child. 

AICs and the Bible 

It should be noted that AICs do not have a philosophical articulation of theological beliefs including hermeneutics 

since their interpretations of the Bible are undoubtedly conditioned by their presuppositions arising out of their life 

situation and their understanding of how the Bible speaks into their life context inevitably enlarges its meaning.80 

They have a literalistic or concordistic approach to hermeneutics81. For Anderson82 the fact of the biblical 

literalism found in these churches is consistent with their roots in the North American Holiness, healing and 

Pentecostal movements. West83 citing Mosala says that AICs in South Africa developed “new ways of interpreting 

the Bible in terms of the black experience of suffering, insecurity and oppression”. The Bible in this way becomes a 

source book of supernatural answers to human need. An African appreciation for the ‘African-ness’ of their 

understanding of the Bible, and the fact that the churches are founded and led by Africans, who have read and 

interpreted the Bible for themselves, is very meaningful. AICs are specifically geared to fulfil African aspirations 

and meet African needs, and in this sense they have ‘enlarged’ the meaning of the Bible to include this African-

ness. The Bible is also sometimes read as an ethical rule book conceived in a kind of fundamentalistic fashion, and 

members have definite opinions on biblical ethics. In this case they rely much on the Old Testament teachings as 

compared to the New Testament. 

Status of Children in AICs 

AICs are churches that reflect culture instead of challenging it where it is necessary. These churches are negating 

what Jesus was teaching his disciples who were clinging to the dictates of their culture. For this reason, doors are 

closed for children in AICs.  The majority of children in AICs make their way through life impoverished, 

abandoned, uneducated, malnourished, discriminated against, neglected and vulnerable. Madzibaba Ishmael of the 

Johane Masowe weChishanu (Friday Church) is well known in Zimbabwean media for teaching that: “Sending 

children to schools is a sin. Modern schools are the deathbed of our cultures; therefore, we do not allow our 

children to attend school. This is so because in schools children are taught to use condoms to prevent getting 

unwanted pregnancies and STIs”.  

In addition to this, children are not allowed to go to clinics and hospitals. This is supported by Madzibaba Ishmael 

when he said in an interview: “God created us for a purpose and whenever we get sick we go back to God and he 

has the answer”.  

Some of these AICs also practice early child marriages. According to Mdzibaba Ishmael, “We do not propose to 

girls, but we are given them by the Holy Spirit”.  

The above examples show that the life of AIC children is a daily struggle to survive. For them a childhood which is 

a time to grow, learn, play and feel safe is meaningless. 

Like in traditional society, the majority of AIC members particularly those of Johane Marange Apostolic Church 

see advantages in having a large family full of children since they provide labour in a labour intensive economy. In 

this case children are treated as an economic investment in view of future marriage alliances and the acquisition of 

the bride wealth in a patrilineal family system. The exchange of bride wealth helped to establish economic ties 

between the families involved. In addition, it encouraged the widening of matrimonial relationships and sealed the 

union. In this case the bride wealth is the most concrete symbol of the marriage covenant and security.  
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According to Johane Marange Apostolic Church teachings: “We teach our children basic skills like farming, 

carpentry, building and motor mechanics among others, but we are not allowed by the church to seek formal 

employment as this will jeopardise time to worship”. 

If that is so, how then can we equip the AICs to involve children in the Church business?  

Child Theology in AICs: The Way Forward 

The major argument in this paper is that the true Church of Christ has a moral obligation to nurture and protect the 

children in obedience to Christ’s command ‘let the children come to me and do not stop them because the kingdom 

of God belongs to such as these (Mathew 19:14). In this case Bible colleges, Seminaries and Theological schools 

need to organise some training workshops where leaders and members of AICs participate. In these workshops we 

can encourage them to have family devotions – house churches. 

International conferences such as this (Child Theology Movement) should also invite representatives of these 

churches so that they can learn from others. 

In our case (Zimbabwe Open University, Department of Religious Studies and Theology), through the use of 

Zimbabwe Theological Education by Extension programmes we are trying to reach parents in these churches so that 

they can pass on information to their children. This should be done through the introduction of different 

programmes that deal with children’s issues in matters of faith. Currently we are negotiating with Bishop Nehemiah 

of the Zion Christian Church and his Senior members to come up with a curriculum for Children’s Ministry. We 

hope that with the grace of the LORD we are going to offer a programme to their Sunday school teachers. We chose 

the ZCC among others for the simple reason that they do have some schools in different parts of the country and we 

want to make use of their infrastructure. We want this programme to be extended to other AICs in Zimbabwe.  
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Paper 6 The meaning of “Let the little children come to me, and do not prevent 
them” (Matt 19:14-16; Mk 10:13-16): An Exegetical Analysis 

Emmanuel D. Mbennah 

 

Introductory remarks 

Firstly, by way of a personal introduction, let me tell you that I was raised in a traditional non-Christian home, the 

tenth of 14 children. There was no church in that place and the first time I saw a Bible was when I was ten years 

old. At that time it meant nothing to me. I ran away from home when I was 12 because I wanted to go to school. 

When I eventually walked into a school, I looked like a street child! I told a friend that I wanted to become a 

Christian and he told me that it was easy: I just needed to be baptised. My friend’s father was a catechist so I went 

through the classes and was baptised. I expected to find a new life but I was disappointed; on Monday I was a 

Christian but by Wednesday I found that nothing had changed. What to do? For the next 18 months this troubled 

me. 

Then there was an evangelistic event in my village. They mentioned many sins and the need to repent; but these 

sins were foreign to me. At the tenth session the evangelist gave a beautiful picture of Jesus and said that Jesus 

wanted to be my friend – he was knocking at the door of my heart (Rev 3:20). The evangelist said that it was 

necessary to invite Jesus into our life. He asked those who wanted to do this to stand up. He asked twice and I tried 

to stand up but it felt like someone pulling me down. It was so tough! But the third time he gave the invitation, I 

jumped up! 

Now, I work for TWR Africa, NWU, Tanzania, South Africa and Compassion International. I have studied in the 

areas of communication and Biblical Studies (specifically the New Testament).  

The scene and the context  

Many assume that the motive of Jesus’ exhortation to His disciples to “let the little children come” and to “not 

hinder them” reflects Jesus’ priority and value for little children. Although this may be admissible, clearly it does 

not encompass all that the exhortation actually means and what the implications of what it means are.  

The exhortation is clear and widely known. We need to ask ourselves: What does this exhortation actually mean 

and what are the implications that follow? We will try to walk through Matt 19:14-16 and identify some 

implications for hermeneutics, equipping for child ministry and child ministry interventions.  

But first, three questions:  

1. Those of you who came to Christ when you were children or youth, what were your experiences in the process 

of coming to Christ? 

2. In what ways has this passage been used? (As a basis for child dedication; even as a basis for child baptism; 

used to underscore the view that children were high on the agenda in Jesus’ earthly ministry). 

3. What is the relationship between Matthew 19:13-16 and Matthew 19:17-21? 

Jesus said, “Let the children alone, and do not hinder them from coming to Me;” (Matt 19:14b) 

Jesus was teaching, in fact answering a delicate question: whether it was lawful for a man to divorce his wife for 

any reason. You recall Jesus’ answer. Later on, the disciples follow up on this discussion with some questions. 

Again you would know the response Jesus gives. It is not clear whether bringing the children is immediately after 

that discussion or not, but the writers of the Gospel records put the events together. So we will take this at least as 

the literary context of the passage that we are looking at. 

Then, some people bring children to Jesus, so He would bless them. The disciples prevent the children (by rebuking 

those who were bringing them). Clearly, they do not have anything against children as such. Rather, it would seem 

to me, they realize Jesus is busy with an important discussion. It is possible to suggest that they interpret Jesus’ 

priority of the moment to be elsewhere, not with the children. As we know, this could have been because in their 

social context, children were relegated to a low social class. 

“Let the little children come to me” (Matt 19:14) 

In the context of the account, it is a literal exhortation, for the disciples to give way, or to allow, the children to 

come to Jesus. Jesus is there physically, and the disciples are to give the children full access to Him. 
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In today’s context, what does “letting the children come to Jesus” mean? If the passage is meant only to 

communicate facilitating physical access to a physically present Jesus, then the passage would have no value for 

anyone beyond the very occasion which it records.  

I do think, however, that this passage does have much significance for us. First, clearly, Jesus wants the children to 

“reach” Him; to “come” to Him.  Clearly, there is a difference between letting children come to Jesus and letting 

children come to church or to the pastor or to a religion. Jesus is the destination, NOT the church, NOT the church 

leader, NOT a religion. Thus, it is not a matter of simply socialising children into the church’s culture, drilling them 

to adopt a spiritual vocabulary and positive religious behaviours. 

I propose it means actively leading children to recognise their need for a Saviour and that they need to respond to 

His invitation and to His offer of a new life that can only be found in Him. Consequently, that would mean enabling 

children to understand and providing them with genuine opportunity to receive salvation, which is to be found only 

through faith in Jesus Christ.  

It is also my proposition that to let the children come to Jesus also means enabling them to identify, understand and 

fulfil the purpose of God for their lives. Therefore, the whole child is to be enabled to come to Christ – that is, 

encompassing the spiritual, social, physical, cognitive and socio-economic dimensions of every child. Put 

differently, it includes enabling children to recognise, develop and apply their gifts and talents so that children 

become divine vehicles for the transformation of their communities and nations.  

Do not hinder them 

The phrase, “Do not hinder them” is also quite loaded. In that particular event, the disciples physically stopped the 

children from coming to Jesus. 

In our context, I think the most obvious meaning of not hindering children is that no one should stand on the way of 

any child from believing and serving Jesus. Thus, no one should place any obstacle which could cause a child to be 

unable to understand or carry out a decision to experience the saving faith in Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour and 

trust Him for their life.  

We will examine some of the obstacles or hindrances that are often place on the way of child. 

Implications 

Three areas of consideration for change: 

Orientation 

 Priorities, resources, omission and exclusion 

 Attitudes, cultures, neglect 

 Understanding the difference between letting the children come to Jesus and letting the children come to the 

church. 

Methodology 

 Understanding children, not just about children  

 Understanding the language of the African child and adopting an incarnational approach (Ref: Why was God 

angry today?) 

 How do we present Christ to a child? 

 Removing the difficulties and the obstacles on their way to Jesus (fear, confusion, family, doctrinal, structural). 

How does a child respond? (cf my own experience)? 

 What are the implications for theological and ministerial training? 

Content 

 What content is necessary? 

 How much content is enough for the child to come to faith and grow? (cf faith comes by hearing, even hearing 

the word of Christ – Rom 10:17) 

 The possibility of inoculation giving a small dose that protects against the full disease. The example is seen 

with the ‘rich young ruler’ (Matt 19:17-21). 

 What about the message of “our” lives? Children are looking for authenticity. “Do not follow me; I am also 

lost”. 
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 What are some of the theological hindrances or obstacles to children coming to Christ?  

Conclusion 

Questions and observations: 

 Vocabulary can be an obstacle: grace; redemption; children understand things concretely. 

 Wanted to respond to Christ but was not allowed to until he was 12 years old. 
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Paper 15: A growing risk of children at church  

Lois Semenye 

Introduction  

The Word of God has given the church a great promise, “Train a child in the way he should go. When he is old, he 

will not turn away from it” Prov. 22:6.  Parents and the church need to take these words seriously.  They need to 

scrutinize the what, how, when, who teaches the children.  It is sad to say that some parents have flouted their 

responsibility and left it to a local church. Moreover, some of the local church forfeit their responsibility as they are 

not keen to scrutinize what goes on in the children ministry. Keith White84 stated that there are five basic needs of a 

child.  These are: security where a child will feel safe to play and explore; significance where a child will feel 

important; boundaries where a child will know the rules; discipline and values; community where a child will feel 

that he/she belongs; and creativity where a child feels free to be creative.  Lack of these basic needs will inhibit a 

child’s holistic development.  A local church then should endeavour to meet these needs. 

The Risk areas 

Unfortunately, many of our churches are not striving to meet these basic needs and hence some churches are 

becoming a risky place for children.  Some churches have borrowed so much from the world, forgetting the 

principles of the Word of God.  Church leaders have fought physically in the church compound, fashioned the 

music to the world, and have incorporated the world’s values in the ministries of the church. Regrettably the 

children are watching and learning from the adults.  Besides, the children learn best by imitating!  Adults have 

failed children by not being good models.  Moreover, the teachers are not trained, nor are there appropriate 

materials for them to use.  The church facilities or the furniture in many cases are not child friendly. 

I wonder what Jesus would say if He visited some of our churches’ children’s ministries?  Jesus took time to bless 

the children; He did not think it was a waste of time.  Besides when the people tried to bring children to Jesus, the 

disciples tried to stop them but Jesus instead blessed the children (Matthew 19:13 – 15).  Church leaders can learn 

from Jesus.  Do our deacons, elders, pastors or Sunday school teachers visit the children at home?  If Jesus was so 

interested in children should we not?   

A local church is a place where everyone should feel welcomed, loved and taken care of. Therefore, churches need 

to take seriously the ministry to and with children. There are some areas that the churches need deliberately to work 

on.  These areas include: a curriculum that is appropriate to the children; vetting and training of children’s workers 

and making the church compound child friendly, ensuring safety and security.  These areas are going to be 

discussed with the aim of enhancing the children’s ministry and emulating Jesus our Lord as He had a special place 

for children in His heart. 

Curriculum 

Any effective education needs a well thought out curriculum. A curriculum is a course designed in such a way that 

it requires outcomes or transformation for the students or even for the teachers. It is essential for any church school 

to use an appropriate curriculum that will enhance learning. A curriculum requires that there is a purpose for the 

program; in other words: that should be achieved in the learner’s life. This calls for a systematic organization of 

lessons that would include theme, lesson outcome, content, method, visual aids and application. 

All these components should be written carefully considering the needs of children. The curriculum should be 

holistically developed as seen in the way Jesus developed. In Luke 2:52, “Jesus grew in wisdom and stature and in 

favour with God and men.” The curriculum should consider these four areas: growing in wisdom, growing in 

stature, growing in spirituality and growing in favour with man. 

A proper curriculum should consider the age of the child, the content, methodology and activities will differ 

according to the developmental level of the child. The way adults are taught is definitely different from the way a 

child is taught. A child requires simple concepts, colourful materials, from known to unknown, lots of activities 

appropriate to the age level. 

Use of a curriculum is not common to all churches. Often teachers prepare the lesson from scratch and in many 

cases these teachers are not trained to prepare lessons from the Bible. It is a surprise to observe a teacher reading a 

lengthy passage to the children. Unfortunately this does not help to disciple the child to maturity. Therefore a 

carefully designed curriculum can boost what happens in a Sunday school otherwise a child is being neglected and 

wasted in the midst of the church believers. The church must do something useful to avoid this. 

                                                           

84 White 2003 
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Jesus had a different way of reaching a child. He held them and blessed them. His method for the children was 

loving and caring and very personal. He was very close to the children. Jesus emphasized the importance of 

children and consequently, churches need to learn from how he treated children. Besides, Jesus used children as 

examples. 

 

Workers in children’s ministry 

The scriptures are clear about who should not be involved in children’s ministry and from this we can work out 

criteria for the suitable teacher. Matthew 18:6 makes it clear that the teacher must not lead a child astray, hence a 

mature, trained teacher is expected. God warns adults to be vigilant not to cause the little ones to stumble. If a 

person does so, the punishment is extreme: to the extent not to be ever seen again that is, to be completely 

forgotten. Churches are not always vigilant while recruiting children’s workers. The character, attitude and values 

of the workers must not deter the nurturing of the children’s spirituality. 

Some workers also disregard children’s importance. This is demonstrated when adults come late to church, and 

children who came early and found a suitable seat are displaced. On other occasions, children are displaced from 

their ‘classroom’ to allow adults to use them without prior warning or preparation. The workers need to learn from 

Jesus: Jesus placed the child in the place of honour. 

The children’s workers need to be properly trained how to teach and handle children. One of the basic 

qualifications for children’s workers to have is a love of children. Jesus no doubt loved the children he held and 

blessed. 

To reduce the growing risk of children in the church, the pastor or elders need to vet who are the workers. Are they 

committed Christians? Are they men or women of integrity? Do they love children? Are they committed to the 

task? Are they growing spiritually? 

Training children’s workers 

The training also should include these areas: 

Methodology 

The way children learn and are taught is important. It is important to emphasize teaching from  a  simple concept to 

complex concepts and taking into consideration the age level of the children. The language also matters. We cannot 

read from the King James Version of the Bible to children when they use contemporary language. This can be 

confusing.  

Lesson preparation 

The teacher needs to be helped to organize the lesson properly. The teaching aids put in the right place so that the 

lesson is cohesive and flowing well without unnecessary disruption of unprepared teacher’s materials. 

Teaching aids 

The children’s teachers need to be familiar with the variety of teaching aids. Where the teaching aids are not 

available or are expensive, teachers will require training on how to make the teaching aids. Teaching children with 

aids adds to the excitement of learning and retention. 

Content 

The teachers should know the basic truths about the Bible. The teachers should be exposed to various aids that can 

enhance their understanding of the Bible. They need to learn how to meditate on and interpret the word. Children 

need to be taught simple concepts not complicated. Jesus was a great teacher who taught from simple concepts to 

complex. The teacher must know the expected outcomes of the lesson and the memory verse for each lesson before 

teaching the children. It is said boring a child is a sin. 

Teachers need to vary activities as often as possible. Children’s concentration span is short and varies from age to 

age, for small children ten minutes in one activity is far too long. 

Activities can vary from singing, body motions, and reading answering, asking, seeing and listening to narratives. 

Church safety and security 

The key question that church leaders need to ask is: are our children safe in our church compound? Stories have 

been told of a child straying outside the church compound unnoticed. The parents left the child in the custody of a 

Sunday school teacher.  Regardless of the fact that the teacher might be overwhelmed by the number of children 

and never noticed a child walking out of the class, out of the church gate to a busy highway. A teacher should have 

small classes and hence have a better control of what is happening. 
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Another story was told: a child went missing from a large church. What this implies is churches need to put 

measures of security in place. Besides, the toys used in the classroom, chairs, seats, tables, playground need to be 

safe that would not hurt a child. Churches need to rethink the issues of safety and security according to their 

location. There should be no class at any time unattended by a mature person. 

Conclusion 

There is a growing risk of losing children from the church. To avoid this, churches need to evaluate seriously where 

they place children in terms of importance. Some of the areas mentioned included: Providing a good curriculum, 

vetting and training children workers who would provide a ‘haven’ for children at the church that is safe and secure. 

A local church should make a child feel welcomed and needed. Jesus placed the child in the place of honor and we 

need to do the same. 
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Day 5 

Day Convenor: Mweemba 

 

We started by reading Ps 24 and prayer. Then we shared with a neighbour what had impacted us during the week. 

Bible Devotional 

Johannes Malherbe 

 

Two years ago on a bus from Nairobi to Uppsala, 

Johannes met a fellow passenger who called herself 

Mama Faith. She said she had a daughter called Faith who 

always enjoyed being in God’s presence. 

As a pastor I had to conduct the funeral of a girl who had 

been killed in a car crash. The parents asked everyone to 

come dressed in white. She had always wanted to be in 

God’s presence and she was dancing there right now. 

Psalm 139 – Children in the womb 

Some people have a strong consciousness of God in their 

lives and a deep longing for more of Him. We also find 

this in children, with some starting a very young age. 

Others, like Paul in the book of Acts, only meet God later 

in life, usually resulting in a dramatic change in character and lifestyle. 

Psalm 139 is the prayer of someone who really loves God and longs to be with Him. In the first part he 

acknowledges that God knows him through and through. This does not seem to scare him at all, in fact he closes the 

Psalm by inviting God to come even closer, to search and see if there is anything offensive in his life. The intention 

is that he wants to be pleasing to God even in the smallest detail of his life. 

The middle part of the prayer (verses 13 to 18) deals with how he was formed in his mother’s womb. Though others 

may see this as a natural process, he praises God for delicately and wisely shaping him there. The two images used 

to describe this process are those of knitting (verse 13) and weaving (verse 15), tasks usually done by women. Just 

as a woman will use wool and patiently create a garment or a carpet one stitch at a time, so God formed me in my 

mother’s womb. Just as she started with a bag of wool, God started with a bag of unformed matter, of tiny, brittle 

bones (verses 15 and 16). God too worked with great wisdom and skill, having a very clear image of what He 

wanted to make. This is why he can only praise God, knowing how fearfully and wonderfully we have been made 

(verse 14). 

Godly parents and grandparents can share this Psalm with their children, explaining how God was at work in their 

lives from conception right up to where they are now. It might be more challenging to share this message with 

children who have no knowledge of their parents, or if they have may wish they didn’t. Our comfort is in the fact 

that God is the Creator of every child, also those born outside a safe and healthy family setting. Though society 

may reject children because of who their parents are or what they have done, God was involved right from the start 

in shaping each one of them and He offers to be there for them right through their lives. 

vv13-18 the wonder of God being with you in the womb. Reflect on this. How would you share this with a child of 

five or six? Do this in small groups: grandparents; parents of young children; those who work in the medical 

profession; people who work with orphans; those who are born in circumstances of shame. 
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Emerging themes 

Victor Nakah/ Emmanuel Mbennah 

 

On Thursday, the group that had been organising the event met to listen to God and to decide the best way to finish 

the meeting and also how to continue the process afterwards. For the continuation they decided on a group of 5-7 

people backed up by up to 20 others who would be resource persons. Participants were asked to indicateif they 

were interested in taking part. 

At this point, participants were invited to return to some of the things done earlier in the week – to concretise CT. 

Each one to wrote their own definition of CT as they understood it after the various inputs and presentations. Theen 

eaxh one reconnected with their group (4 groups) and discussed the definitions. Then each group agreed on one 

definition which was shared with all the other participants. 

Definitions of CT 

On the last day of the conference, the organisers decided to carry out an audit of how well participants understood 

the key concept: Child Theology. Participants were asked to write down their understanding as a definition of Child 

Theology. The following 35 responses is the result. Very few of these responses correspond to the way the Child 

Theology Movement would generally characterise Child Theology. Some of the following definitions use, in whole 

or in part, key phrases popularised by CTM, such as: ”the child in the midst”, “the lens of the child”, “the 

perspective of the child” but do not explain what it means, what the outcome might be for theological issues, church 

life or practical Christian living. In this respect, many of the following definitions seem like repetitions of the new 

‘jargon’. There is clearly more work to be done! 

Participants stated that Child Theology is: 

 a process of doing theology with child in the mind; grasping what the bible says about children and stating 

it in a clear language against a particular context. 

 Child theology entails understanding Christ perspective of children and helping children understand God 

and his love for them through Jesus Christ. It is about helping the child understand God, his word, his 

ways and purpose in his world and their lives. 

 putting the child in his right place in the body of Christ. It is considering that every Christian, every faith 

organization and theological school must accept children in their plan when building with Christ his 

kingdom. 

 a theology of children and how God values them and his attitude towards them and how our attitude will 

be in line with God’s attitude. 

 a conversation with God and children about and for children. 

 what God is saying about the child in his revealed word and what he wants the church to do about it. 

 an understanding about the child as a created being of God and how the child should be regarded in 

relation to God’s ministry to humanity. 

 what the bible says about the child and how God desires for the child to know him as saviour, Lord, 

Master and Judge so that he lives to glorify God. 

 making theology with having a child in mind and seeing the theology through the eyes of a child. 

 to understand God’s heart for children in the bible. 

 the right hermeneutical understanding of children in the bible 

 CT focuses on the reflection on God and the children in the church and society and the related praxis. 

 CT means the child in God’s perspective and what the child should know about God. Welcoming the child 

as God welcomes him. 

 interacting with the word of God, the thought and the action of the church through history, the insight of 

people in a contextual setting with children and child issues as a focal point. 

 the biblical and theological component of children’s ministry, where we deal with children as Jesus saw 

them in the midst of his kingdom. 
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 a focused theological investigation on the biblical position of the child God’s kingdom. 

 a systematic study of the bible and what the bible says about children. 

 an entry point to faith for and through children. Helping one to grow in the Lord by obeying what the Lord 

has demonstrated to us through children. 

 the study of seeking to have an understanding of the place of the child in the perspective of God’s word 

and how we actualize this perspective in our daily dealings with children. 

 what God says about the child and the implications for the church. 

 to include the perspective of the children on who God is and how he feels about the world. 

 the study of child in the light of the bible. 

 to place value, celebrate, relate to, and connect with the children within the bigger God story. 

 a theology that is child focused. It places a child at the centre of theological discourse. 

 understanding and practicing what God has for children. 

 a theology that focuses on the child. 

 what God says about a child. In understanding what God says we also consider what implications it has to 

the place we give to children in the homes and society. 

 about the place of children in God’s kingdom. 

 God’s view point in regards to children. 

 understanding God’s word with the child being part of the understanding. 

 joining the God - Children conversation 

 in short seeing the kingdom of God through the eyes of children involving them in all aspects of church. 

 looking at the word of God through the eyes of a child. How would a child understand the scripture? 

 a biblical reflection on issues related to children 

 a hermeneutical approach of the bible with a child in the midst. 

 a reading and interpretation of scripture with the lens of a child in the midst. 

 a hermeneutical lens through which we take fresh looks at things like, church, mission, kingdom, society, 

priorities and agenda. 

 the study of God with children for children and about children. 

 an attempt to read scripture with the lens of a child in our midst. 

Comment 

This is not the place for a detailed critique of these ideas (though someone could usefully attempt this) but I (the 

editor) will take the liberty of inserting a comment here that I hope will be helpful. It is a comment about what 

seems to be a significant issue that occurs quite often.  The phrase “the child in the midst” is often taken to mean 

the development of a theology focused on the child. The phrase “focused on the child” or similar is used in some of 

the above definitions. In CTM we believe that Christian theology should always be focused on God. If we think of 

the ‘lens’ analogy, we can of course look at the lens but that is not using the lens for the purpose for which  it was 

made. The lens is normally the device that focuses on something else with the expectation we will see what we can 

already see more clearly or perhaps even see something new that at present is invisible to us.  It is not itself the 

object focussed on. 

To my mind, which is not intended to present itself as the last word on the matter, most of these definitions do not 

define or even describe ‘Child Theology’ although they do describe an important department of theology: theology 

of the child or theology of children’s ministry (i.e. ministry to children). These are important areas of theology and 

fundamental to the development of Child Theology. But Child Theology is distinct from these - it builds on these 

theologies, constructing significant new perspectives which may lead to ground-breaking changes in praxis; 

changes that affect not only our work with children but every aspect of Christian and church life. Few of the 

definitions above have that breadth. 
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In developing Child Theology, we first have to see the child as fully human, in the image of God and significant in 

the Kingdom (the work of Theology of the Child) and able to have aa personal relationship with God which 

includes reeiving revelation directly from God. Then we can open our hearts, minds and praxis to questions such as: 

how will God use such children in His Kingdom (in Africa)? How do we receive the children? What opportunities 

do we give to children to be players in church life and not just spectators (even if given the best seats). This is Child 

Theology.  

I challenge you to review the above definitions thoughtfully and find how many take this extra step and may truly 

be called definitions of ‘Child Theology’. (I only found two!). And then to rview your own theology and praxis in 

the light of what you discover. 

New Questions after afternoon workshop in combined groups. 

Group One 

1. What does God say about the child in Africa? Theological question. 

2. How do I put a child in the midst of an educational enterprise (not restricted to a formal theological 

enterprise) and community practice?  

Group Two 

3. What are the purposes, characteristics and methods of developing an African CT? 

4. What are the roles of theological institutions in the promotion, growth and development of CT in 

Africa?  

Group Three 

5. What can CT do to restore the view that children are blessings and not curses, correct non biblical 

practices and world views, and promote an understanding of the value of children?  

6. Within CT: What is the relation and balance between reflection and action – and how do we 

strategically promote both in our theological institutions?  

Group Four 

7. How do we listen to stories of children within the bigger God story? 

8. Where does the family (home, church, community) fit into this conversation?  

Review of the 8 questions 

Can they be ‘trimmed’ in any way? These questions will be considered by the ‘provisional committee’ which has 

been invited to decide how to address them – develop research, write papers, etc. 

Names for the provisional committee are: Caroline; Christopher; Keith; Emmanuel; Etienne Zongo, Hannalie, 

Josef; Victor. 
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Annex 1:  The grammar of children and theology and Africa 

Jan Grobbelaar; Petra Institute 

Introduction 

Since the philosopher Wittgenstein made in one of his Cambridge lectures the statement that “[t]heology is the 

grammar of the word God,” the concepts grammar and language played an important role in the work of many 

theologians. It may be helpful for us to look at the three words "Children" and "Theology" and "Africa" from this 

angle.  

Grammar and Theology 

In general grammar can be defined as a system of language rules accepted by a community or group for forming 

and combining words in a certain way to communicate understandable among them. The most important buildings 

blocks of our grammar are already formed in our early years. It becomes so much part of who we are that we most 

of the time do not even notice how heavily we rely on grammar to convey understanding and meaning in our 

communication with each other. The surface structure of our grammar comes almost spontaneously according to the 

mutually accepted grammar rules. But behind this surface structure is the hidden grammar structure of meaning.  

When we come to theology as talk about God and God's kingdom according to God’s own revelation, it is difficult 

to express ourselves understandable because God and God's kingdom are not visible objects or realities. We 

actually try to speak about what is almost impossible to speak about. Our language just cannot express the view 

God has from God's side. Although the problem exists on both the surface and the hidden grammar of theology, the 

hidden grammar of meaning is mostly the biggest problem.  Therefore, the biggest challenge in our theological 

discussions is to look deeper than the surface structure of words and ideas but to explore the hidden grammar of 

meaning behind the words and phrases we use.  

Children and Theology as developing grammar 

The words children and theology are not new words. Since the beginning of the 21st century a new awareness for 

the connection of the relationship between children and theology started to develop. But with this awareness quite 

different ways of relating children and theology with each other emerged, for example: Theology of Childhood, 

Theology of Children and Child Theology. The scaring reality is that all these combinations, and all the 

surrounding words we add can rather be confusion and/or unintelligible and may obscure the real meaning about 

God and God’s kingdom that they have to convey. But taking into account this short period we are deliberately 

focussing on children and theology, we have to admit that we still have to do with a grammar-in-the-making. 

Therefore, a certain degree of elasticity and not the rigidity of a “grammar-police” should prevail amongst us. In my 

own journey with these two concepts and also with real children and doing theology, I learned a few grammar rules 

applicable to my own grammar-in-the-making. In the booklet “Theology and the African context” published by the 

Child Theology Movement in 2012 I shared something of my views on the grammar of child and theology. This 

paper is a second attempt to express my own grammatical understanding of the relation between these two 

concepts. I do not express my own views on children and theology as prescriptive but only as descriptive, and as a 

search for more clarity in my own mind.  

The grammar of child and theology in Matthew 18:1-14 

To help us to start recognising our own hidden grammar behind the words Child and Theology I want us to revisit 

Matthew 18:1-14. Through using a child Jesus wants to change, not only the surface structure of the disciples 

kingdom grammar, but also the deepest hidden structure of their grammar about God and God’s kingdom. By this 

action Jesus confronts the hidden meaning behind their words, formed in their innermost being already since the 

beginning of their own childhood years, with God’s own grammar about the kingdom of God. Unless you change, 

unless your grammar about God and God’s kingdom changes, unless your innermost being and your understanding 

of the meaning of life change, in such a way that it can be seen in your lives and heard in your use of words, you 

cannot even enter God’s kingdom. (Read Matthew 18:1-14). 

How do you picture this scene of what is happening here? The South African film director, Regardt van den Berg, 

directed a docu-drama based word-for-word on the Gospel according to Matthew which was released in 1993. The 

way he constructed this scene speaks to my heart and is always a blessing for me. (Show the scene). Discussion 

And what about Africa? 

In a certain sense the answer to the above sentence is very simple. We live on the African continent and Africa 

differs in many ways from the rest of the world. It was on this continent that the hidden grammatical structure of 

our innermost being was formed. It was here that we learned to express the surface structure of our grammar, our 

lives and our theology in quite different ways than in other parts of the world. We developed our grammar about 

child and theology on the African continent. And the implication is that we were influenced by a lot of factors that 

played a role on this continent. We were influenced by the history and the struggles of Africa. By the slave trade, 
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the colonisation of Africa, the power struggles of post-colonisation. We were influenced by unique African cultural 

practices. We were influenced by the worldview(s) that developed in Africa over centuries. We were influenced by 

the concept to be ubuntu people. We were influenced by the rest of the world’s views about and their actions 

towards Africa. We were also influenced by the circumstances and the suffering of children on the African 

continent. And by this I do not say that there is only one context on the African continent. There are a diversity of 

cultures, beliefs, traditions and languages. Although there are some communalities present in different parts of 

Africa, we can say that there are different contexts present in Africa, to such an extent that each of these contexts 

had and still have a different influence on the members of each context.   

But we are not only influenced by the realities of the diverse African contexts. We are also called and sent into 

these different contexts to be witnesses or missional in each context and to develop a grammar of children and 

theology that is understandable for the people living in that context. The grammar of children and theology will 

make no sense for Africans if it is not born from God’s revelation in and for Africa. The necessity of the contextual 

relevance of the grammar of children and theology is clearly demonstrated by Jesus’ revelation to his disciples in 

Matthew 18. It was not a global child that Jesus put alongside himself. His goal was not to generalise about all 

children. He wanted to address the problem with which the disciples at that moment in time struggled with. The 

problem was that they used theological grammar that was not suitable for inhabitants of God’s kingdom. And the 

best way to change it was to call a Jewish child to his side. Because Jewish children had no status in the world of 

the disciples, a Jewish child was the best language to use to address their struggles with status and greatness in 

God’s kingdom. It was also the best way to liberate them from the wrong surface and hidden structures of their 

theological grammar. And actually, to liberate them from themselves and all their selfishness. Unless you change, 

unless you are reborn as a child you will not enter the kingdom of God. And this rebirth can only come from God. 

But it was not an easy task for Jesus. He struggled with the resistance of the disciples to change their grammar of 

child and theology. It is evident in the events described in Matthew 19:13-15 and 20:20-28. But through Jesus’ 

patience and perseverance and the work of the Holy Spirit they changed at the end. In his explanation about what 

happened on the day of Pentecost Peter even used the language of the Prophet Joel to state that the Spirit was 

poured out on all people and that their sons and daughters will be prophets. What a change in his theological 

grammar about God and God’s kingdom! In the same way God want to liberate us from our wrong hidden grammar 

about God and God’s kingdom through the children of Africa.  

Conclusion 

Constructing the grammar of children, theology and Africa is a new journey for all of us. Along the way there will 

be surprising moments and also confrontational moments, many difficult questions to wrestle with, times of 

intensive listening to God and the other, and the joyful experiences of the enlightened moments of revelation from 

God’s side. May we always expect that this journey will change our theology for the better. And let us be patient 

with each other. There is not and there will never be only one grammar of children and theology and Africa. Let us 

respect each other’s grammar. Let we welcome them into our lives. As in many other languages there will be and 

must be regional grammar or languages with which we can enrich each other and experience the multi-colours of 

God’s revelation.  






